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TERRACE " A 19-day strike by  teachers in  $cho01" 
concluded over the weekend w~th a.tentatW, e Dis t r i c t  88 " " ' " . . . . . .  " " " ;  
agreement between • the board of trustees and the Te'rrace'" 
District •Teachers Ass0eiation: The district"s:5;200 ~iU+ 
dents returned tO .classeS':M0nday morning aft er:.beiizg' 
out of :school sih'ce,Dee.' 16, , " " ". ~. ~ " ,  : 'i ,,:, :."'...: .
"Th6' .  Contract, Concluded i to keep class sizes d0wn.rec!ukes". 
through a Set Of marathon bar- 'more local taxation;, and: ,the 
gaining,sessions overseen byme= quality of education', i]s'-'bett.dr'. 
diator Vince Ready, will provide 
teachers .with acompounded (in, 
eluding increments) !4.7 percent 
salary increase.: over tw 9- years. 
The agreement, was ratified~by 
the board and the TDTA mere- 
when teachers can devote more  
time to individual stUdents., ' 
• The final a~eement sl~ecifies 
• pupil-teacher ratios for".l'5, dr(-'. 
ferent categories Of classr00m: 
situations,, with provisions to  
bershipin votes held Sunday. exceed the maximum ratios b~,,. 
TDTA president • :Helni~t :Up to  10 percent undercertain 
Giesbrecht said therafificafien c i rcumstances . .  • .., .'. , ' 
vote came in, at 94 "percent in 
favor Of' the• agreement and 
deemed that an indication of 
satisfaction. "It's a good agree- 
ment," he said. ',We now•ha~e 
the best class .size ' Pr0vis!o~ :in 
the province.'"- ........ ':-' ::. ,: .... " 
The class size.contr01', .!ssue 
was. a central point of- center, 
t ion thrdUghout:~ :~ tl~.~egofia~,i 
There .is also an arbitration 
clause that comes int O effect, in. 
the event of a disagreement.'The 
article comes into effect hi! Sept.." 
l, 19S9._  " ' ' ' 
,. The effect of"..the~, setttement '. 
• "~ ' " '  '# . ' : :  ~.'~';,:i~. " "~: . "~'  "' . ; "  " " : '  ~ ' .  ." " • " .~ ,  " 
: On ~a~. ,27 Mimster, o f '~ : ' : , : . ,  
ti0ns, ~.th~theTDTA ~mta/~.  :~an~to:~ifie'prownc~al s¢liool~.. 
ins that teacher: workloads_ had  System :by. $129 million, an:. aver~ . 
to be specified and the board  age o.t'-9.9 percent morethan the  
arguing, that 'it.. wouid' rose con, ' previous year; in 'part~ to. help: 
tr01 of staffing levels, . . districts defray ::.the.:;cost . :of.:, 
District Secretary-Treasurerl highErii:wai;es,: piersdorff s~cll 
Barry Piersdorff. pointed out  the' specifiC, grant increase fo r  
that the class size section was District 88. won't be known fo r  
one of the few areas that :two or three weeks and the tax 
• brought ogether the thi-ee issues impact of thesettlement can'tbe 
of teacher workload, taxation, calculated until them 
levels and the quality of educe- ,'We had everything costed 
tion: the more students each out, but now we just don't 
teacher has, the more work that know," Piersdorff said. "Any- 
teacher is required to do; more thing I would tell you at this 
teachers, above a certain level, point would be wrong." 
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. . . .  ^ - . .^=, . , . .^  . . , . . .  m . . . . . .  _.. •.~ . . _ _ Despite membersof the Royal Winnipeg Ballet nearly being stranded in Prince Rupert byan 
,~u  u=u~u,=¢~ vr  m,u.A~,u=, ins. /errace.  ,-'OAKS: | avalanche., show went on Saturday ni. ght in the .R E.M. Lee Theatre after .the company 
I ..,..... ~ '_ _ . : _ . _= J= : . -~avelled by air to Terrace. One of thes  s g g p P celebrated their 20th anniversary Sunday with how' hi hli hts was a erformance of the asde  
=,-uuram new gymnasuo plans page 1/'. I ' , . • "" . , , ...~i,' : i  i .i ~. "l:-::deux from Tchaikovsky s Swan Lake. Stow on page 15. Royal Winnipeg aallet photo. 
Wind, snow, rain, avalanche - -  a record month 
The first month of 1989 
saw the local record for 
precipitation in January 
shattered, by a wide mar- 
gin,  with most of it arriv, 
ing in the form of snow.  
The •result has been a 
ca lami tous  series o f  
avalanches that have cut 
of f  communities to the 
north and, in  one instance 
in Telegral~h ~Creek, 
resulted in death'. ' 
George Blakey a t  the 
Ter race-K i t imat  a irport  violent that the wind from it 
weather office said yester- knocked own trees on the other 
day that, total precipitation-" side of the valley. 
,up to .:the last  day of the Highway 37A Was' reopened 
month came to 391.0 milli- Monday•with single-lane~traffic 
meters, •130.5 mil l imeters being taken in convoys through 
of rain and 277.2 centimeters of / the pass,: but yesterday another 
snOw. The old record was set in 
1968, a mere :300.7 millimeters. 
Blakey said the Environment 
Canada records go back to 1956. 
The avalanche activity began 
• in earnest last week with a series 
Of 27 slides in the Bear Pass that 
isolated the community of Stew- 
art. One of the slides was so 
:avalanche closed the road again. 
At last report temperatures had 
dropped to -18 • C., sEies had 
cleared and avalanche techni- 
Cians were planning to drop 
explosive charges from helicop. 
ters on Mt. Rainey, overlooking 
the town, in an attempt o break 
up, the unstable snow pack in a 
controlled manner. 
Dease Lake, Telegraph Creek, 
Iskut and other small communi- 
ties north of Meziadin Junction 
• have been cut off since early last 
week by two gigantic slides in 
the Ningumaw Pass near Bob 
Quinn Lake. Recent reports in- 
dicate that fresh food supplies 
are nearly exhausted, with inter, 
mittent shipments being trucked 
in from Whitehorse. 
The Ministry of Highways 
said one of the Ningunsaw ava- 
lanches has covered the road to 
a depth of 30 meters, and there 
are presently no estimates as to 
when the highway will be open 
again. 
The only death caused by 
avalanche occurred Friday in 
Telegraph Creek, where an el- 
derly woman reportedly ignored 
warnings to evacuate her moun- 
tainside home and was subse- 
quently buried in a slide. 
Highway 16 was intermittent- 
ly closed by avalanche last week. 
The first one occurred Jan, 26 at 
10 p,m., covering 200 meters 6f 
highway to a depth of four 
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TERRACE --  A ProLife protest doctors Who:Perform abortions atJast August's meeiing of the 
rally last saturday centered on and pay tdbute to those who CN~. After only ~ hour of 
the Emerson Medical Clinic and refuse. ~ -deliberation, the CMA conclud- 
The Medical Clinic. The purpose 
was to mark the first anniversary 
of the Supreme Court Qf Canada 
decision which ruled the then, 
existing abortion law invalid, ef- 
• fectively, leaving any abortion 
decision to the mother and her 
doctor --",'Leaving the unborn 
child with no  legal protection • 
whatsoever,!' said rally leader 
isol~el Brophy in a prepared 
sPeech. • The • purpose of the 
demonstration, according to 
Brophy, was to admonish area 
• No 'ganging up' for chair 
"We"~e here I~o remind oc- 
tors of their cenuJries-old role as 
healers;" Brophy; told a crowd 
• of about .60. She:said that doc- 
tors:'have served: the sick for 
! . 
2,400 "years according to the 
principles under oath that begin, 
'First, do no harm'. Even as late 
as 1963, said Brophy, theCana- 
dian Me'dical. Association code 
of  ethics+stated, 'The induction 
or  procuring of abortion in- 
volves the destruction of life.' 
But She says all this changed 
and Kitimat's four votes •against 
the eight others from around the 
region. 
.According to Talstra, the real• 
issue discussed by Terrace and 
Kitimat councils was that of rep- 
resentation as opposed to cost- 
sharing when it was considered 
tha~ four directors represent the 
bulk of the Kitimat-Stikine re- 
gion while the other eight each 
represent smaller communities• 
He says that the discussion also 
centered on the f~ict hat histori- 
cally, the chairman has most 
The apparent 'ganging up' of  
the two big guys to nab the 
Chairmanship in the regional dis- 
trict political arena just isn't a 
real possibility, according to 
Kitimat-Stikine Regional Dis- 
trict administrator Bob Marcel- 
Inn. The question arose follow- 
ing the release of the minutes of 
a joint meeting of Terrace and 
Kitimat councils in which Jack 
Talstra is said to have suggested 
"Kitimat/Terrace alternate the 
position rdther 'than including 
outlying areas considering the 
degree of involvement and cost 
sharing." 
The same niinutes tate that 
Kitimat di+rector John LeSage 
ed 'abortion should be allowed 
up to 20 weeks, based on a deci- 
sion made by awoman and doc- 
tor alone,' according to Brophy. 
And now, she says, both the 
mother and fetus are victims 
when abortion is offered as a 
'quick fix': to an ill-timed 
. , . l i t , : :  . , - "  
pregnancy. --,.. + .: i 
"Every human life 'has= God- 
given ,value,'; concluded 
Brophy, "no matter how tiny, - 
how old, how handicapp,ed or
.how much that person's life 
seems to be a burden toothers." 
And for-the medical profession, 
she closed with this message: 
"Remember -- pregnancy,is not 
a disease and abortion is not the 
Cure." 
Weather  - -  
meters and *extending several 
hundred meters into the Skeena 
River. It took 17 hours to clear, 
but at 7 o'clock on the morning 
of Jan. 28 a second slide closed 
it again. That one was cleared 
away by late afternoon of the 
same day. 
John Buckle, the ~regional di- 
rector for the Ministry of Hi+g h- 
ways in Terrace, says thiS., is 
often been selected from the 
offering of Terrace and Kitimat 
directors. 
Talstra says that the apparent 
then proposedthat Talstra stand reason for this trend is slmpl.¢• early 1970's..Cold temperatures 
for chairman and  he would !t':s easier for a,direct'or in the are expected to moderate ~e ~. • • ~. ' : - .  . . . . . . . . .  ; ,  !~ 
Stand for the position of vice- "l+~rrace area to access the re- danger' but techmcmns say there "
" ,~  • • . • • "6~- " ' '  ~ ":+" 
Chairman - -  and those were the - gi0nal district office frequently ]s roll mstabthty m snow paces 
results following the election of- and therefore asier for him to due to the .layering effect of 
chairman and vice-chairman .at fulfill his obligations as chair- alternating warm and cold tern- 
the next meeting of the board of 
directors. But there was consid- 
erable talk around, the table, 
says Talstra, and when it came 
to the final vote, it was Terrace 
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• WITH SPECIALS ON 
+ Friday, February 3 
" ..... ' atuoy, February 
. . . . . . .  nday, February 5 
; : Ch inese  & Canad ian  Cu is ine  
ARIES 
Mar. 21-Apr. 19 
TAURUS 
Apr; 20-May 20 
GEMINI 
May 21-June 20 
CANCER 
June 21-July 22 
LEO 
July 23-Aug. 22 
VlRGO 
Aug. 23-Sept. 22 
LIBRA 
Sept. 23-Oct. 22 
SCORPIO 
Oct 23-Nov. 21 
SAG,ITrARIUS 
Nov. 22-Dec. 21 
CAPRICORN 
Dee. 22-Jan. 19 
AQUARIUS 
" Jan. 20-Feb. 18 
P ISCES • 
• Feb. 19-Mar. 20 
(THE YEAR OF THE SNAKE) 
~/i~i~! ~.I¸  i¸  :!~ !~ ~ i!i~ 
E LL BE C LEBRATING THE 
INESE NEW YEAR 
ville and Kincolith. It was the 
second major outage of the win- 
ter.for Kincolith. 
Parminter said there have also 
been brief interruptions to ser- 
vice in Thor nhill and Usk. 
The weather has not only been 
hard on equipment but also 
makes*i~ difficult co get around 
and repair the damage, he said. 
Forecast Period: 2/5-2/11/89 
Social groups and entertainment activities keep 
you going at a fast pace• An amiable disposition 
keeps things under control• 
Career concerns seem to be threatening the status 
quo• Others are critical of your aggressive atti- 
tude. and resentment flares. 
Probing into the affairs of a distant relative, 
present or long gone, opens up a can of worms• 
Let it rest. 
Like Gemini, your prying instincts are working 
overtime• You could be led astray financially if 
you rely too much on intuition. 
A change islikely in par tnership matters. Assum- 
ing more of a leadership role will enhance your 
position• 
Monday's lunation falls in your employment 
sector. Be prepared for additional responsibilities, 
hnd the rewards will follow. 
Creative fields of your life are stimulated. Heed 
danger signals.A love a flair may come to a head. 
Exciting events transpire around home and family. 
Exercise care in handling a sticky situation• Be 
sensitive to another's feelings. 
Let go of inner tension. You need peace and quiet. 
Spend some time reading and catching up on 
correspondence. 
Watch your assets• Look into an investment 
proposal that seems ound andworthy of further 
scrutiny. There may be some hidden benefits. 
The new moon falls in your sign, and promises 
action and excitement; Hold oti to your emotions. 
especially with family members. 
Start laying plans to put into action later in the 
year. Keep quiet about changes you have in mind 
until you're ready to act. 
man• peratures over the past few days. 
The weather hasalso played. 
At the most recent election for havoc with •B.C. Hydro,s power 
officers there were no nomina- transmission system, Terrace 
tions from outlying regions. Hydro manager Don P.arminter 
and Kincolith. Shortly after- 
ward,  however, falling ~••iiees 
most severe avalanche cycle tSf again cut o f f  service toGreen- 
region• h~ experienced since'~he'" ' " 
continUed from page 1 - 
said, January has been especially 
• unkind to the Nass Valley. 
Heavy snow loads and high 
winds knocked down power 
lines serving those communities 
last week, but service was re- 
stored the same evening to Ai- 
yansh and Canyon City and 
somewhat later• to Greenville 
Local ProLife members marked the first anniversaryof the 
Supreme Court of Canada decision ruling abortion laws in- 
valid by demonstrating in front of Terrace medical clinics. 
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nsm,..,.bre :a:k,a:n d,enter.crn m e s of  chOice 
~i:~:::!~:hei:!'iTerrace detachment: of cil is expeet~l' to advise the :break and enters .last year, re- of the last two years, but in year that number ose tb'20l:gt- 
the7 RCMP submit an  'Opera-.. RCMP of their law enforcement,. -. sultingdn ;55'.charges being laid.., 1987;43 percent of the charges, fences and 94 charges. Of  th e 
tional rPlan" to city council, an-. 
nuaily for their Considera- 
-tion, and ~ this .year's. report 
~leaves -the • city s()mething to 
ponder. The report is currently 
priorities in the near future. Last 
year's priorities were deterniified 
to  be youth crime, substance 
abuse and assaults.. 
In  this year , s  submission, 
.;.:. :, ;._'m the~hands of the!Finance and . RCMP Inspector Larry Y~ke 
Of these, 33 w~re juveniles. This 
indicates a 'significant' increaSe 
over 1987 says Yeske, when 175 
offences resulted in 31 charges 
- r  12 against juveniles. 
Shoplifting offences have re- 
were laid against juveniles while 
in 1988 that figure had risen to 
46 percent. Yeske attributes this 
increase, however, not to an 
• increase in juvenile crime, but to 
business seminars w~ch have 
total charges laid, the percentage 
of Juvenile offenders rose from 
32 to 40 percent. 
" Charges related to drug .of- 
fences rose from 79 to 98 over 
the two-yea/ period, which 
• ~ Personnel.Committeeand coun- reports that there were~ 223 malned static, about 237 in each resulted in 'a't~m0~e aggressive .Yeske attributes to three under- 
approach to prosecutions', cover operatiofis in 1988 - -  one P rki g )yl t be f rced ' " I t  is hoped tha.t this ap- targeted at street level traf- a n i aws o en o preachby the bus,hess com- tickers, another at amajor ~:o- 
" " munity together with the anti- caine trafficker and the third at 
Early last October, Terrace 
city council requested the Public 
Works Department.to p st signs 
on Emerson St. to indicate that 
there was limited parking on the 
street, 
This move was in compliance 
with the existing Traffic Bylaw, 
met the approval of the Public 
Works Department and was wel- 
Director 
resigns 
The list of resignations at 
Northwest• Community College 
continues to grow, with the ex- 
ecutive director of program. 
ruing, Kenn. Whyte, being ~he 
latest o go. Whyte's resignation 
follows that of college president, 
Val George, who was preceded 
by the college's entire nursing 
staff, two Mobile computer 
management staff meml~ers, the 
head of the Business and Indu~: 
try Tr~ning Education del~art-... 
ment and college planner I~tn 
Thomas. 
The top level resignations fol- 
low an internal review which 
resulted in "differences of opin- 
ion" on how some. administra- 
tive concerns hould:be handled. 
Board chairman Hans Wagner 
said in a recent interview that 
the board is currently handling 
al l  administrative matters and 
a l l  programs are running 
smoothly under• the direction of 
individual department heads. 
Wagner says that some vacated 
positions have. already been 
filled and the board is currently 
looking for a temporary replace- 
ment for Val George. 
>" 
getting married... 
This basket-holds 
information and 
gifts especially 
helpful for yO u . 
Call your 
Welcome Wagon 
hostess today. 
638-1204 Phone . . . .  
SINCE,  ~.qlb 
I 
comed by Emerson St. busi- 
nesses who have suffered in the 
past due to very limited parking 
in the area - - they  needed 
customer parking space. 
The, restrictions appear to 
have had tittle effect however. 
According to one local business, 
cars are parked on the street for 
the entire working day and 
probably belong to the employ- 
ees of other downtown business- 
es. 
But there is a solution, says 
city administrator Bob Hailsor. 
I 
Negotiations. are currently un- 
derway with the municipal em- 
ployees' union - -CUPE --  to. 
reword the job description of 
the Senior Building Inspector 
and hand the job of enforcing 
specific bylaws, this being one 
of them, overto him. This could 
happen soon he says, and when 
it does, car owners who are 
currently abusing their Parking 
privileges will discover the bylaw 
has teeth the bylaw provides 
;for penalties between $25 and 
$500. 
.Ionsered Super 67.0 
Takes on the 
Heavyweights/ 
This new. o 
"JONSERED 
mid-section 
thee o beo 
Super 670 
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A CUT ABOVE THE REST 
.. SEE THE JONSERED SUPER 670 AT YOUR DEALER 
RIVER INDUSTRIES 
(TERRACE) LTD. 
P.O. BOX 538 -- TERRACE, B.C. VgG 4B5 
5130A HIGHWAY 16 WEST 636-7383 
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KIDDIE COINER FROM THE POST OFFICE 
shoplifting program in the 
schools witi continue to,:deter 
would-be juvenile shoplifters 
and prevent hose already con- 
victed from repeating this activi- 
ty ,"  says Yeske. 
In the category of substance 
abuse, Yeske reports that 827 
persons, including 58 juveniles, 
were incarcerated due to:liquor 
related offe,ces in 1988 - -  UP 
from 433, 34 .of which were 
juveniles, in 1987. He adds that 
in: 1987, violations under the Li- 
quor Act totalled 179 with 58 
charges being laid, while last 
major marijuana traffickers. 
Wilful damag~ complaints 
.rose 'dramatically' says Yeske, 
from413 cases in 1987 to 626in 
1988. He adds however that the 
increase was caused primarily 
due to a serieS of in,dents where 
window breakage was caused by 
pellet guns and another where a 
rash of vehicle damage occurred 
at car dealerships. In both cases 
the offenders were apprehended. 
The final category, assaults, 
showed the only downtrend in 
the report -- a drop from 172 to 
148 cases. 
NOTICE  OF PUBLIC HEARING 
Notice is hereby given that a Public Hearing Will be held on 
Tuesday, February 14, 1989 at the offices of the Regional 
District of Kltimat-Stlkine commencing at 7:30 p.m. to receive 
representation from all persons who deem their Interest to be 
affected by:the proposed bylaw: "Regional District of Kitimat- 
Stlkine Electoral Area C, Lakelse Lake Zoning Bylow No. 57, 
Amendmen!i Bylaw No. 271, 1989." 
In general terms, the purpose of this bylaw'is: ~, 
1. to redesignate areas described below as follows: 
a) Portion of D.L. 5127, Range 5, Coast District, which is 
within • the area outlined by dashed lines; shall be 
redesignated from the Rura~ (RRI) zone to the Commercial 
(CII). zone. 
b) portion of D,L. 2285 lying west of Highway 37, Range 5, 
Coast District, which is W'jthin the area outlined by dashed 
lines, shall be redesignated from the Park (P) zone (o the 
Commercial (eli) zone. 
2. to add to the list of permitted uses in the Commercial (CII) 
zone: 
a) gasoline service station 
13) groceterla 
This is the second public hearing in respect to this amending 
bylaw. Since the first public hearing, the amending bylaw has 
been amended to reduce the area subject to rezoning, and to 
Include gasoline service station and groceterla on the list of 
permitted uses in the Commercial (CII) zone. The area subject 
to this amending bylaw is Indicated in the sketch below. 
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The proposed bylaw may be Inspected at the offices of the 
Regional District of Kitimat-Stlkine, 300 - 4545 Lazelle 
Avenue, Terrace, B.C. between the hours of 8:30 a.m. to 12:00 
noon and 1:00 p.m. to 4:30 p.m. from Monday to Friday. 
Regional District of Kitimat-Stikine 
4 T~race Review - -  Wednesday, February 1, 1989 
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is this 
" "n7  t imesg  " ? , "" ."  " . ' May you  live in mteresti  
" - -  Anc ient  Chinese curse. 
In any given gathering ar6und town this past month 
the three topics of choice for conversation have been the 
flu, the weather and the teachers' trike. Well,.January, 
you've been a singularly exciting 31 days. Welcome to 
1989. 
This winter's, st/-ain of persistent and debilitating flu 
that seemed to have half the local population wheezing 
and complaining like rusty boilers during'Decerrtber ap-
pears to have tapered off this month, due'-iii'Parv 
perhaps:to school being, closed: germ-laden kids were 
prevented fronl carrying out their usual, conspiracy of 
exchanging bugs and revenging themselves on their 
parents by carting them home. 
The strike ended last weekend, as we predicted in this 
space earlier this month --  admittedly., for all the wrong 
reasons: Still,.,the affair concluded with an odd sort of 
symmetry: wage losses for the teachers wiped out their 
gains in the first year of the c0ntract, and with a windfall 
of undetermined size from the Mini'stry of  Education, 
the District may have saved enough cash to bring ./he 
local cost of the settlement to zero in the first year. 
And is it a coincidence that the Minister waited until 
the Terrace agreement was concluded to announce xtra 
funding to help _school districts cope with the cost of 
wage settlements? In view of the labor relations history 
in this district, the Minister may have taken the Terrace 
negotiations to be the most contentious in the province 
- -  the duration of the strike, if nothing else, would con- 
firm that. With this district •having settled at the same 
wage!evel as other areas, the Minister could feel com- 
fortable about offering a province-wide aid package 
with no fear of throwing the remaining negotiations out,, 
of  balance. ~ ' 
And the weather.., six years' worth of snow in the 
first winter that found us without a downhill ski facility. 
Avalanches have marooned everyone who lives north of 
Kitwanga, and the situation got so bad last weekend that 
a meeting of the Regional. Development Committee's 
Task FOrce .'on Transportation had to be cancelled 
because mostof the representatives were unable to leave 
their, home-communities. Freedom to move? 
Well, January, You've been an interesting month. So 
long -- and goOd.riddance. 
FebrUary ,has a reputation "for being a dull and  
uneventful stretchof time. Sounds wonderful, doesn't 
it? 
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Perspectives 
by Bob Jackman 
"I  got by pretty okay, ac- 
tually." Yup, that was the 
qu0te'of tiUrade i 2 Eiiglish 
student being inter~ewed on 
the radio last Week~ he was 
leaving the school after writing 
his final exam. Before I started 
thinking about it, I was a little 
appalled with the apparently in- 
articulate response -- first time 
in front of a microphone not- 
withstanding. " 
Upon taking a second look, 
" I  got by pretty okay, 
actually" isn't a bad sentence. 
" I  got by..." has a nice touch 
of humility, indicating to peers 
that " I "  didn't stiff anybody 
by knocking off a 98% - -  
nobody has to worry about 
their parents comparing their 
C + with my high A. 
"Okay" isn't exactly "'ALL 
RIGHT!!'" or "Totally mental 
with joy!!", but it's a couple 
of giant steps away from gross. 
"I  got by okay", while hum- 
ble, has a ring of mild con- 
fidence. A book titled A 
Layman's Guide to Transac- 
tional Analysis wouldn't get a 
second look these days,' but 
"'I'm O.K., You're O.K. "" (a 
layman's guide to transactional 
analysis) was a bestseller. As a 
descriptive modifier, "okay" 
builds on our perception of 
"got by". 
"Pretty okay"? Well, ALL 
RIGHTI! Not just okay, but 
pretty okayl We're not talking 
a C here - -  this is a low B for 
sure. None of the smug 
bravado f " Iaced itl", but a. 
real nice, non-threatening but 
self-satisfying "I GOT BY  
PRETTY OKAY". And to 
reinforce the good-guy image, 
• the somewhat surprised "com- 
ma actually". The comma is 
important, indicating an after- 
thought and taking the place of 
whatever word or words actual- 
i.~"~,6uid" ha~e in0dified ff it 
hadn't beer/left o dangle. 
Like, ldidn't really expect o 
do this good, man, but yeah, 
I 'm happy, actually. 
The most intriguing aspect of 
" I  got by pretty okay, 
actually" is its stupefyingly 
simple understandability. Not 
only does the speaker give the 
radio audience a shrewdly cal- 
culated estimate of his mark, 
but manages to convey at the 
same time an image of an easy- 
going, likeable person exuding 
competence and confidence. I 
think he'll get by pretty okay, 
actually. 
• The winner of this month's 
"Use a steamroller to crush an 
ant" award has to be the At- 
torney General's Department, 
with their court action against 
the organizers of community 
bingos in the Hazelton area. 
Can you, dear reader, 
remember a time when there 
weren't community bingos? 
Can some of you remember ac- 
tually going to one, in the days 
before TV?.Remember when 
people cared enough about get- 
ting something for their com- 
munity that they'd get together 
and hold a bingo to raise the 
money? Somebody in the AG's 
department has really lost it on 
this onel 
• While we're handing out 
awards, how about Bigot of the 
Year for former Vancouver 
Mayor Jack Volrich? and Best 
Supporting Bigot to Eric Nicol, 
who supposedly writes a 
humour column in one of the 
Vancouver papers? Volrich, of 
course, is one of the fearless 
leaders of the British/European 
.... Immigration Assistance Foun- 
dation. Nicol is carrying a 
45-year-old grudge against the 
Japanese Emperor. 
As far as Volrich is concern- 
ed, there's too many rag-heads, 
coons, chinks, nips and wet- 
backs coming into Canada, and 
not enough limeys,• micks, 
wops, scans, ukes, polacks, 
frogs and krauts. From the at -  
tendance at his B/EIAF 
organizational meeting, a lot of 
the latter agree with him about 
the former. 
I'm not going to pretend I've 
never told, or laughed at, an 
ethnic or racist joke. National 
and racial stereotypes lend 
themselves to humour. Some of 
the best-known public per- 
sonalities poke fun at their own 
backgrounds, playing on the 
overall perception their au- 
dience has of that particular 
culture. 
But when the light-hearted- 
ness goes out of the situation, 
and morons like Volrich play 
upon our intolerance of other 
peoples and cultures, it's time 
for every decent human being 
to speak their piece. The ex- 
ploitation of the Chinese dur- 
ing the building of the CPR 
and the theft by our govern- 
ment of Japanese-Canadian 
fishboats and homes during 
World War II shows how close 
we can be, even in beautiful 
B.C., to fostering the same at- 
mosphere that led to the Holo- 
caust in Nazi Germany. 
Me? I'm a Wasp,. But I'm 
w0ndering.., what kind of 
name is V01fich, anyway? .... 
Has preparing for government 
exams without teacher 
:... assistance ha y . : .  
• : : : / i  . . . .  effect.on your academic future? 
Jason Rempel 
I think the 20 percent 
we missed is going to hurt 
us a little but the real 
problem Is the review time 
we missed. Most of us 
can catch up on the In- 
structional time but the ( 
review time has been hard 
and our provincial exam 
marks will probably be 
lower - -  but the scholar- 
ship marks are the ones 
that are really going to  
hurt. They're quite a bit 
harder than the provincial 
ones and without the 
Proper review time we just 
don't have as good a 
Chance of winning univer- 
sity scholarships. 
Neelam Panner 
I don't thinkthe 20 per- 
cent o f  regular class 
hours ~we missed: this 
semester really affected 
us. But that one week of 
review for government ex- 
ams that we missed, did 
affect the mark on my ex- 
ams. I didn't have the time 
to review my work proper- 
ly at school. If I had any 
ques'tions, I had no where 
to turn to except my 
frlendsandthat's going to 
really affect: scholarship 
e~(ams. We probably won't 
get scholarships because 
we Just don't have the 
same knowledge as every- 
body else in the province. 
Charles Baverstock 
We're not able to com- 
pete. We missed 20 per- 
cent of the semester and 
that's a lot. As far as our 
scholarship exams are 
concerned we can't come 
up with anything. They 
say we!re supposed to be 
responsib le  for the 
material • we missed but 
how were we supposed to 
get the material when 
there were no teachers. 
We won't be able to com- 
pete in the scholarship or 
the provincial exams so 
the government will have 
to upgrade our marks. 
- "  , , , :  , ,  
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Tom Shlpplt 
We've had to learn 
quite a bit of material on 
our own and that's hurt us 
quite a bit. I looked at an 
old exam and there are 
un i ts  we missed in 
geography, which are on 
the final exam so that's 
~,,.,;, going to hurt us. It!s hard 
.i~,;~i to review on your own -- 
i~,ii~:i~i~,!~ '- especial ly  after two 
~ ~- . . . .  weeks  of Chr i s tmas  
~-~ ~ holidays. It's hard to get 
~ Started and once you 
.... ~ have, you have to learn on 
your own -- review on 
your own. 
Blaine Kluse 
Yes, I do. With the lack 
of school time our marks 
are obviou,qly going to be 
lower and the government 
Is going to have to boost 
our marks on the exams 
Just to keep us at a pass. 
Ing level. This means 
we're never going to have 
that educati0n we missed 
when we go on to univer- 
sity. 
All these students are 
grade 12 academic 
Caledonia students. 
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Literacy at 
a tender age 
Commentary 
r , 
At the Terrace Public 
Library, Gillian Campbell does 
a fantastic job at librarianing 
for children. When I first saw 
this lady, the impression was of 
a tall, sophisticated and serious 
person, who'd spent six years 
in higher education and ob- 
viously thought in terms of 
"children's literature". I 
figures he would consider 
thick, colourless literary books 
to be the ideal for kids, as op- 
posed to "Horton Hatches the 
Egg", my own favorite. 
Then I attended a "Tales for  
Twos" story time, where Mrs. 
Campbell presided. The tall, 
serious literary person became 
a fun-loving puppeteer, making 
monkeys and crocodile voices 
to charm giggly toddlers and 
mothers alike. My first impres- 
sion was wrong; this woman is 
a riot. Anybody who can 
realistically portray an 
argurnentive rabbit refusing to 
have a nap, has got my respect. 
Mrs. Campbell has initiated 
a new program for Terrace, 
called "Books for Babies", 
supported by School District 
#88, the Terrace Public 
Library, and the Skeena Health 
Unit. When they receive their 
first imm ..mIization, babies will 
get a free book package, tO 
nurture an early love for books 
andreading. A gr~at idea, in 
theory, right? 
But won't the I?aby associate 
books with the jab of a sharp 
by Stephanle Wlebe 
needle in his pudgy thigh? 
Couldn't his child become 
book-phobic? And we'll 
assume these books axe not 
steamy Danielle Steel novels, 
but appropriate r ading for 
babies. But what is appropriate 
reading for a two-month old7 
Can't you just see a sweet fat 
baby, propped up with Mom- 
my and a book7 "Now Jessie, 
Mommy,s going to read 'The 
Three Little Pigs'." The baby 
would liik at her with the open- 
mouthed amazed expression 
that babies have, as if to say, 
"Hey, lady. I'm just a baby! I 
don't read pig stories yet!" 
And what if Mother. or. 
Father gets carried away? I en- 
vision an 0ver-enthusiastic 
parent reading Tolstoy's "War 
and Peace"to a bored toddler. 
Older children might whisper, 
"We'd better play quietly --  
Morn might read us 'Principles 
of Accounting' again!" 
Only time will tell us what 
this innovative program does 
for the literacy of babies. The 
"Books for Babies" program 
begins in February at the 
Skeena Health Unit. Mrs. 
Campbell is currently on 
display at the Terrace Public 
Library, where she diligently 
works to encourage children to 
read and enjoy books. You can 
snicker behind her back now, 
'cause you know she does a 
mean "bad rabbit" impression. 
ARE YOU GETT ING THE MOST 
OUT OF YOUR COMPUTER? 
IF NOT. . .  
CALL 635-3444 AND ASK FOR RAINER.  
- ONE-on-ONE Training in Most Business Applications 
- ON-SITE Software Troubleshooting ----. 
- ACCOUNTING Software Installation & Conversions in major 
packages including ACCPAC, BEDFORD, & NEW VIEWS 
- GENERAL COMPUTER CONSULTING and SYSTEMS SETUP 
m | i i i 
RAINER GIANNELIA SYSTEMS, P.O. BOX 621, TERRACE B.C., VSG 4B8 
(604) 635-3444. 
e l  i i . ,  , 
Centennial Christian 
School 
ADDITION OF GRADE 8 
Our school facilities which are nearing completion 
allow us to consider the addition of Grade 8 to our 
school program in September 1989. 
Applications for Grade 8 will be received until 
February 10, 1989. 
Enquires for Kindergarten througll Grade 7 are 
also welcome. 
Contact: 
Centennial Chflstlan School --. 635-6173 
Frank Voogd - -  Pflnclpal - -  638-0108 
Bill Henderson --- 635-4381 
, • ' )  
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Cerlifledr Data Processor 
f buying " ' The basics o , 
Almost every data processing text or computer magazine will 
state that the three main considerations in buying a ~omputer 
system are HARDWARE, SOFTWARE, and VEND'OR (some- 
times facetiously referred to as LIVEWARE). This r~ally is no 
different han buying a stereo system where you have to decide 
on components (hardware), music (software), and who to buy it 
from(vendor). And if you are buying a..."home" computer 
system the process is similar. You decide'what machine you want, 
what computer games, etc., you want torun on it, and then • 
typically shop around forthe lowest, rock=bottom price to get the 
pieces you need. -../.Officials 
However, in buying a business computer, it is best to reverse 
the traditional order of considerations. For the small business 
that is looking at no more than one to a few computers, the most 
important consideration i buying a computer is VENDOR SUP- 
PORT. • Most people think vendor support begins and ends with 
honoring of warranties and fixing broken components. As any 
happy,-experienced omputer user will tell you, it can go far 
beyond thaL The real measure of a good vendor also includes 
things such as how Well he or she equips you with what you need, 
how timely the responses are to service requests, and how well 
your vendor informs you of developments applicable to your 
business, and many other "extra's" good Vendors provide their 
from the B.C" branch of Canadian Parents for French - -  Lois Wade (left), the 
Chapter relations officer, and president Huguette Tricker (center) were in Terrace last 
weekend to meet with representatives of the local chapter, including Cathy Albright (right). 
customers. 
The selection of vendoris far more important a consideratioh B.C. branch of Canadian Par- 
in a region such as. the Northwest than in an urban center such as "~ents for French, regarding the 
t .  
)b #* 
Vancouver or Victoria. There, one has dozens of outlets f rom 
which to choose, so usually one ends up buying on the basis of 
price alone. Here, regardless of whether it's Terrace or Prince 
Rupert or a smaller community such as Stewart, Hodston or Kit- 
wanga, service is the main watchword, especially for)the business 
person that doesn't want to be concerned with becon~ing a com- 
puter expert. (If you are running a tire shop, everyextra minute 
you spend keeping your computer system running is a minute 
that you are not selling tires.) ,, 
People •always ask me, "Why should I buy locally ~vhen I can 
buy a mail order computer for less?" My usual response is "How 
long can you go without your machine if it breaks down7" In 
other words, for a home computer that is only used for games 
and such, one week to one or me.re months ervice delays are an 
inconvenience that can be annoying but usually not critical. Or, if 
you think you are knowledgeable or capable with computers, you 
could also get away with being self-supporting. When I decided 
to go into business, I chose to buy from a local vendor, although 
I could probably • have purchased mail order. I did this mainly 
because, though I may have the knowledge to deal with my com- 
puter, once I'm in business I don't want the headache. 
And compared to a few years back when choices were more 
limited, I feel there are now sufficient numbers of computer 
outlets within the region that, with the exception of those 
businesses that have very particular single-industryneeds, most 
Northwest business people should-be able to find a local or 
regional vendor with whom they can feel comfortable. 
Choosing a vendor for your computer is really not much dif- 
ferent from choosing one for any other equipment you need for 
your business. The ideal vendor (if he or she exists) would always 
be primarily concerned about your business needs. He or she 
would make an extra effort to discuss your needs in plain English 
terms and only use computerese uch as "Megaherz',', and "Zero 
walt states" When absolutely necessary, if at all. He or she should 
always be prepared to recommend lower cost ways of ac- 
complishing your goals. 
If one is o6t/~iying for the first time, it helps to ask around, 
especially those in a similar line of business. Many vendors 
develop special expertise particular to certain industries and 
businesses, and the way to find them is to ask your industry com- 
patriots. Of course you'll hear contradictory eports from dif- 
ferent people: one friend will tell you a certain computer store is 
the greatest in the world, and the next friend will tell • you that 
same store is the worst den of thieves they've ver seen. As in 
anything else, you'll finally have to shop around and develop 
your own opinion. However, the extra effort in doing so and get- 
ting to know your local vendors can pay dividends for a long 
time to come. 
Crash lands. !ocal 
man in hosp,tal 
A one-vehicle accident seven 
kilometers east of  Terrace sent a 
22-year-old Terrace man to hos- 
it, pital with undetermined injuries 
Jan. 24. Terrace RCMF state 
tlmt the driver lost control of his 
1978 Plymouth about 4 p.m., 
sending the car over an embank- 
ment. 
No charges were laid and 
there was no damage to the  
vehicle. 
. °  
i 
Parents for French +come to 
terms with runaway success 
, . . • . : "  . ' 
"Success is it's biggest p~ob- establish a French Immersion" cation method: emerging classes 
lem," . program for secondary students, create confidence inparents who 
That's the assessment of Hu- The Terrace program reflects initially had a wait-and-see atti- 
guette Tricker, president o f  the the growing demand everywhere tude. 
by  parents who want their chil- Albright's child was enrolled 
growing popularffy of French 
• Immersion programs in public 
schobb. 
Tricker, accompanied by the 
BCCPF chapter relations offi- 
cer, Lois Wade, was in Terrace 
last weekend to •meet with chap- 
ter representatives from around 
theregion. It was her first time 
in Terrace. "We decided it was 
time to come up here:for once - -  
• they're always having to travel 
to Vancouver to .see us," she 
remarked. 
The organization's Terrace 
chapter recently succeeded, after 
a prodigious lobbying effort, in 
persuading School District 88 to 
in th(  first immersion class to 
begin in thv Terrace system. "I 
thought o myself, 'I could be 
ruining my child's l i fe ! ' "  she 
laughed. Those days are over: 
there aro~.now 235 students en- 
rolled :in in the School District 
-8.8. program, with 42 starting at 
entry,~level this • year in two 
classes. : 
,Tricker emphasized that al- 
,th0ugh+CPF is best known as a 
lobbying organization for im- 
mersion programs, they also ad- 
vocate French language duca- 
tion of all>kinds and act as 
support group for people and 
their families who are learning 
French as a second language. 
The local chapter has avail- 
able the national registry o f  
French Immersion program s in 
school districts across Canada, 
and they also have a list of local 
registered tutors for both stu- 
dents and their parents. 
dren's education to be con- 
ducted entirely in French. 
Tricker says the B.C. branch 
of CPF has the largest provin- 
cial membership n Canada t  
about 5,800. Growth in French 
Immersion enrolments inB.C. is 
an impressive 20 percent annual- 
ly, with 24,000 Students in'pro- 
grams around :the:province this 
* , ..+ 
year. • . 
One of the problems Tricker 
referred to is a shortage of 
French Immersion teachers, call- 
ing it "horrendous". 
"No one ant ic ipatedthe 
growth," she said. French Im- 
mersion started in B.C. in the 
1977-78 school year with enrol- 
ments in the order of 1,300 stu- 
dents. 
Cathy Albright, president of 
the Terrace chapter of CPF, said 
one of the contributing factors 
in the program's growth ,is its 
demonstrated success as an edu- 
!l 
o 
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BAUMEISTER - -•Thomas and Brenda 
(nee Hobbs), a daughter, Lane Brigitta 
Dominique Hobbs, on January 7, 1989, 8 
lbs. 1 oz. A much wanted sister for Mia and 
Marc. 
.+  
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report 
Contributed by 
Peter Crompton 
Our Branch Curling Team will 
represent the Northwest Zone in 
New Westminster in the Provin- 
cial Championships this month. 
Congratulations to Comrades 
Burke, Oldham, Kelln and 
Crosst 
We held our play-offs for 
darts on Jan. 24 and Comrades 
Bob Bennett, Derek Hales, Ray 
Taft and Pat Campbell will 
travel to Prince Rupert this 
month to represent Branch 13 in 
the Zone playdowns. Good luck + 
to allt 
At our last general meeting on 
Jan. 10, we had 31 members at- 
, tend'-- not too good Comrades, 
we need more if we are tO run a 
successful branch. We had three 
new members join us .  
By the time this reaches the 
press, our 36th annual Bonspiel 
will be history. At the time of 
writing we had 42 teams entered. 
If any members have news 
that they feel should be shared 
with other members, please con, 
tact me at the Branch or at 
638-8627. " 
. . .  • " .  ? , -  • . 
quisition. 
In a summary presented tothe 
hospital board of trustees last 
Week, Carelius detailed about 
$350,000 worth of expenditures, • 
funding for which was provided 
"almost entirely, by the Ministry 
of Health and • the Kitimat- 
Stikine Regional Hospital Dis- 
,trio[. :The hospital received two 
major capital donations during 
the year: $5,300 from the Hospi- 
tal Auxiliary to purchase four 
Hi-Lo beds and $7,060 from the 
Masonic Order's Keystone of 
 /Good yea r for ¢ .apitai 
funding at hospital 
Mills Memorial Hospital ad- Life Foundation for drug distr: 
,-rninistrator Norm Carelius says bution equipment; ,: 
• 1988 .was a good year for the The largest minor capital pro 
hospital •interms of minor capi-i ject was $40,839 spent o insta 
tal projects and equipment ac- a new call system for nurse., 
The biggest expenditt~re fc 
equipment was a new monito| 
ing system for the intensive car 
unit valued at $125,023. 
In a breakdown of fundin 
sources, Carelius aid the Mini., 
try of Health provided $153,75 
while the regional district kicke4 
in $196,435. "We're very appre 
ciative of the support," he re 
marked. 
The items the hospital didn' 
get, however, form a much long- 
er list. Prominent among the 
priorities are a replacement 
X-ray and fluoroscopy unit at 
$460,000 and nuclear medicine 
equipment est imated at 
$400,000. Kitimat 
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The award-winning Terrace Community Band will stage a warm-up show for the 1989 
Pacific Northwest Music Festival this coming Sunday in the R.E.M. Lee Theatre at 8 p.m. 
The program, described as "Winter Pops", will range from the Thieving Magpie (La Gazza 
Ladra) by Rossini to pieces by David Foster. Admission is cheap at $4 for the general public 
and $1 for band and music students. - 
ferry link Books for YoungReaders , , , . , . . o . . , , .  
pondered ' linsat $i9.95-. . . . . . . . . . . .  
Although they fell short'of of- 
fering direct support for a 
Kitimat/Vancouver ferry ser- 
vice, Terrace council has backed 
the concept of an  overall 
development S udy for an in- 
tegrated ferry link for north and 
south. In other *words, rather 
than back a Kitimat/Vancouver 
link as proposed by Kitimat 
council, Terrace council :says 
that a study should be carried 
out to determine the best loca- 
tion for a second northern ferry 
terminal - -  either Kitimat, 
Prince Rupert or Stewart. 
A lderman Bob Cooper 
pointed out however, that the 
government is already commit- 
ted to spend $600 million on a 
Vancouver Island highway link 
to .Port Hardy and would 
therefore probably have little in- 
terest in another northern ferry 
link to Vancouver. 
According to Kitimat's pro- 
posal, a second ferry terminal 
located in their community 
would benefit ourism. 
Coming up 
in sports 
, The Terrace Horseshoe Club 
is meeting Wednesday night at 
7:30 in the Terrace library base- 
ment. Numerous important 
issues will be discussed, in- 
cluding elections. 
The Kitimat fun hockey tour- 
nament runs this Friday to Sun- 
day at both Kitimat ice rinks. 
Part of the series is a dance 
Saturday night at the Legion. 
Tickets for this 'tacky theme' 
dance are on sale at Tarnitik. 
Northern B.C. Winter Games 
athletes from Terrace, with the 
exception of the bantam hockey 
team, are reminded to be at the 
R,E,M, Lee Theatre Thursday 
o'clock night at 7 for departure 
to Prince Rupert. The travel fee 
is $20. 
A reminder to curlers that the 
Terrace ladies' annual Valentine 
Bonspiel is coming up at the Ter- 
race Curling Club from Feb, 10 
to 1... Teams must enter by Feb. 
8 at the rink, 
In 1816 Wilhelm Grimm wrote a long letter to a little girl call- 
ed Mili in which he told her a story. That story :has beeh~ newly 
discovered and published in a handsomeediti0n illustrated by 
Maurice Sendak. 
It opens in a garden where ~t widow lives with her sole remain- 
ing child, a little girl, a "dear good girl who always aid her 
prayers". Their happy life is threatened when the country is over- 
run by war, and the mother sends her daughter into the forest o 
hide from the soldiers.-The child makes her way through the 
dangers of the forest, accompanied by an unseen guardian angel, 
until she finds safety inthe care of an old.man, Saint Joseph, in 
a hut in a clearing. There she stays for three,days, playing with 
another little girl (her guardian angel in disguise), until Saint 
Joseph sends her home. He gives her a rosebud and tells her she 
will see him again when it blooms. When the child returns he 
• finds an old woman seated by the door. Not three days, but 30 
years have passed, and her mother has waited in the hope of see- 
ing her child again. "All evening they sat happily together. Then 
they went to bed calmly and cheerfully, and next morning the 
neighbors found them dead. They had fallen asleep, and between 
them lay Saint Joseph's rose in full bloom." 
How to describe Sendak's work? His illustrations have to be 
read as carefully as any text. His love of the natural world comes 
through in the intricate and loving depiction of form and growth 
in trees, shrubs, flowers, cloud formations which develop and 
subtley change from page to page. Lowering above the idyllic 
first scene is the black and glowing cloud spreading from the 
war. When she rests ("Oh, dear God, help your child to go on.") 
the double page illustration shows her pensive and absorbed, 
while out of her sight a group of refugees crosses a bridge, a 
lowering tree trunk figure looks the other way, and her guardian 
angel rests quietly in the knowledge that she is safe. At one point 
Sendak includes a portrait of the master he reveres, as Mozart 
lies recombant on the grass conducting a group of children. Sen- 
dak's delicate watercolors show him at the height of his powers, 
interpreting and substantiatin! Grimm's imple tale. The book is 
a work of art. Dear Mili is pti shed in Canada by William Col- 
I 
• Amos" Sweater is a funny, pedectly told tale about an old ram 
who is fed up with loosing his fleece so that Aunt Hatti can knit 
sweaters, and the time comes when he rebels. It is possible to be 
torn in two by this story. One can sympathize with Aunt Hatti 
and her need for wool, while totally appreciating Amos and his 
need for fleece. I will not spoil the story be telling more, you are 
going to read' this to small children and howl with laughter. Kin 
La Fare's illustrations are perfectly in tune with Janet Lunn's 
story: poor Amos staring furiously at the sweater with bandaids 
all over him from the shearing, or launching vicious at~cksin an 
attempt to regain his altered fleece right off Uncle Henry's back. 
Amo s Sweater is pub!ished.by " Groundwood Books at $12.95. 
"I am as I am/And so is a stone/And them as don't like 
me/Must leave me alone." This little poem accompanies the 
dedication to The Individualistat the beginning of •a delightful 
selection, culled from the Opie collection, Tail Feathers from 
Mother Goose. The Opies collected early and rare children's 
books from the time they began on The Oxford Dictionary of 
Nursery Rhymes in 1942. This collection is considered the finest 
in private hands, and it is planned to house it in the Bodlein 
Library at Oxford where the Opies began their work. Tail 
Feathers from Mother Goose has been published to aid this ap- 
peal. It is a collection of unusual versions of nursery rhymes, 
almost all of which are unpublished. Each rhyme has been il- 
lustrated by a well-known illustrator in their familiar style. Janet 
Marsh's gently observed watercolors, detailed with tiny ladybugs 
and snails, contrasts with Michael Foreman's rich splashes Of col- 
or; Ken Lilly's soaring brown owl suggests power and speed, • 
while Nicola Bayley's finely observed and executed vignettes 
detail the paintbox people. This is a lovely collection, full of 
vigor, color, light and sensitivity. Again it is a book which will 
find a place on adults' bookshelves as well as children's eager 
hands. Tail Feathers from Mother Goose is published by Ground- 
wood Books'at $19.95. 
Overwa=tea Foods  Appointment 
Doug Townsend 
Jim Pattison, Chairman, President 
and Chief Executive Officer of The Jim 
Pattison Group, is pleased to announce 
the appointment of Doug Townsend 
as President of Overwaitea Foods, 
Langley, B.C. 
Doug replaces Clarence Heppell, 
who has retired after 43 years of dis- 
tinguished service with Overwaitea, 15 
• of them as President. 
Doug Townsend joined Overwaitea 
34 years ago, in 1955, as a junior clerk 
in the Williams Lake store. Through sub- 
sequent promotions he was assistant 
managerin Nanaimo and Campbell River, 
store manager inTerrace and Kitimat 
and, in 1968, joined Overwaitea's head 
office as a district manager. After rising 
to supervise r tail operations, he became 
a vice president of the Company in 1974 
and was appointed Executive Vice Presi- 
dent in 1987. Mr. Townsend is married 
to Mildred and has three children and 
three grandchildren. 
Overwaitea, "B.C .'s very own 
food people," are British Columbia's 
leading food retailer, serving the province 
through 49 Overwaitea and 10 Save- 
On-Foods & Drugs stores. 
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NOrthernGames - 
rea.dy to *:- 
It's Prince Rupet't's turn to 
host the Northern B.C. Winter 
Games, and according to  
organizers, the big event is ready 
;for action from the hundreds of 
atldetesand officials who have 
alrea~df "S~t"e~:;ar .riving .,' 
It's Rupert's econd crack at 
hosting the games. 
Play starts tomorrow morning 
for most events. It all winds up 
by noon Sunday when most 
medal presentations • are made. 
For Terrace fans planning to 
attend, here's a list of each sport 
with the venue shown in 
brackets: 
Alpine skiing (Mount Hays). 
Archery (Can. Freightways 
building). Badminton (Civic 
Centre). Basketball (Booth 
School, Civic Centre, Port Ed- 
ward school, senior high 
school). Blackpowder shooting 
(Totem, Lanes). ,Boxing (King. 
Edward schoo l ) ,  "Chess (Booth 
school). Cribbage (Seniors' Cen- 
tre), Curling (Curling rink). 
Darts (Royal Canadian Legion).: 
Duplicate_ br idge (Moose; 
Lodge). Figure skating (Civic 
Centre). Gymnastics (Civic Cen- 
tre). Banta~m hgckey (Ci~c Cen, 'i 
tre). Oldttmers'/hockey (Civic 
Centre). Judo  (Annunc!ati0n 
school). Karate (Westview. 
school). Snooker (Royal Cana- 
dian Legion). Indoor soccer 
(Seal Cove and Conrad schools). 
Squash (Racquet Centre). Swim- 
ming (Earl Mah Aquatic 
Centre). Trapshooting (Rod and 
Gun Club). Volleyball (senior 
high school). Waterpolo (Earl 
Mah Aquatic Centre). Wrestling 
(Roosevelt Park school). Syn- 
chronized swimming (Earl Mah 
Aquatic Centre). Note -- Rac- 
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.... •...~:~,~. N0tth-~.C0aii~t,~Oto:-~ - -.~i,)~.:.,-,-.:, ., -21 :. 11 7 3 110: ~ 87 
• ~, N6rm'sAd'o"Rdfinlsh!hO".;.:-::,:.21 10 10 1 97  112 I 
.";7 .:-).,~;i':~ ''.  tnn.of  the West . .' . : -  ' : 20 . .  - 7 . 10 '3  97 95 
" . . . . . . .  ''' " ' '~ : '  North'ernMIotor InnOkles. . 21 5 11 5 .. 62  :' 94 
: , .  . . . .  ,~: ;~ .~ :':: ~ ~. ~: ( /~;  . .  - .  . .  , . . , .  , 
• : : "['!~::::' J:i::;(!JarL 19- -  North, Coast Auto 5, Northern Motor inn Okles 1 
,:./. &;~,.::, ~-:!'!" ~'. Jan. 2 i  '-.; Norm .e. Auto Refinishing 8, .Skeena Hotel 5 " : ~:~ 
" ' :! .L :. %,:J::;:~:-" Jan .22- -  Nor thCoast  Auto 11/.In~ of  the West 3 
i " .... : :  '~ : .. . Jan,-.24 - -  Skeena Hotel 7, Noflhern Motor Inn Okles 3 . ~t~i~'~ 
. •  . - .  j .  " " 
.. . . . . . . . . .  , . ,- ' TOP 10 SCORING 
" . ,. :" . ;. / ,  " i :  " TEAM G A . PTS 
. : :!; ,  ".".":.',~:;").iJIm Rlgler (NAR) . " ~- 25 16 41 
' "~:' ':'" ~L ';~ ~' " :"~'" :~; : .Bru0eCameron  (SH) 23 10  33  
, -. " ,~ .'Z'Steve Schultz (NCA) 12 20 32. 
• . .. - .~ ........ Brent:Andrews (INN). 20  11 31 
• -.: . ,  .Garnet Beninger (NAR) 17 14 31 
• ,' . . . .  . ...... Norm Hebert (SH) " • 16. 13 29 
;,~. Char l lePorter  (INN) 15 14 29 
• . . ::"; i~i ;! Tom Turner (SH) -,- 13 14 ,.,~.27 
, :; :~:.,~:~.~ Andre Qualizza (NAR) 9 18 27 
. ,  * Dlghton Haynes (INN) " 11 15 '26 
- . , . . . . , , 
• " ' - GOAL TENDING 
: ' . , . , :  TEAM , . GA GO AVE 
• .:-:. -*..-.b: Rick Joachim (SH) - .11 4.27 
• • . -, :"Ron Marleau (NCA) 19 4.37 
-. ...... .Todd Gleeelman (INN) 20 4.70. 
17. ; ' :  , : :  i~ *', 
. ,  o t 
- " " Gerry Lamming (NMI) 19.  4.84 
(Rod and Gun Club). Bowling quetball was cance l led . . . . .  " Wally Worsfold (SH) 10 4.84 
-, ...... ' -Greg Wilson (NAR) 19 5.21 
Bluebacks second : 
eet  . . . . . .  c .  , . .u .  in Kitimat m Jan. 22 --1nn of the West 5, RedArmy2 . . . .  ~:;:::~i:t'~. 
Jan. 26 - -  Inn of the West 8, Skeena Hotel 6 •, ~/ i  !.:::: 
Terrace Blueback Swim Club (Kit), Kim Westgate (Kit), SKEENAINTER-CrrY MINOR HOCKEY LEAGUE - -  JAN, 21 .wEEKEND, 
members won four out of 10 ag- 
gregates during the Eurocan In- 
vitational s~m meet at Sam 
Lindsay Pool in Kitimat on Jan. 
21 weekend. Terrace ran up 608 
points over all - -  good enough 
for second place behind the host 
Kitimat Marlins (1,157). 
Third place went to Prince 
Rupert With 491 points, fol- 
lowed by Masset with 117. 
Aggregate winners plus sec- 
ond and third-place finishers are 
listed below in order of placing. 
Eight-under girls -- Amber 
Wuensche (Kit), Deanna Cole- 
man (PR), Candace Wylie 
(Mas). 
Eight-under boys -- Vincent 
Gair (Ter), Nathan Kearley 
(Kit), Brent Cheer (PR). 
9 & 10 girls -- Erin Toplak 
Michelle Marentette (PR). 
9 & 10 boys -- John Stamhuis 
(PR)~ Paul Creavey (ffi.'t), Sandy 
Geddes (PR).., ~. " 
11 & 12 girls -- Kelly Pearce 
(Ter), Jocelyn Coxford (Ter)~ 
Aimee Peacock (Ter). 
11 & i2 boys -- Cory Holland 
(Ter), Lee Encinas (Kit), Danny 
Barbosa (Kit). 
13 & 14 g i r l s "  Dayne Nelson 
(Kit), Mikki Furst (PR), Tori  
Mackenzie (Ter). 
13 & 14 boys --  Graheme Last 
(Kit), Ryan Keefe (Kit), David 
O'Neill (Kit). 
15-0v.er girls -- Christy 
Wilson (Kit), Kristina Janzen 
(PR), Shelley Simpson (PR). 
15-over boys --  Doug 
Mackenzie (Ter), David An; 
thony (Kit), Tom Alnscow (Ter). 
Timbermen oldtimers 
plan all-star tilt 
When the Terrace Timbermen 
oldtimers host their annual 
10-team hockey tournament on 
Feb. 11 weekend, they're adding 
a little sparkle to the festivities 
with an all-star game. 
Plans call for Terrace, the two 
Kitimat entries and two Prince 
Rupert teams to band together 
against a crew from two 
Smithers teams, plus Burns 
Lake, Hazelton and Thornhill. 
It's being called the 'West 
Coasters Conference' vs the 
'Dry Inlanders Conference', and 
the format is slightly different. 
The first •period features 
players aged 45 and over. Period 
two uses players age d 40 to 44, 
and the final 20 minutes has the 
young guys (35 to 39)in action. 
Each team in both con- 
ferences must  provide three 
players from each age group to 
take part. 
The game will take place on 
Saturday the 1 lth at 5 p.m. 
Fifteen games make up the 
regular portion of play. 
Consolation 
in Smithers 
Prince Rupert went home with 
the gold medals from Smithers' 
minor hockey bantam house 
league tournament on Jan. 21 
weekend. Rupert beat Houston 
4-2 in the playoff for gold and 
silver. Third-place bronze went 
to Hazelton with a 5-2 win over 
Smithers. Terrace won the con- 
solation final, beating Kitimat 
7-4. Kitimat won the most 
sportsmanlike team trophy. - 
Terrace Skeena Cellulose Peewees 6, Prince Rupert Peewees 2 
Terrace Skeena Cellulose Peewees 3, Prince Rupert Peewees 3 
Prince Rupert Midgets 10, Terrace Totem Ford Midgets 7 
" Pr inCeRul~rt  Midgets 20, Terrace Totem FordMidgets  6 
EXHIBITION HOCKEY AT KITIMAT - - JAN.  21 
' ' .  
Fort St. John 11, Terrace Inland Kenworth 2 
Chetwynd 5, Terrace Inland Kenwor th3 .  
Terrace Inland Kenworth 4, Quesnel 4. 
TERRACE MINOR HOCKEY BANTAM HOUSE LEAGUE 
Jan. 24 - -  Northern Motor Inn 8, Ironworks 3 , .  
FORT ST. JOHN BANTAM MINOR HOCKEY TOURNAMENT--• JAN. 21 WEEKEND 
EXHIBITION:WOMEN'S BASKETBALL AT KITIMAT • 
Jan. 25 - -  Terrace • Sen;:Ladlee 49, Mount Elizabeth gross  25 (June ROss 12 polnts)(Cheryl  Klnton 12 point: 
. , '  . . .  - . 
THREE-TEAM ROUND.ROBIN 
• FINAL SERIES 
Knights of Columbus 5, J-B-S1 
Stewart 9, J-B-S 3 
Knights of Columbus 6, Stewart 4 
SMITHERS BANTAM MINOR HOCKEY 
HOUSE TOURNEY -- JAN. 21"WEEKEND 
Prince Rupert 7, Smithers 0 
Houbton 4, Hazelton 1 
Smlthers 4,. Kitlmat 0 
Hazelton 5, Terrace 1 .... 
Prince Rupert 16, Kitimat 0 
Houston 12, Terrace 4 
Prince Rupert 3, Hazelton 0 . . . .  ~. 
Hazelton 10, Smlthers 9 (shootout ) ,  
PLAYOFFS " . . . . . . . . . .  -" 
Terrace 7, Klt lmat 4 (Terrace 5th, Klt imat 6th) 
Smlthers 4, Hazelton 3 (Smlthers 3rd, Hazelton 4th)  
Prince Rupert 4, Houston 2(Pr ince Rupert 1st; 
Houstor~'2nd) 
Sponsored by..... .. 
Braid Insurance " 
Age" Lid nCl  . 
Come in to •our of f ice  at  --. 
. 4648 Lakelse Ave , ,  Ter race  " 
.Phone 638-8581 
KITIMAT MINOR HOCKEY NOVICE 
TOURNAMENT -- JAN. 21 WEEKEND 
Johnston-Barclsy-Scaife 1, Eurocan O 
Alcan 5, Doyles' Logging 2 
Knights of Columbus 10, Legion 0 
Wilkinson Canons 9, Prince Rupert 0 
Stewart 6, Alcan 5 
Elks 4; Legion 2 
Eurocan 9, Wilkinson Canons 3 ................. 
Smlthers 11, Elks 3 - 
Knights of Columbus 7, Smithers 1 ' 
Doyles' Logging 6, Long's Loggers I r -~:  )~!:.i:" 
J-B.S 6, Prince Rupert 10 " -" 
Stewart 9, Long's Loggers 0 : :~ , ,  
J-B.S 6, Wilkinson Canons 2 
Knights of Columbus 13, Elks 0 ~.7:! ::.~ 
Stewart 3, Doyles' Logging O ":,: .::i 
Smlthers 7;'L~gion 3 -:.,~-.. ,-: '~,~ .... " :i~;,: :~:)i:~~i~iii~!i '~: 
Alcall" i3, Long'a Loggers 0 ..: ..... , (ii!i~i!:ii!iiii;ii:ij 
, • . . . .  ' • ..:~:!Si'/i~iij!?:~).!.:~:/. 
! 
" " i  
.•3 ~• :~'!~i~ 
• .... i ~ : 'A  Complete  persona l i zed  
Insuronce  Agency  for  
Home • Life • Fire 
• Boat • Business 
AUTHORIZED &OEHTS , 
Kit lmat Jr. 'B' Blsckhawks 4, U-Vie Kings 4 (game one of this series was cancelled) 
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set 
-.::for Northern Games 
The following is a list of Ter- 
race athletes named to par- 
ticipate at the Northern B.C. 
Winter Games at Prince Rupert 
this weekend. 
Archery - -  Gil Payne, Scott 
Wilson, Susan Payne, Wayne 
Carlton, Wanda Carlton, Sam 
Baca, Lance Visentin, Ed 
Mackenzie. 
Badminton, J r . .  (13-15) - -  
Philip Lukasser, Dale Hansen, 
Mark Sauer, Andy Hall, Lynda 
Lukasser, Jody McMurray: 
Badminton, Adu l t  (19-35) - -  
Mark Flaherty, Judy Flaherty, 
Norm Parry, Nancy Condon, 
Shawn Mitchell, Karen Older- 
shaw. 
• Badminton, Masters (3$-up) 
- -  Gord Clent, Ray Haherty, 
Fran Mann, Diane Cey, Ken 
Fraser. 
Basketball, Jr. Boys (13-15) 
- -  Fernando Mil-Homens, Jon 
Shepherd, Fraser McKay, Toby 
Nunn, Luis Teixeira, Matt 
Soules, Steve Owens, Wilf Hig- 
ginson, Bryan Fick, Michael 
Newhouse, Shawn Stanvick. _ 
Basketball, Jr. Girls .(13-15) 
- -  Erica Lloyd-Jones,: Liza 
Haldane, Trisha Ward, Chris Ir- 
ving, Alison Siemens, Susie 
Dow, Shelley O'Brien, Rochelle 
Pelletier, Staci Martin, Robin 
Sharpies, Nicole Fick, Krista 
Iverson. 
Basketball, Men (19-35) m 
Ross Dickie, Rob Martens, Jim 
• Kellar, Wade Watson, Richard 
Klein, Marcus Klein, Ernie 
Froese, Willie Chemko, Doug 
Wilson, Roland Barton. 
Basketball, Women - -  Shan- 
non Murdoch, Terri Dunphy, 
Joy Schmidt, June Ross, Dianne 
Green, Adri Meeuwissen, 
Caroline Hendry, Stefanie 
Weber. 
Basketbal l ,  Masters Men 
(3S-up) -- Doug McKay, Paul 
Walker, Hugh McKinnon, Fred 
Philpot, Dave Crawley, Mike  
Wilson, Phil Letham. 
• Blackpowder Shoot ing - -  
Norm Carelius, Norm Belina, 
Mike Rossiter, Dave Hogarth, 
Peter Nicholson. 
Bowl ing ,  Singles - -  John 
Rasmussen, Greg Saunders, 
Darlene Elkiw, Patti Anderson. 
Bowling, Teams (13-15) - -  
Jennifer Murie, Ashley Tait, Pat 
Le Beau, Karl Haugland. 
Bowling, Teams (16-18) - -  
Rene Mailloux, Crystal Edgar, 
Debbie Le Beau, Tammy, Ren- 
•ney. 
Bowling, Adult Team - -  May 
Bell, Karen Moyer, Glen Brink, 
Debbie Olsson, Robert Fisher. 
Boxing - -  Marcus Bernaldez, 
Carl Goodall, Darren Bell, Pat 
Carey, Gerry Lambert, Gary 
Lok, Jeff Dilley, Peter Cromp- 
ton. 
Duplicate Bridge - -  Roland 
Gagne, May McFarland, Leona 
Stewart, Joseph Stewart, Dave 
Comfort, Keith Soules, Al 
Lehmann, Eileen Smith, Wayne 
Petersen, Skip Bergsma, 
Gymnast ics  - -  Heather  
Albright,: Felecia Arbuah, 
Kristin Fairless, Kristen 
Holkestad, Charlotte Jordan, 
Stephanie Kuhar, Jennifer 
Neves, Lorraine Phillips, Lind- 
sey • Roberts, Tracey Tomas, 
Irina Mateus, George Baranyai. 
Hockey  (Bantam)-  Linc 
' .  3 
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Baker, Bobby Basanti, Robert 
Cowan, Brian Cox, Rich 
Dhami, Line Dougan, Alvin 
Eichorst, Kelly Gingles, Kevin 
Hill, Nell Irwin, Rob Larmour, 
Shawn Lawson, Dennis McCar- 
ron, Kevin Marleau, Andre 
Page, Andy Rast, Chris Wilkin- 
son, Chris Reneerkins, Dick 
Eichorst, Lew Larmour. 
Hockey (Oldtimers) -- Gary 
" Schatz, Joe Whitney, Les Thor- 
steinson, Grant Casper, Chris 
Bode, Rick Letawski,: Frank 
O'Brien, Ken Olson, Bob 
Wilson, Gerry Martin, Larry 
Krause~ Brian Kennedy, Rino 
Michaud, Harold Cox, Brian 
Miller, John Taylor, Bob 
Cooper. 
Soccer (Men) - -  Gil Rego, 
Nelson Botelho, Joe Duben, 
Rod Morales, Richard Hugon, 
Eugene Moore, Arthur Stihl, 
Louis Da Silva, Terry Walgren, 
Joe Da Silva, Nick Kollais. 
Swimming -- John Adams, 
Terry Llewellyn, Ben Bell, Jen- 
nifer Mackie, Tori Mackenzie, 
Samantha Mackenzie, Joelle 
Walker, Santana Roberts, Tam- 
my Clarabut, Laurie Kindred, 
Ted Berle, Andy Focker, Ryan 
Prinz, Maya Bowering, David 
Vanderlee, Diandra Daniels. 
Trapshooting - -  Bill Vant- 
kruis, Victor •Dean, Steve 
Kuhar, Bill Watson. - 
Hand icapped Bowl ing -  
Names not available. 
The Northem Motor Inn team of Terrace came close, but had to settle for second-place 
miniature trophies after losing 7.4 to Hazelton in the final of the Terrace Minor Hockey ban- 
tam house league tournament on Jan. 14 weekend. 
SFU coach thinks Hendry 
can help: team to nationals 
she finaly believes in the team 
concept, but readily credits the 
achievements of six-foot, one- 
inch forward Michelle Hendry. 
Hendry, the Terrace 
Caledonia high school grad who 
won high schools' most valuable 
player honors last spring, recent- 
ly picked up the NCAA district 
one award as player-of-the- 
week. 
She's averaging 20.5 points a 
Any  team with half-a-dozen 
rookies in a lineup of 12 players 
is not expected to create feats of 
record proportions. 
But it seems that Simon Fraser 
University women's basketball 
coach Allison McNeill has such 
a team and it's making believers 
out of fans and experts who 
claim it can't be done. 
McNeill, herself a rookie in 
the college coaching field, says 
Handicapped Swimming - -  
John Reid, Sabrina Brown, 
Terri Carelius~ Si las Clayton, • , , , , , i x teen  teams e n t e r  
Stephen Tremblay, Brian Smith, 
-Sheila Allmond, Renny Star, 
Debbie Hainge. 
Volleyball (Girls) - -  Monica 
Rauter, Nicole Annandale, Don- 
na Tolme, Krista Soules, Wendy 
Biffle, Carma Clarke, Carly 
Krebs, Alisia Lloyd'Jones, 
Kristi Leb!ond, Connie Hansen, 
Alix Copeland, Cheryl Blanes, 
Margo Holosko, Clayton Lloyd- 
Jones. 
Volleyball (Boys) - -  Grant 
Livadney, Kevin Haugan, Bruce 
Neid, Kevin Hamakawa, Garret 
Hidber, John Paul Dodd, Jason 
Haldane, Ben Foote, Daysun 
Wrubel, Neilam Parmar, Mit- 
chell Powers. 
Wrestling - -  Grog Buck, Er- 
•nie Mil-Homens, Scott Gingles. 
Waterpolo --  John Pollock, 
Marg McEwan, Ben "Bell, 
William Holland, Shelley 
Morgan, Pat Sherman, Jamie 
De Proy, Eric Bergsma, Eddie 
Dignard, Scott Peden, Tom 
Ainscow, Chris Lindseth, 
Allison Lindseth, Tia Ainscow, 
Desna Kontie. 
Karate -- Shawn Mermans, 
Chantal Pauze, Shane Newton, 
Jeremy Harris, Ryan Harris, 
Rick Denton, Ben Sippel, Denise 
Brehaut, Lara Bachynsky, 
Melanie Goodlad, Lynn Lagace, 
Lisa Lagace, Joe Zucchiatti, 
Ron Levesque, Steve Donahue, 
Suzanne Dufour, George Bell, 
Chris Blake, Colin McNeil, 
Robert Dempster. 
Athletes will depart Thursday 
at 7 p.m. from the R.E.M. Lee 
Theatre. Cost is $20 per person. 
An exception to departure time 
is the bantam hockey team, who 
leave at 4 p,m, from the same 
location. They play at 8 p,m, 
that night, ~ . . .  
Kitimat fun hockey 
Kitimat's ' private fun hockey 
league has attracted 16 teams for 
its seventh annual tournament a
Tamitik and the old ice rink this 
Friday to Sunday. 
Thirty-four games are sched- 
uled for this largest ournament 
'in the Pacific Northwest this 
season. In addition to teams 
from the local league, entries are 
also expected from Prince 
Rupert, Terrace, Stewart and 
Houston. 
Every team will see action in 
the eight Friday night games. 
The schedule for the ice rink is 
as follows --  6:30, Irly Bird 
Stars vs Raiders. 8 p.m., Skeena 
Hotel Lites vs Ocelot Oilers. 
9:30, P.D.Q. Wranglers vs 
Stewart. l l• p.m., Houston 
Deans vs Ol' Dregs. 
Tamitik's Friday night sched- 
ule is as follows - -6 :30 ,  
Capitals vs Bulldogs. 8 p.m., 
Inn of the West vs Hak-Tricks. 
9:30, Prince Rupert Imperial 
Palace vs Dantes Inferno. l l, 
Rupert's Ridley Islanders vs 
LH.W. 
On Saturday, 10 games will be 
played a t Tamitik starting at 8 
a.m, while seven are set for the 
old rink starting at 7 a.m. 
Sunday's action has games at 
both arenas at 8 and 9:30 a.m., 
followed by the four finals at 
Tamitlk -- 'D' at l I a.m., 'C' at 
12:30, 'B' at 2 p,m., and 'A' at 
3:30 p.m. 
One player from each team 
will be awarded atrophy as most 
valuable player to his team. The 
four divisional winning teams 
get a major trophy with players 
picking up miniatures: 
One of the best items concern- 
ing the tournament is 'free' ad- 
mission to all games. 
A special refreshment area 
will be set up in the lower lobby.. 
game, plus 9.2 rebounds. She's 
also the third highest scorer in 
the district, and has accom- 
plished this against strong 
American competition. 
A pro-season poll had ranked 
Simon Fraser in sixth place, due 
mainly tO the abundance of 
rookies. Right now the Clan 
leads the league with a perfect 
seven-and~zero mark -- well on 
the way for a trip to national 
co!lege finals in Kansas City in 
March. 
McNeill admits it's a hard 
road to K.C. She says they're in 
a very tough district with two 
teams (Western Washington and 
Whitworth) right behind with 
only one loss each. 
McNeill and gals have to win 
their district, then beat the 
district two winners to gain the 
big trip to K.C. 
Right now they're moving 
along as solid contenders. 
Province of 
British Columbia 
Ministry of 
Environment 
Fish and Wildlife 
ATTENTION RIVER ANGLERS AND 
TOURIST INDUSTRY PARTICIPANTS 
The Ministry of Environment recently released a 
discussion paper on the subject of management of the 
angling guide industry in British Columbia. This paper 
focuses on the issue of rapid expansion of that in- 
dustry and the options, firstly for ensuring that resi- 
dent non-guided anglers are not crowded off popular 
stselhead and salmon streams and, secondly that 
licensed guides are afforded reasonable assurance of 
a sustainable business opportunity. 
To facilitate public input to the policy and regula- 
tions development process the Fish and Wildlife 
Branch will be hosting meetings in Smithers, Hazelton, 
and Terrace. The dates and locations are as follows: 
Smithers - -  Hudson Bay Lodge . -  February 7 
Hazelton - -  Mountain View Restaurant - -  February 8 
Terrace - -  Terrace Hotel - -  February 9 
All persons who are Interested or affected by the 
possibility of tighter controls on the level of use of 
some rivers by guides and their customers and by non- 
guided non-resident anglers are encouraged to attend 
and present their views. Fish and Wildlife Branch staff 
will be present between 2:00 and 5:00 p.m. each day to 
provide information and receive Input from individuals 
or groups who may wish a private audience. An even- 
ing session commencing at 7:00 p.m. will consist of a 
brief history and overview of the discussion paper 
followed by comments or questions from the floor. 
Copies of the paper are available from Ministry o f  
Environment offices in Smithers, Hazelton and Ter- 
race. 
t . .  I 
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Native basketbali :/: : 
begins fourth decade 
Prince Rupert jumps •right 
from the Northern B.C~ Winter 
Games this weekend, into the 
30th annual All Native Basket: 
bali Tournament starting-next 
Tuesday. 
Twelve senior entries and 10 
intermediate ams will see ac- 
tion at Rupert's Civic Centre 
It's double-knockout play for 
both divisions. 
Senior teams are Kitamaat, 
Canyon City, Port Simpson, 
Aiyansh, Hartley: Bay, Metla- 
katla' (Alaska), Haida Nation, 
Kincolith; Greenville, Bella 
Bella and Rupert:Trojans. The 
12th senior team was Neah Bay, 
from Tuesday to Saturday the 
llth. 
Forty games are scheduled --
nine on Tuesday, and nine each 
for the next hreedays, The final 
four games are two Saturday 
afternoon semi,finals, followed 
by :two evening championship 
games. 
but they dropped out and ~vill be 
replaced by this weekend. 
On the intermediate entry list 
we ha~'e Port Alberni, Kitamaat, 
Bella Coola, Slddegate, Port 
Simpson, Bella Bella, Kincolith, 
Masset, Prince Rupert Cubs and 
Metlakatla (B.C.). 
Kitimat entries sweep 
squash, racquetball 
Kitimat's Racquets Club held 
a very successful squash and rac- 
quetball tournament from Jan. 
19 to 22 with all winners but one 
coming from the local club. 
The big series at Tamitik at- 
tracted more than 50 entries. 
Top three finishers in each 
event are listed in one-two-three 
order as follows - -  
Squash 
• Men's 'A' - -  Ed Chung, John 
Kennedy, Jim Mackenzie. 
Men's 'B' , :  Gino Iamele 
(Terrace)~ Randy Lattimer, 
Mike Corbeil. Consolation win- 
ner --  Kelly Marsh. 
Mixed 'C' --  Steve ,B~ick, 
Neff Fleischmann (Terrace), 
George Gaspar. Consolation -- 
Sue Chung. 
Mixed novice -- Mark Unran, 
Bert Corbeil, Randy Tait. 
Ladies -- Janet Stepona- 
vicius, Joan Hough, Cindy 
Empson. 
Jun io r - -  Alex Mackenzie, 
Alex Sagar, DebbieLegg. Con- 
The Smithers McEwen Auto Body team came up with a 6-3 win over Terrace Ironworks to 
capture third-place trophies at the annual Terrace Minor Hockey bantam house league tour - 
nament on dan. i4  weekend. , 
solation -- Bunny Virk. Weston Smith. 
Racquetball 'B '  - -  David Wilson, Brian 
'A' --  Julio Alvarez, Ray~ Correia. Consolation Ken 
Webster. Consolation - -  Gardiner. 
Little change this week 
for Sharpies, Fitzpatrick 
In our weekly look at 
Terrace's Jeff Sharpies and 
Kitimat's Mark Fitzpatrick in- 
sofar asprogress inthe National 
Hockey League~' there's little 
change in their statistics. 
Defenceman Sharples of De- 
troit Red Wings has played in 33 
of his team's 48 games as of Jan. 
24%He has four gqals and seven losses and three tid~.. 
~. ,. .~  ~.~:  - _ .  ~. ~ .  , , • .* . . . . . . . . . .  ,~ .~,  . . . .  
Soccer in Kitwanga 
Kitimat came out as the big 
money winner at the second an- 
nual K.S.F.C. men's indoor soc- 
cer  tournament held Jan. 21 
weekend at Kitwanga. 
Tennis club seeks 
courts 
Terrace is about one court for 
every 1,300 residents which 
would require the construction 
of nine more courts at a cost of 
about $20,000 each. 
In another coniparison made 
by the club, the numbers of 
courts per community, Terrace 
also ranks low. The  largest 
northern center, Prince George, 
ranks the highest with 60 courts. 
This is followed ~o~, Kitimat with 
10 outdoor and two indoor 
courts, Prince Rupert with 
seven, Smithers ~ith six; Terrace 
with five, and Houston and 
Burns Lake each With two. 
for more 
In reponse to a request from 
the Terrace Tennis Club, city 
council has asked administration 
to create a list of suitable areas 
for the construction o f  new 
courts within city limits. In ad- 
dition, they have asked for 
representation from Thornhill at 
the committee l vel in order to 
get a better idea of regional 
needs. 
In a report reviewing current 
and future needs, the club 
• estimates that there are between 
300 and 500 area resident in- 
volved in the sport and only five 
tennis courts to meet the de- 
mand-  three on Kalum St. 
built by the Downtown Lions 
Club in 1977 and administered 
by  the city, and two more on 
Straume Ave. which belong to 
School District 88 and were con- 
i structed by the Rotary Club in 
1978/79, 
In rdation:to the rest of the 
Northwest, this leaves Terrace 
sadly lacking, according to the 
club. One tennis court for every 
3,600 residents compared to the 
.. best in the Northwest, the 
i: S~ithers/Telkwa area, with one 
l I fo r  every 833 residents. The 
ii ratio the club t~onu'a~¢ nds for 
With an  eye on future 
development, he club recom- 
mends the construction ofcourts 
"within all neighborhoods", 
close to schools and that they be 
built in groups of three to four 
courts in order to reduce capital 
and maintenance costs. With 
this criteria in mind, they sug- 
gest the construction of two 
courts in the vicinity of Thorn' 
hill Secondary School, one or 
two more at the Straume Ave. 
location, an additional court on 
Kalum AVe., and two or three 
new courts atHeritage Park, 
assists for 11 points, with a plus- 
minus average of plus-8. He also 
has 24 minutes in penalties. 
• Goalie Fitzpatrick hag a 3.55 
goals-against average for Los 
Angeles Kings, allowing 54 goals 
in 872 minutes. He has no shut- 
outs. His record is Six wins, six 
~.,." 
In beating Terrace in the final, 
Kitimat pocketed $800. Terrace 
got $500 for runnerup money 
while Smithers took home $300 
for placing third. 
The tournament high scorer 
and most valuable player was 
Mario Lagana of Kitimat. Ter- 
race's Gil Rego was best goalie, 
with teammate Rod Morales the 
most inspirational player. Bob 
Morrison had the most assists. 
Best coach was Joe Duben of 
Terrace, and most sportsman- 
like team was Smithers. 
CITY OF TERRACE 
AND 
REGIONAL DISTRICT OF K IT IMAT.ST IK INE .  
-The Terrace Advisory Parks and Recreation Commission 
is seeking interested people to sit on the Commission from 
Terrace and Electoral Area C (Greater Terrace area, ex- 
cluding City of Terrace and Thornhill): 
1 Position from Electoral Area C 
3 Positions from the City of Terrace 
Interested persons may apply by-submitting a letter by 
February 15, 1989, to: 
E.R. Hallsor 
Clerk,Administrator 
City of Terrace : 
" * -~! tby  . . . . . . .  3215 Street, .~ |~,....-.,', 
Terrace, B.C., .VSG 218:: . i - ;  
Northwest  Communi ty  :Co l lege 
INDUSTRIAL 
FIRST AID TRAINING 
Northwest Communi ty  Col lege offers a 2-week In- 
dustrial  First A id Course beginning February 13 
and ending February 24,1989.  
HOURS:  8:00 a.m. to 3 :00p .m.  ~ 
DAYS: ,  Monday  :to Fr iday 
PLACE:  Room 215, 
• • Administrat ion Bui lding 
INSTRUCTOR:  Fred Adair  :. 
. . . . .  ~ , , i  
DOORS OPEN AT 4:30 !P.M. 
• LuckyDollar Bingo Palace 
4818 Hwy. 16 West ~ 
~*i~ : ~* . • ' 
~ i~ i~ SUNDAY:  Terrace Athlet,cs Assn. 
IMo.DAY: Te.a e M,nor Hock.y 
iii i TUESDAY: Kermodes or Jaycees 
WEDNESDAY• Terrace Blueback Swim Clu| 
i THURSDAY: 747 Air Cadets 
~i " Ladies of the Royal Purple . 
: ~'~' FRIDAY: Parapelegic Assn. 
~ • .... SATURDAY" Parapelegic Foundation 
Regular, 
18  Games 
EVERYONE WELCOME! 
(Age 14 years and up) 
Thank you/Have  a NIce dayl 
. ~ 7 :~ : ; : '~C~. ;  . 
' 6 "  Extra- 
Games 
-. .-~:,.,~,~,.:,- . .  ~.,;~....-"~'<4~o',.~>.).,;t~..,,~.;~,~.,,~....4,~.~..v.,~,.~)~,,~,," . . . . . . .  •.  . - -  . ; . - r . ; . L . : - .  . _ . . . - , 
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TERRACE-  A weekend 
workshop• sponsored by,-the 
NorthwestCounselling Centre, 
':Understanding Parent-Teen 
Relationships", dealt with many 
parenting concerns and offered 
some workable solutions. The 
six-hour session was based on 
the fact that while most teens of- 
fer parents many pleasurable 
moments, they also introduce 
their fair share of conflict into a 
~family relationship that was 
UNSEL LOR S HE LP: PARE N TS!AND TEENS ,GET A LONG 
once relatively simple. 
The workshop began .•with 
teen development and their need 
for parental understanding arid 
support during times of conflict 
and stress. The •discussion then 
• changedits focus to the family 
"'problem ownership". Who 
. owns the problem? The parent, 
, teen, both =- or  is" there really 
any  •problem at all? "It's im- 
portant to define who has the 
problem," says counsellor Lynn 
Hughes, "so that when you sit 
un i tand identified the rules, down to reconcile the COnflict 
responsibilities and relationships you recognize who. owns i t . " .  
of its members before zeroing in- Once done, if it's decided that 
on the process of identifying and  the teen owns the problem, 
resolving parent-teen conflicts. parents.. must understand that 
• Thefirst step suggested was they don't have to rush in to. 
communication and listening 
skills, using silence and "door 
openers", .non-verbal messages 
and eye contact , :and  finally 
their opposites, "roadblocks to 
communicat ion".  
Once these skills are put to 
use, the problem and its owner- 
ship have been identified, and a 
process of "brainstorming" can 
create a long list of both realistic 
and non-real ist ic solut ions.  
These can then be evaluated to 
11 
RCMP warn public 
of fraud scheme 
Terrace RCMP are warning 
the public to be on the lookout 
for a fraud scheme involving 
crooks who pose as bank man- 
agers.. 
The Con artists attempt to 
enlist the .aid of unsuspecting 
dupes in catching a supposedly 
dishonest bank employee. The 
victim is asked to make a with- 
drawal from his or her account 
and deliver the cash to the fraud- 
ulent.bank manager, who then 
keeps it as "evidence". 
The victim never sees the cash 
or "manager" again. 
Cpl. Cann of the Terrace 
RCMP says the warning is part 
of a province-wide alert, but no 
instances have been reported yet 
in the Northwest. "They appear 
to be moving up through the In- 
terior right now," he said. 
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!'.save" the child. They have on- 
ly to offer their assistance and 
Support and allow their teens to 
w6rk out the solution by 
themselves. 
From this point, the focus 
turned to values and the variety 
of sources from which they 
come - -  the media, religion, 
school and parents themselves. 
Then ideas for getting your 
message across were explored: 
provide a finai solution which is 
agreeable to everyone. 
Another area addressed by the 
workshop resenters was how to 
achieve the results you want. In 
this regard, .praise and en- 
couragement were compared 
• and-it was found that one pro- 
rides far better esults than the 
other. "Praising is to praise the 
worth of who they are," ex- 
plains Lil Farkvam, "but to en- 
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courage is to encourage their ac- 
tions - -  and this !~elps the per- 
son 'to continue -the effort 
they've put in." 
The.workshop was a worth- 
while introduction to Northwest 
Counselling's next set 'of work- 
shops, "Assertiveness Training 
for Teens". This will consist, of a 
series of  five, two-hour sessions 
in the Northwest Counsdling 
.Centre "Group Room" begin- 
ning at 3:30 p.m. on Monday, 
Feb. 13. Future sessions will be 
held each Monday at the same 
time and in the mine location. 
A special session is scheduled 
for parems only at 7:30 p.m. on 
Feb.'13. This session is designed 
to  a l low parents to meet 
facilitatoi's and become familiar 
with-the program. It will also be 
useful for parents who want to  
support and help their teen prac- 
tice their newly learned skills. 
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Looking f0ra 
WURLITZER? 
Try a classified ad in 
:WHISTLER 
WHITEHORSE 
WINFIELD... 
and 87 more B.C. newspapers. 
All for just 
'159. 
You can get blanket coverage 
• : of B.C, with a classified ad 
• in 90 newspapers, 
for as little as $159. 
That's nearly 3,000,000 readers. 
D 11 • . i . . . .  " " : e.ver  ng on our 
rural Canada i 
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In the spring of 1988, Canada Post Corporation made an important 
comn~tment topeople living in rural areas of Canada: a promise 
to make postal products and services more accessible to these 
important communities 
By working with businesses in communities more and more 
postal outlets., are now operated, by. local merchants, resulth~g in more. 
accessible and more convenient postal services than ever before.. ' 
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Our efforts are working Independent surveys continue to show that 
an overwhelmilag majority of rUral Canadians urveyed believe that tlu 
post office is moving ill the right direction towards better service 
Just as we promised. ' 
: - . 
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:i Accessibility to our products and services has been dramatically 
improved. In the past, hours of, service averaged 29 hours per week. 
..- Our new comnfitment has improved the average hours of service to 
" 65 hours per week. All increase of 126%. 
Ify0u,re BUYING, SELLING [ 
or simply TELLING, I 
ITPAYS TO SPREAD Canada Post is inrural Canada: to 
THE WORD. . 
. . . .  That's promise. For more information ..., >...,/:, a 
call this newspaper at , ~:: '. , - .  
~ CANADA POST CORPORATION or 1-669-9222 
(Blanket coverage ~ervice als0 available in other 
Pmvinc~ -- Albma 512~; Manitoba $85; Sask. 
$100;, Ontario S275; Atlantic Provinces S99.) 
Our commitment: better service for you . 
• •( 
~_~" I '~ 
tL  .~  
; :  , e . , ,  
.,Where To F nd lt 
PRO-TEC------H-- 
ELECTRONIC 
ENGINEER!N 6 ,.,.,, o. o, =,o , ,  ,.00..,,,,.., 
WE SERVICE IT" 
SERVICE - -  T.V. RENTALS 
Repairs On All Home Entertainment 
Appliances 
Also Commercial & Industrial 
Electroi~lc Equipment 
SATELLITE T.V. 
1635-51341 
451g LAKELSE, TERRACE 
i 
Your complete 
.source for all 
yourheating 
needs. " 
Northwest Consolidated 
SupPyLfd.  
5239 Keith Ave., Terrace 635-7158 *: 
• . . .  - ,qg  
im 
. AutoGlassSpeclalists 
.,;;,.., , : I~BC claims, handled promptly ':;: - 
,,~': . . . .  . "~'~ .. ~r~.~.::~;;.:,.-:-:.: _. . .... " "  "f :" "".'~':::" ' ,- ~',. .... : ' :  - 
638-1166 
• , o 
West Coast °:~~~" 
Landscaping 
DESIGN --INSTALLATION Jon .Blake 
MAINTENANCE COMMERClA'-- RESIDENTIA~ 635-2572 
• LAWN REJUVENATION 3923 Slmpaon Ctes. 
• PRUNING • SPR ING CLEAN 'UP Terrace, e.c. 
2803 Kenney Street 
ANGES Te,oce, S.C. 
CH . wo,o,°-n'n, ~,,,°m 
f~- , 'V  ,I LANZA products 
Plmne Io ra .  aPlmintmeo! 
635-9666 
TOTAL HAIR CAP, E 
HI.QUALITY BELTING & | 
& Ter race  CONTnACT~.e SERVICES I 
t mi lD  Durable --. High Quality | 
Tree  Tr im g I n f la tab le  Boat Repairs I 
- Vulcanizing Repairs I 
Will cut clown any t ree.  l !  We specialize in conveyor belt | 
"SAFELY"  _~ installations, Splicing, and repairs | 
s1,000,000 liability for YOUR protection T , ! vulcanizingand pulley lagging I 
635.7400 638- 530  24 HOUR SERVICE:638-0663J 
,1 1 ~ ~ : . . . .  ~ " " :  : "  . . . . . .  "'; : "  ""~ ' ~ ' : '  " 
KALUM TIRE SALES, & SERVICE LTD. 
Your Complete Automotive Retailer 
Business: 635-4902 
4808W. Highway16 ' Pager. 638-29:32 
Terrace, B.C. V8G 1 L6 
MUFFLER CENTRE 
"If you're satisfied, tell others 
• . .  if not . . ,  tell us." 
RaN or AL 4918 Greig Ave. 
Terrace, B.C. VBG 1N4 
Phone 638-1991 
TOTAL 
BUSINESS SERVICES 
. . TYP ING ' ~ . . . . . . . .  " 
, VOICE PAGERS,  PHOTOCOPYING 
,24-HOUR ANSWERING SERVICE 
-3238 Kalum St., Terrace, B.C., V8G 2N4 
RUST,/ 
CHECK 
Rust Protectl0n :for, : 
New and Used* 
Vehicles 
I . . Nate ' s  E !  c t r l c
Industrial 
Commercial & 
638-1876 Residential 
Nathan Waddell - Electrical Contractor 
4931 Lazelle Ave., Terrace 
. Cus!omer service is our No. 1 priority 
: . -  First q0ality shop service 
• -Fast, friendly aqd efficient 
• full service attendants 
- Complete personalized service ..... 
• • Prices ore VERY Competitive • 
i A I/)~/A Investments Ltd. 
: ,~TERRAal ESSO SERVICE 1988 
.... 4140 Lakelse Ave., Terrace, B.C. 
638-1168 rq 
B&G 
--( Rocerty 
Laundromat & Carwash 
Open 8:30 -10:30 dally : 
2701 S. Ka lum 635-6180 
÷ 
Joffs Photo Graphics 
Weddings John Roclers 
Portraits 
Family Sittings 
5 Minute Passposts 
Dry Mounting 
4609 Lakelse Ave., Terrace, B,C. 
Terrace, B.C. V8G IP9 . 
Custom Framing 
Mat Cutting 
Posters 
Limited Editions 
Laminating 
Bus. 635.5288 
Res. 635.5544 
SKIDOO 
Sales and Service for 
Motomycles • Chalnuws 
Snowmobiles-* Madne Sup#In 
TER~CE EQUIPMENT 
LES * LTD. 
4441 Lekelse Ave., Terrace Ph. 635-6384 
- . .  . .  , ;  
o_  
m m 
February is Heart Month, and at a recent gathering of local Heart Fund volunteer canvassers, Terrace chapter 
president Karen Enriquez (right) honored 10 local fitness instructors who helped in the organization's fund rais- 
ing activities last year with certificates of appreciation, 
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College 
s hews  off !i: 
conference !  
technology 
A vision of the future, Tei- 
.race's first International Con- 
ference via satellite, was pre- 
sented recently by Northwest- 
Community College. Live from 
Cupertino, California; Univefsi-: 
ty of Arizona; Washington, 
D.C.; University of New York; 
Ann Arbor, Michigan -- these 
were the day's features which 
demonstrated the system's abili- 
ty to create interactive tele- 
conferencing on topics from 
business developments •to 
employment raining tech- 
niques, education and even real 
estate auctions. 
With the cooperation of the 
local Chamber of Commerce, 
the Inn of the West, and elec- 
tronic equipment and a 10-foot 
Record year for AIcan , un aluminum dish from 
Northland Electronics, NWCC 
Alcan A luminum Ltd. pared to $433 million the previ- demonstrated how the System 
notched up a record year for ous year. could work by targetting the Planning i s  the  key sales and production in 1988, Each common share earned satellite transmission of their 
and the company's chief ex- $5.77 in 1989, more than double choice. Add to that the possi- 
ecutive officer says he expects the $2..52 common share earn- bilities --  video reception with 
to  good  adver t i s ing  ,.9 ,o at ,eo, .s ,oo, ings in1988. Shipments were up interactive audio via phone 
David Culver' said last week, slightly at 832,000 metric tonnes lines, or better still, two way 
"Looking at 1989, the balanced of ingot products and 1.446 video conferencing on any sub- 
A retailer hangs out a sign, dresses the industry supply-demand posi- million tonnes of fabricated ject desired. 
. . . . . .  windows, stocks the shelves and hires the tion appears likely to persist, products. According to the college's 
., : staff. Does he or she then simply wait Based on those conditions, our The higher earnings were at- Director of Distance Education, 
• /:<" for the customers to come through the performance in 1989 should be tributed to strong demand and N0rberg Hartig, the whole 
<: door? If so, the wait may be a long one. comparable with that of 1988." firm prices. Realizations on fib- system is"just a glimpse of how 
.... The retailer has to reach out for For 1988 Alcan's sales and ricated products were up 18 per- .colleges will serve satellite cam- 
customers:and does this by informing operating revenues came to $8.5 cent to an average of $3,731 per puses in the not-too-distant 
- them,!through advertising, of the store's billion U.S., up from $6.8 bil- tonne and ingot product realiza-, future. But education isn't the 
location, the merchandise it offers,,the lion in 1987. Net income for the tions went up 48 percent o an only possibility. Hartig describes 
service~,it prOvides, the prices it charges' : ,  ,co~apany was $931 million corn- average of $2,219 per tonne. ,. how entertainment features such 
. . . .  as the Royal Winnipeg Ballet or 
by Phil Hadl, and otiter advantages of shopping there. " ' '  ~ , the Boston Pops could appear 
Relatively few customers will come This week city Manager, Ten'a¢ e :,into ai~store simply because it is there.., in liveon the stage at the R.E.M. 
Federal Business :i~:Theym~st be lencouraged to come by Lee Theatre via satellite and n c i l  c o m m i t t e e s video projection. " It 's all feasi- Devolo ment Bank P '~regul~dvertising, carefully designed to ~ C*O LJ I • ble," says Hartig. "It's just a 
serve the retaller's specificre~l~elmems. • : matter of funding. The tech- 
I f  it is a new store? Its adverfismg, initially; will emphasize Planning and Public Works . asked to present a list of suitable nology is out there, the material 
name and location, and the rangier products carried. Opening • (to be held onWednesday, Feb. sites for the committee's con- is out there -- it's just a matter 
day advertising should also emphasize "specials" and other at- 1 at 7:30 a.m.): The committee siderati0n, of pulling it down." 
tractions. The basic purpose sho~iid be to make potential will consider joining the provin- 
customers aware of its existence.: cial Pitch-ln '89 campaign which 
Is it a new product? Then the emphasis should be more.on why takes place in early May. 
that new product is desirable. Maybe it's price. Maybe it's quality Chamber of Commerce presi- ' 
or exclusivity. Whatever the attraction, that's where the emphasis dent Dick Sharples told council ~ Northwest Community College 
should be placed. ~ IN  CO-OPERA T ION WITH 
Advertising shouldn't just happen. It should be planned, ideal- th;t, a locally organized "clean- 
campaign could be in Northland Communications Ltd. 
lyas much as six months ahead. And it should always havemore jeopardy this year. ? INV ITE  YOU TO A 
to it than simply reminding customers of the retailer's presence. A rezoning application sub- 
Timing is another important aspect of advertidng. Timing is mitred by George and Wilfred (FREE OF CHARGE)  
mostly determined by the seasonal character of the retailer's mer- Haugland and Elizabeth Murie ] 
chandise. The timing, in this respect, should anticipate the requesting that the property at ! Myths, Models and Realities 
season. More hot weather clothing is sold, for example, before 4628 Park Ave. be rezoned from 
the hot weather comes than' is sold~after the hot weather arrives. Residential (R2) to Central A Satellite Video 
, Seed houses ent out their catalogues for springtime in the dead Commercial. The reason given is 
',~ ?~ >of winter. Their'/idvertising ,i~:~as ~elcome then.as the first robin for future development for .Of.. • ~<f~,~g ere l~.O l l l  
. .  , , . . . , a . r  f, oo spa,e or other  omO,c,. . .  
~,:..,, .~, ,~ki~vertlsmg has also to be timed to events and celebrations, .... : e Futu • .<.0 ...... Use as required by c~ercml  
and again always well in advance. Christmas cards are barely off " , purchaser.~ " • , : . '~'-~I~: ~.~f • .; ; ~ ,  :-, , ....... 
- the: shelves before the Valentines appear. Communily and 'Recreation :|~'' ........ ~-:. ~::~..~l~tesdgy, l, el~m~xy i, l y~y 
But retailersshould also be flexible in their planning. Suppose Servkes (to be held on Thurs- 8:15 a.m. to 1:30 p.m. 
certain merchandise isn't moving as well as expected. The retailer Room 2001 
should have enough in the budget o mount "aspecial advertising day, Feb. 2 at 1:00 p.m.): A pro- posal for additional tennis Northwest Community College 
campaign to speed it along. A DEMONSTRATION OF THE APPLICATION OF 
And how much should the retailer budget for advertising? courts in Terrace will be con- 
small retailers pend two to five percent of gross sales, depending sidcered. The superintendent of VIDEO TECHNOLOGY IN EDUCATION • Parks and Recreation has been * Videotape copies will be available for :'in-house" use. 
on. their merchandise. The rule of thumb is three percent. 
Effective advertising is as much a part of good retail manage- CONTACT PERSONS: 
' in merit as pnc g and inventory control. It should be done regular- Krt~ Nelson, Systems Manager 
ly, It should always convey a special rues.sage. And it should .be Northwest Community College 
timed to customer requirements. . - -  Norberl Hartig, Director of Distance Education 
Retailing is a competitive business in which the margin of suc- Northwest Community College 
cess is often the effectiveness of the'retailer's advertising. This in- ~t ( , / t~0f  Randy LeClere, Sales and Service 
cludes knowing the right advertis!ng medium to use, We'll take a ~ . Northland Communications Ltd. 
look at all the ways a retailer C ~ advertise in our next column, • : ~ r ..... ,, . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  , ................ 
':| 
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COming Events 
February I to 11 - -  Exhibit of photographs from the 1988 
National ASSOCiation of Photographic Art.B.C. 1988 
PHnt Challenge at the Terrace Art Gallery on the lower 
floor of the public library. 
Wedneaday, February 1 - -  "Towards a Global Civiliza- 
tion: Sp!rltual Foundatlons of Cultural Development" 
wlthNoel Reldy, at Knox Unlted Church, 4907 Lazelle at 
7:30 p.m. Chlldoare subsldy avallable. For more Informa- 
tlon, call 635-2436. Sponsored by the Northwest 
Development Education Association. 
Thursday, February 2 - -  There wlll be an Alzhelmer's in  
formatlon meetlng at 7:30 p.m. in the Terrace Public 
Llbrary meetlng room. AnyoneWho would llke more In, 
fOrmatlon about Alzhelmer's disease or anyone who 
would llke to jolri the Terrace Alzheimer's'Support 
Group Is welcome to attend. A vldeo will be shown. 
Please call Gllllan Campbell at 635.3381 (home) or 
635-8177 (work). 
February 3, 4 and 5 - -  ACOA weekend with June 
MacGregor, M,S.W. "Healing the Inner Child". Call 
638-8117 for information and registration. 
Saturday, February 4 - -  Branch 73 of the B.C. Old Age 
Pensioners' Organization will beholding their Pancake 
Breakfast from 8 a.m. to 11 a.m. at the Happy Gang Cen- 
tre on Kalum Street. Everyone is welcome!t 
Saturday, February 4 . -  The Terrace Peaks Gymnastics 
• Club will be holding• a bake sale from 2 p.m. to 6 p.m. at 
the Skeena Mall. All kinds and types of baking will be 
available. We •appreciate your supportl 
Saturday, February 4 - -  NWCC Student Association will 
be having a "Corky and the Juice Pigs Pub NiteSpeclal" 
at 8 p.m. in the college cafeteria. Tickets are available at 
NWCC Student Services or Sight & Sound. For more in- 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . .  n 
. o  
Local Glrl Gulde .Mlahelle Audet and Kylle groan spent 
some time last Friday helping out st the Child Development - 
Centre as a part of the work they must complete to earn 
their All Round Cord. The All Round Cord, the highest honor 
in Guiding, Is achieved only after receiving 10 achievement 
badges, completing the Adventure and Voyager Chal, 
lenges, exploring the Pathfinder movement, describing 
whatthe Guiding Promise and Law means to them, and tak- 
Ing part In a community service project. Besides providing 
an entertaining puppet show, Audet and Oman helped in 
many other ways like helping young .Tie Azak and Monty: 
Gill with their literary assignments. 
- . " ~ .3  " 
$Millions WOH 
By6149 Groups 
10,400 CHANCES 
TO PROFIT FROM 
" " ~ " :. : . ~ 1 " ~ " : " I 6149 D R A W S  °°°° ' ' . " '  
-: - . . . . . .  ' " Edmonton $1,200,000 
Vancou'ver $3 500 000 
.=~-~-~:~ : : ~. : Victoria. $1,634,732 
Wednesday, February 8 --."T,_ ..... :bali Montreal $6,200,00,0 
general meeting for parents, coaches and volunteers, in- "so,r;e. Luckmagazme Become a member o! this umque group of 
formation on registration, 'at 7 p.m. in the library base- e/49plsyers, Your e,monthmem0ereh'p sub. 
- this club entdlee you tO srtate m i '  8crlptiol'l in 1 
ment. For more information, phone Ken Hendry at : !  10.4o0 chence~i to win. Each club group ,S 
I I  restricted to 200 playere The larger the win: 
635-5269. t~ ~.gge, your s,e,.! 
Thursday, February 9 - -  Home for the Aged - -  
Skeenavlew Lodge Reunion planning meeting at 7:30 LESS THAN 
p.m. in the Senior Citizens' Lounge, 4623 Tuck Ave. A l l  ONE CENT A PLAY 
former employees are asked to attend to make this reu- Your ~ ~onth'e membera,~p me~es ~o,, member of a 200 strong group of 6/49 players. 
nigh a success. Each member receives a memberal~=P certi- 
February i3, 15, 20and 22 Northwest Community is ,cats and a list of 200" computer selected • "= tickets. Never mesa a Wednesday or 
offering a Volunteer Literacy Tutor Program. The  S, tu,~-y~re, ega,n~ 
Journeyworker program will enable•you to.work one.on- : GUARANTEED 
one with illiterate persons• Teaching others to read Is a ~,~,  RETURNS 
rewarding experience. To register call Ella Goodlad or • 
John Noonanat 635-6511, local 271 or 242. Time for the ~. , t  one modest w|n for ./o~group could pay 
i for your  subsCr, ptlon, leaving yOu with 
course is 7p.m. to 10 p.m. at NWCC. ,~ou,~, me, ~,ee" chant,. Ou, ==e 
computer automatically credits winnings to 
February 13 to March 13 - -  Every Monday, "Asser- ~., ~Oup., ,ccoun,. A,e, the ~n,~ d,aw., 
tiveness Training for Teens", 3:30 p.m. to 5:30 p.m. at ,st of winning numbers, altatament oftree gr0up'l account lad i cheque for your wlrtfllfl.gll 
the Northwest Counselling Centre Group Room; 4603 we, be m~,ed to v0u. 
Park Ave. Thls course is for teens between the ages of I WINS 0VER$100,000 1 
13 and 18, designed toteach basic communication A group win of over $100,000 will NOT be held 
skills and techniques for improving relationships, over,nt, ~ final dr,w. b,t, chea,e fo~yo,r 
Please register by calling Lil Farkvam or Lynn Hughes at e,re of the wl~l,¢8 wm ~ me,e~ tO y0= • . within SEVEN (7) working days. 
638-8311 " All tickets ~ere stored. In fire proof ~/autt 
• " -~ 6 .  Months 
Monday, February 13 - -"Awareness Night for Parents Membership $27.95 
or Primary Caregivers of the Participants", from 7:30 T~cket,=5=.00 
p.m. to 9:30 p.m. at the Northwest Counselling Centre Total $79.95 
Group Room, 4603 Park Ave. Please come to this course GIVES YOU 10,400 
to become aware of what your teen will be learning. 6149 DRAW CHANCES 
• WINNING EDGE MARKETING 
Sunday, February 12 - -  The Terrace Kinsmen and Kinet- P.O. Box 48796. Bentall Center 
tee will hold their annual Sweetheart Dinner and Dance, vartcouver. B C. VTX 1A6 
beginning at 4:30 p.m. in the Elks Hall. Admission is free TELEPHONE 1-604-682-6864 
I formation, call Kim Cordeiro at 635-6511, local 332. for all seniors, and transportation can be arranged if ~ ~ I B ~ i ~ I  needed. For further Information call Gall at 635.9253 or ~= ~.l i 
Saturday, February 4 - -The  Terrace Public Library Jackle at 635-4635. '~ ~1 II 
presents stories and crafts to celebrate the Chinese . . . . .  14 -  The-ubl ic  is invited to attend ~ ~1 ~ I I  
blew Year at 1:30 p.m. Children aged.eightand up are in: ,luesO=axY ~ ='re~ru~aa7 School BoPard Meeting of School ~o ~,1 ~ • 
vited to make a dragon mask and enjoy a umnese treau ~',~ .',~ on ~..=..o~ o, 7:30 r,.m. at the School Board of, z ~ ~.[ ~= II 
There is no charge, but please register in  advance. ~ton  t ~el~'ne"S'tre; in Terrace ,I;i, x . -~ ~1 
Phone Gilllan Campbell at 638.8177 for forther informs- _. - - "~ - "  --  " - -  A"nual General Meeti"n" ~= ~ ~ ~ II 
tl~n ' 'inursoay, Peoruary lO =no. ,. . . . ~. <, c~. 6 = • 
.,v... __  =tm of the Terrace Public Library Association will  be neld at == = z = 
Sunday, February 5 - -  SNOWARAMA, sta~ing at 9._:...,., v.nn ,, m •in the Library Meeting Room Elections to the ~ ~ J ~ 
West Kalum logging n roadu:c~loOn~t y ~hKe~3.VL~;n ey B'oar~'ofTrustees wli(take place, and" nominations f~r t I,,5, ~ I 
Snowmobile Assn. I J " these nosltlons will be accepted from the floor. Llg I(~ ~ I ' :  r-  ~> . . . ,  .~,,tP.i,~tv far Crio~led Children. __,.__,._...., . . . .  . ,  ~.~ =.-,,--,~ I -  
in VlctorlanEngla P 362;  ~ ~- -~ , , , . , , . . , , . ,  ,=., . . . .r , ,_, ,  .row,, men,, w,,, , ,...r, ormo.',r,t"o'"oOo"'=''"°u'° ,.l- Jl 
Skoona Seniors' Affordable Housing Socletyat:the Hap- =o', ,~ Street. I~ as/ I t • m 
: y Gang Centre at 7 p m. The soclety,s affordable hous- "= ' " " '  . .. _ .  . . . .  I ! ! 
P " an -' Febma 17 •'~ B.Ci Coalition tor me umaoleo ® ~- - -  ~ • - iors Is ra id coming:together: d .  Fdday~ ry . . . . .  . . . . . . .  . 
ing proJ.ect!or sen p ly non ur- Task Force on Trans 0rtatlon meeting will be held In o ! ~ - -  
: iChYelng a unit is encouraged to attend this important room 200.1 at Nod.hweet .Community C°llege' F°rm°re I I I / I  
an one interestedin obtaining more inf°rmaU° P P ~ !~=- -  ~ .  I 
•. . . • _. Intormatlon, Call doyce m 0~-~]4 ,  . I • ~ "] t::]1--1~,,'l 
. mooting. • , .: . • • i • i ._. ~-- i=~_.l  
, " . . . . .  • . . . .  " "  ' '  I .  - I 
: .%,., % ' * .  " . .  . . 
Cheryl: Rogers and  Alan. Weston are two of the featured 
players in the Terrace Little Theatre's coming production of 
"Ladles in Retirement". 
Old hand, newcomer 
in TLT production 
. .  
Contributed by Hennle Cook 
*Here we are again to take a 
. further look at some of the cast 
of '  'Ladies in Retirement" being 
rehearsed at this moment at the 
~ McColl Playhouse. 
Alan Weston, who is playing 
• the part of the naughty nephew,. 
is the only male characte r. in the 
play. Alan was born in London, 
England, almost under the Bells 
of the Bow. As he says, he is just 
a few blocks away from being a 
true Cockney. He was drawn to  
the stageby watching "Street 
Theatre" in London. Alan im- 
migrated to Canada in 1957. He, 
was involved in theatre during~: 
his high • school years and por, 
trayed "characters anging from .• 
John' Lennon to those in the 
plays.of Shakespeare. He took a 
break from theatre after high 
school but returned to it in 1971 
when he joined the "Back Door 
Theatre Workshop,', an ex- 
perimental improvisational 
theatre in Toronto. There he 
acted, wrote and directed. :: 
He then went on to work for:! 
the Toronto General Hospital,.'. 
where he was involved in the 
production of training films. He 
attended Ryerson Polytechnical 
Institute in Toronto where he 
took' first year theatre arts and 
theatre art administration. He 
spent a season in summer stock 
theatre with the Huron County 
Playhouse in Grand Bend on the 
shores of Lake Michigan. 
• During 1975-76 he had minor 
• roles in two movies, "Welcome 
to Blood City", staring.Saman- 
.!tha Eggar and Jack Palance and 
"After He's Gone", starring 
Lee Remick. 
Weston moved to Terrace in 
1978 and spent some time away 
from theatre after he married 
Marianne Brorup Weston and 
established his family. He joined 
the Terrace Little Theatre in 
1987 and local audiences have 
seen him in "Heaven's to 
Betsy" ,  "Mothers  and 
Fathers", and as the Scarecrow 
in "The Wiz". 
Terrace audiences will get a 
great charge out of Alan as 
"Albert Feather". As he says, 
he can relate well to the part 
because he was "Albert" during 
his growing-up years. 
Cheryl Rogers, the only 
newco~.er to the Terrace stage, 
livens up the scene as Lucy Gill- 
ham, the maid. Cheryl moved to 
Terrace from Vancouver in 
1981. She attended Caledonia 
High and graduated in 1985. She 
has always ,been-interested 4n,
theatre, and participated in 
school productions from an ear- 
ly age. When she heard the Little 
Theatre was casting a new pro- 
duction, she decided her time 
had come to try for a part. Ken 
Morton, the director, liked what 
he saw and heard, and so a new 
star is born. We will no doubt 
see more of Cheryl in the future! 
And so, that's it for this week 
folks. Look for more Little 
Theatre Profiles next week. And 
don't forget - -  we want to see 
you at the theatre! 
Driver 
unharmed 
A local woman suffered mi- 
nor injuries on the evening of 
Jan. 26 when the 1986 Mazda 
in which she was a passenger 
skidded into a snowbank and 
flipped over in the 5200 block 
Halliwell Ave. Although 18- 
year-old Jaqueline Nuefeld es- 
caped without being seriously 
hurt, the vehicle took about 
$4,000 worth of damage. 
Terrace RCMP say icy roads 
were a contributing factor in the 
accident and the driver will not 
be charged. 
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Roya.r...Wn. :nnpeg.. Bal .  ,.... 
lad yo could rn it:  g u ake  
It took some real determina- 
tion on the part o f  the Royal 
Winnipeg Ballet to keep their 
Saturday night concert date in 
Terrace - -  they played Prince 
Rupert the night before, and 
during the •.time they were sup- 
posed to be travelling to the Ter. 
race engagement the road be- 
tween the two cities was blocked 
tw~ice by avalanches. 
by Michael Kelly 
In the brief period when the 
highway was open, the semi- 
trailer load of props and 
technical equipment along with 
the set-up crew made it through. 
When it became apparent that 
the second slide wouldn't be 
cleared in time for the dancers 
and orchestra to get here, they 
chartered three airplanes from 
Trans-Provincial Airlines, land- 
ing at the Terrace-Kitimat ir- 
port during mid-afternoon and 
going directly to the R.E.M. Lee 
Theatre. 
The performance, sponsored 
by the Terrace and DiStrict Arts 
Council, was sold out three 
months ago. Although ticket 
holders in Stewart were stranded 
there by avalanches in the Bear 
Pass, I was unable to spot any 
empty seats. 
The evening began on a con- 
servative note with Concerto 
Barocco, an arrangement for 11 
dancers of J.S. Bach's D minor 
concerto :for two. violins., *It was 
immediately apparent that this 
show had been put together with 
a rare level of professionalism. 
Lighting and stage management 
were flawless, and the orchestra 
took on [he singularly difficult 
piece with fluid ease and com- 
mand. 
George Balanchine's choreog- 
raphy captures the essence of the 
baroque concerto in the most 
direct manner: while an ensem- 
ble of eight dancers move to or- 
chestra nd continuo, two prin- 
cipals follow the interplay of the 
violin soloists. The movements 
are filled with grace notes and 
embellishments, and the overall 
effect of the piece was one of 
precision and passion, the 
balanced core of Bach's music. 
Evelyn Hart,  the company's 
crown jewel, made a brief but 
gratifying appearance in Piano 
Variations III based on a set of 
brief compositions by Erik 
Satie. Although a piano was part 
of the equipment in the or- 
chestra pit, for this piece the 
theater's concert grand with 
Miles Fusco at the keyboard 
became part of the stage setting, 
creating something of a cafe at- 
mosphere. 
Hart, supported by dancer 
Mark Godden, showed the au- 
dience why she is one of the 
premier ballet performers in the 
world. The piece, choreo- 
graphed by Hans van Manen, 
conveys Satie's snide sense of 
humor through abrupt 
movements ometimes border- 
ing on the grotesque. It's loaded 
with opportunities to overplay, 
but Hart is somehow able to 
draw the audience into the per- 
formance and project _a Whole 
complexity of feeling with 
gestures as simple as a cocked 
eyebrow or a wave of the hand. 
The first intermission was 
followed by the obligatory ex- 
cerpts from Tchaikovsky's Swan 
Lake, with choreography by 
Marius Petipa and Lee Ivanov 
as overindulgent as Tchaikovsky 
himself. Highlights of this sec- 
tion included the White Swan 
pas de deux executed with the 
slow strength of a flower 
blossoming by Svea Eklof and 
Stephen Hyde, and an equally 
commanding performance of 
the Black Swan pas de deux by 
Gisele Plourde and David 
Peregrine. 
The RWB's tour marketing 
manager, Cheryl Smith, told me 
after the show that the company 
uses the last piece on the pro- 
gram as a touchstone for au-~ 
dience sophistication. Per- 
formed to one of Haydn'sDma- 
jor symphonies, it's a parody of 
ballet --  and the local audience 
caught on immediately. 
Coming after the classical 
severity of Swan Lake, Jiri 
Kylian's choreography for Sym- 
phony in D seemed all the more 
absurd by c'ontrast. Hardly a 
single tenet of dance remained 
intact hrough the piece as roles 
were reversed with men being 
thrown and caught by groups of 
willowy women dancers, part- 
ners missed passes, shrugged 
and walked off the stage, and 
ensembles huffledacross the 
stage on their knees. It was 25 
minutes of fun that stopped 
short of ridicule. 
At a reception following the 
performance the company was 
notified to their relief that ar- 
tistic director Henny Jurriens 
and the last of the group's tour 
buses had made it through the 
slide area, putting the itinerary 
back on track for a show the 
following evening in Kitimat. 
Cheryl Smith assured me that 
the RWB will return to Terrace, 
and however long it takes, it will 
be worth waiting for. They are 
one of the great artistic 
resources of this country and 
one of the essentially good 
things about being Canadian. 
NOTICE OF PUBLIC HEARING 
Notice is hereby given that a Public Hearing will be held on 
Thursday, February 16, 1989 at the offices of the Regional 
District of Kitimat-Stikine commencing at 7:30 p.m. to receive 
representation from all persons who deem their interests to 
be affected by the proposed bylaw: "Regional District of 
Kitimat-Stikine Electoral Area E and Specified Portion of 
Electoral Area C Zoning Bylaw No. 37, Amendment Bylaw No. 
273, 1988.", 
In general terms, the purpose of this bylaw is to redesignate 
the parcel described as Lot 4, D.L. 1707, Range 5, Coast 
District, Plan 8270 from the Low Density Rural (R2) zone to the 
Rural Resort (RC-1) zone. This bylaw amendment, if and when 
adopted would allow the development of a proposed fishing 
resort. The parcel subject to rezoning is approximately 30 
acres. The property is located approximately 5 miles west of 
Terrace along Highway 16, as indicated on the sketch below. 
VNJURVCYED CROWN LAND 
' D ISTR ICT  L"OT 
^~A $~C!  TO o 3 
ZlMACORD INOlOI 
RI[S[RVI[ No . ,  
l 
DisTRicT// / / /  LOT SsS / 
The proposed bylaw may be Inspected at the offices of the 
Regional District of Kitlmat-Stiklne, 300 4545 Lazelle 
Avenue, Terrace, B.C. between the hours of 8:30 a.m. to 12:00 
noon and 1:00 p.m. to 4:30 p.m. Monday to Friday. 
Regional District of Kitimat-Stikine 
I I l l l  II I I I I 
"" i '  
635-6300 
COLD BEER and WINE STORE 
Monday to Friday Saturday Sunday . . . . . .  i:!~!i 
-- upen nouoays -  :~!~i 
10 a.m. to 11 p .m.  9 a.m. to 11 p.m. 11 a.m. to 11 p.m. . ~i i : /  
0•  ~ " .••  . ' L  
February is "Head Month", and during the proclamation signing by Alderman Dave Hull, 
Karen Enriquez of the B.C. Heart Foundation, Terrace chapter, described.a publication 
soon going on sale - -  "The Lighthearted Cookbook" by Anne Lindsay. The book will be 
available at the Foundation's Skeena Mall display from Feb. 16 to 18. • , 
February facts: events in history 
• complied by Tom Taggart 
• Feb. 1: Death o f  Gen. Joseph T. McNarney, Supreme Allied Commander, 1945 (1972). , 
Feb. 2: U.S. explodes the first hydrogen bomb (1954). . 
GROUNDHOG DAY, USA . . . .  " . . . .  " * ~ " 
Feb. 3: Birth of the composer, Felix Mendelssohn-Bartholdy (1809). , !:• 
USSR softlands Luna 9 on moon for photo opportunity 0966) . . . .  .//iiiii !-~ , ;  
Feb. 4: American heiress Patty Hearst kidnapped 0974), born again as "Tania". 
Feb. S: Birth of the violin virtuoso, Ole Bull (1810). 
Feb. 6: Mother of Ronald Reagan has a bad day (1911), passes it on. 
Feb. 7: Birth of the humanist, Thomas More (1478). 
The People's 'New Jewel Movement' asserts itself in tiny Grenada (1979). 
Compliments of U.S. taxpayers, Haitian Duvalier flies USAF to France (1986). 
Feb. 9: Jefferson Davis elected President of Confederate States of America (1861). 
Death of  Yuri Andropov, Soviet General-Secretary (1984). 
Feb. 10: Asterisk: Famed midget Tom Thumb (2'11") marries Lavina Warren (2'8") (1862). 
France's fast ocean liner 'Normandie' capsizes at New York (1942). 
Feb. 12: Log cabin birth of Abraham Lincoln (1809), greatest American president, 
First automobile fatality: Henry Lindfield crashes his electric . Imperial (1898)., ~, 
Feb. 13: U.S. troops land in Ha '~ i  on pretext Of protecting the King (1874). 
Saturation bombing of Dresden by Allied planes (1945). 
Feb. 14: SAINT VALENTINE'S DAY 
Alexander Graham Bell patents his telephone (1876). 
Feb. 15: Havana: Mysterious explosion of U.S. ship 'Maine' incites war fever (1898). 
Fictional account of Soviet takeover of USA takes over ABC-TV network 0987). 
Feb. 17: Death of the Apache brave, Geronimo (1909). 
Killing of Albert Johnson, AKA the "Mad Trapper of Rat River" (1932). 
Death of the World Teacher, Krishnamurti (1986). (EVENT OF THE MONTH). 
Feb. 18: Avalanche wipes out Leduc minesite near Stewart, B.C. (1965). 
Feb. 19: Birth of the astronomer, Copernicus (1473). 
Feb'. 20: Soviet home guard repels American and British invasion at Archangel (1919). 
Nixon in China (1972). : :~ ii:*i 
FULL MOON, 1989. 
Feb. 21: Wales: The first steam locomotivehits he rails (1804). 
Birth of Robert Mugabe, Zimbabwean statesman (1924). 
Death of Augusto Cesar Sandino, Nicaraguan revolutionary(1934). 
Assassination of Malcolm X, Afro-American leader (1965). 
Feb. 22: Birth of the poet, James Russell Lowell (1819). 
Feb. 23: Death (1821) of the poet, John Keats, age 25. 
Feb. 24: The last French king, Louis Philippe, flees before the Republic 0848). 
Death of Tommy Douglas, Canadian patriot (1986). ,:/~••~: :. 
Feb. 25: Birth of Jose de San Martin (1778), South American general. 
Birth of the songwriter, George Harrison (1943). 
College kids torch Bank of America in Santa Barbara, California (i§70)i 
Compliments of U.S. taxpayers, Ferdinand Marcos flies USAF to Hawaii 0986). 
Feb. 27: Death of "Eclipse", age 25, the world's most renowned thoroughbred horse (1789). 
Birth of the poet, Henry Wadsworth Longfellow (1807). 
300 Ogalala Sioux win Second Battle of Wounded Knee, South Dakota (1973). 
Feb. 28: Assassination of Olaf Palme, socialist leader of Sweden 0986). 
Subscription Order Form: 
I-! 1 year -  $24.00 [-_1 2 years - -  $45.00 
[] Cheque [] Money Order O Master Card [] Visa 
Please send a subscription to: 
Name 
Address 
Postal Code Phone . ~ :
Card No. 
Expiry Date 
Mail or bring this form to: 
Terrace Review 
4535 Grelg Avenue, 
Terrace, B.C., VeG IM7 
• "1 will both lay medown 
in peace, and sleep~ for 
thou, Lord, only.'niaketh 
medw, ell in safety." 
Psalm 4:8 
• /• , "  .• :  c .  , .  
Sacred Heart Catholic!chUrch " 
Mass Times: Pastor: '  
Saturday: 7:30 p .m.  Fr~ A l lan F. Noonan 
Sundays: 9:00 a.m. O.M.I. 
• ~11:30 a.m. 
4830 Straume Avenue 635-2313 
V~. Matthew's Anglican Episcopal Church 
I Sunday Survlcee: Rector Rev.: "' 
9 a.m. & I1 a.m. Hermann Dittrich 
':- Sunday School classes are held during the 9 o.m..mcvice. C~lld care I," .~ 
" - " available during me v'o.m. Mwwce. 
4506 Lokelse Avenue 633"1~0 i~  
: Christ Lutheran Church 
Starting Sunday January 1, Worship Service at 12 noon 
• : " Sunday School 10:30 a.m. 
• Pastor: Donald P. Bolstad ' 
3229 Sparks Street 635-552( I  
Terrace Seventh-Day Adventist Church 
Sabbath khoul :  Pastor: . . . .  ;' : . .  
Saturday 9:30 a.m. ale Unruh - -  MS-tal$ 
Divine Service: Prayer Meeting: 
Saturday I1:00 o.m. Wednesday 7:00 p,m. 
3306 Griff iths ~ 6354232 
Evangelical Free Church 
Sunday khooh 
(for all ages) 
9:45 o.m. 
Sunday Services: 
8:30 a.m. / 11:00 a.m. 6:30 p.m. 
3302 Soarks Street 
Pastors: 
Jim Westmon 
Gordon Froese 
Prayer Meeting: 
. , , - .  
Wed. 7:00 p.m. 
635-5115 
~Knox United Church 
Sunday Worship: Minister: 
10:30 a.m. Stan Bailey 
Sunday khouh Youth Group: 
10:30 a.m. 6:30 p.m. 
4907 Lazel le Ave .  635,60i4 
M 
Terrace Pentecostal Assembly 
Eady Service: 
8:30 a.m. 
Associate Pastor:. 
Sunday School: 
10:00 a.m. 
Morning Service: 11:15 a.m. 
3511Eby Street 
Pastor:. 
John Caplln 
Cliff Slebert 
Prayer Time: 
B:00 p.m. 
Evening Service: 8:30 p.m. 
635-2434 
• The Alliance Church 
Family Bible khooh Pastor: Rick Wiebo 
9:45 a.m. Ass't Pastor:Douglas Ginn 
Dlv lne  Worshlp:  11:00 a.rn. Fe l lowsh ip  Serv ice 6:30 p.m. 
All are cordially Invited 
Youth M in is t r ies ,  Home Bible S tud ies ,  Visitation 
4923 Agar  Avenue 635-7727 
The Salvation Army 
Sunday Services: 
9:80 a.m. Christian Education (all ages) 
11:00 a.m. Holiness Meeting 7:00 p.m. Salvation Meeting i 
For Further Information call 
4643 Welsh Avenue 635-6480 
Christian Reformed Church 
Sunday Services: PastOr:. 
11 a.m. & 5 p.m. Peter Sluye - 635-2621 
Coffee Break, Ladies' Bible Study 
Wednesdays 9:30 a.m. & 7:45 p.m. 
3602 Sparks 635-6173 
i i! ! i!i  ii ! ' !  ,ii !i!iii ! > r
• . • . 
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Today, young pre.-competitlve local gymnasts receive the best coaching available from 
Olympics professional George BaranJai. Showin~i their style above are Heather Kelly (7), 
Eba Mateus (7), Nancy Arbuah (8) and (front) Shannon Chalupiak (6). 
P:eaks mark 20th year 
Following .a beginning with 
very modest resources, the 
Peaks Gymnastics Club has be- 
come a firstrate training school 
with professional coaching that 
promises to elevate local gym- 
nasts to the very heighth of their 
ability. The club celebrated it's 
20th anniversary last weekend 
with an  open house at the 
Thornhill Community Centre 
and,~when taking a nostalgic 
look backto their roots, back to 
a time when an annual member- 
ship was only $1.50, most will 
agree the club has much to be 
proud of. 
The club was first formed in, 
January 1969 by Les Orr, then 
Principal of Clarence Michiel 
Elementary School, John Si- 
mons, an Alcan employee, and 
Simons'wife Ellen, a teacher for 
the mentally handicapped. Each 
donated eight hours of their own 
time every week plus countless 
other hours for meetings, TV 
appearances, canvassing and 
bake sales. 
"When we first began," re- 
members Ellen Simons, "we 
found out just how out of shape 
the youngsters were. The had 
very poor balance and co- 
ordination and very weak mus- 
cles." But, she adds, after a few 
months of hard work, there 
were signs of progress and the 
club was on its way to becoming 
an important part of the com- 
munity. 
But before this could happen,, 
the group f'~St had" t'o'" Paise! 
money and find equipment. The 
first two mats were donated by 
Harry Smith of Wightman and 
Smith Realty and Orr purchased 
two more through the Terrace 
school board - -  but more need= 
ed to be done to.gain community 
support. • 
Simons therefore appeared on 
CFTK television with the 'best 
of the gymnasts' and then be- 
came the first woman in Terrace 
-to make a presentation to the 
Terrace Kinsmen Club, who 
later donated a pommel horse. 
The next step was a series of 
bake sales at the Terrace Co-op, 
hot dog and donut sales at 
Clarence Michiel, and a door-to- 
door campaign of local 
businesses with a letter from Orr 
requesting financial assistance. 
This effort made possible the 
purchase of a few more mats, 
uneven bars, and a spring board 
• to go along with the pommel 
horse donated earlier by the 
Kinsmen. 
Orr was 'indispensible' during 
those earl3~ years says Simons. 
"We were very fortunate to have 
him," she says. Because what 
they were able to purchase or 
have donated only made up a 
portion of their available assets. 
Through Orr, the club had the 
free use of the school gym every 
Saturday, a basic .gymnastics 
instructor, and administrator, 
and .the use of the school's 
parallel .bars, ..rings, and other 
equipment. 
During this time, the club had 
grown to about 150 members 
and the ability of club gymnasts 
had developed to the point 
continued on page 22 
A smiling board of directors looks towards the next 20 years with the same optimism that 
founded the Peaks Gymnastics Club 20 years ago. They are (rear) president Erica Neves, 
competitive director Cherralee Roberts, pre-competltlve director Carla Kelly; (front) 
secretary Bobble Phillips, treasurer Pat Williams, public relations director Maria Mateus, 
director of coaching Irene Kuhar and registrar Dianne Chaluplak. Missing from the picture 
Is Lorraine Jordan . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
, , , , - ' J ' *' i i l  ',1 , " I " " I T " - , , 
One of the originals: Lisa Ljungh was one of the original 
members of the Peaks Gymnastics Club when it was form- 
ed 20 years ago. Since that time she as won many honors 
and now coaches up-and-coming young athletes. 
NOTICE OF PUBLIC HEARING 
Notice is hereby given that a Public Hearing will beheld on 
Wednesday, February 15, 1989 at the office of the Regional 
District of Kitimat-Stiklne commencing at 7:30 p.m. to receive 
repre.sentatlon from all persons who deem their Interest to be 
affected by the proposed bylaw: "Regional District of Kltimat- 
Stikine Electoral Area E Zoning Bylaw No. 194, 1983, Amend- 
ment Bylaw No. 272; 1988." 
In general terms, the purpose of this bylaw is to redesignate 
ah unsurveyed portion of D.L. 373, Range 5, Coast District 
from the R2 (Two Family Residential) zoneto the RMH (Mobile 
Home Park) zone. The area subject to rezonlng is located near 
the inersection of Paquette and Empire Street, as indicated in 
the sketch below. 
t n .  / 
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AREA SUBJECT 
TO ,RIIZONINO 
ApPI, ICAYIONQI 
The proposed bylaw may be Inspected atthe offices of the 
Regional District of Kitlmat.Stlklne, 300-  4545 Lazelle 
Avenue, Terrace, B.C. between the hours of 8:30 a.m. to 12:00 
noon and 1:00 p.m. to 4:30 p.m. 
Regional District of Kitlmat.Stikine 
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The Temlce.-Klnettea are bringing children's entertainer. J The Ryatts 
Paul Hann:tothe R.E.M. Lee Theatre February lg for a Sun- " 
day matinee performance at 1 p.m. To promote the event, 
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By JackEIrod 
the Kinettes will be selling tapes by tl~e well-known singer 
at tables in the Skeena Mall for the next threeSaturdays. 
TWo dollars from each sale will go to the Kinettes. Tickets e 
forthe performance are available at Sight & Sound. 
Terrace Interiors Ltd. 
• Exterior and interior paints ~ 
• Armstrong f looring • Harding carpets 
- Sunworthy wallpaper, 
" 'A l l  the  supp l ies  you  need"  
4610 Lazelle ~i~'e. 
635.6600 
ACROSS' 
1 Gone 
5 Our star 
6 Throw 
12Hurry 
13 Peer Gynt's mother 
14 Medicinal plant 
15 Thought 
16 Mist 
_ 17 Following 
18 Ellminale 
20 Knot lace 
22 Waltz 
24 Alda, for example ' 
2#. Ease . 
28 Water nymph 
30 ...... Vegas • 
31 Ulllmate, abbr. 
32 Loses blood 
36 Argon and neon 
3g Begin 
40 hiterlwlnsd 
41 Chinese pagoda 
42 Mineral source 
43 Against 
46 Recent 
48 Title 
Ti l ls  WEEKS. 
PUZZLE ANSWER 
~9~s a~"  ~R u 
ll_~J~_~_l-I~_Ni I_+I~1o~ i~ 
52 Melal 
53 Iowa college 
54 Always 
55 Tolled 
56 Terminal 
57 Scorch 
DOWN 
1 Biblical lion 
2 Pack 
3 WWl hero 
4 Desires 
5 Make unhappy 
6 Employ 
t 
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7 Eng. physlclsl 
8 Horse gall• 
9 Eng, beer 
tO Red . . . .  
11 _._  ollenelve 
19 Frozen dessert 
21 Mimic 
22 Transactions 
23 Something 
of value 
25 Employ again 
26 Was sick 
27 Bachelor of Laws 
29 Delerlum lremens 
33 Dining 
34 Lybla measure 
35 Altitude 
36 Shone 
37 Swiss river 
38 Views 
43 What we breathe 
44 Nat. Rifle Assn., Inlt. 
45 Heavy weight 
47 Age 
4g Avenue, abbr, 
50 See, Ft. 
51 Before 
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passenger route 
via Rail ..Canada nnounced Jasper-Vancouver segment 
laSt~,:'~week that its "Skeena" the route. 
passenger  train, presently The rerout ing of 
operating, between. Prince "Skeena" Will result in 
. . ° • 
. . . . . .  i   iiii !, i ii ii:: - 
O 
th, 
th 
Rupert., Jasper and Edmonton, 
will, effective April 30, operate 
on a Prince Rupert-Jasper-Van- 
acouver cycle. 
The rerouting of the tri- 
weekly ,'Skeena" will coincide 
with the opening of VIA's new 
Vancouver maintenance facility, 
which will enable the equipment 
.to be fully serviced on the West 
Coast• 
Murray Jackson, VIA's vice- 
president of marketing and 
sales, said that combining the 
"Skeena" with the daily "Super 
Continental" that operates be- 
tween Winnipeg, Edmonton, 
Jasper and Vancouver, will pro- 
vide much-needed additional 
capacity on the heavily travelled 
elimination of 39 positions i] 
Edmonton, 31 of which will b 
transferred to Jasper and Van 
couver, in addition, two part 
time positions will be transferre~ 
from Edmonton to Jasper. Eigh 
new full-time positions will b 
created at Vancouver and thre 
full-time positions and one pan 
-time posit ion in Jasper 
Employees whose, positions wi 
be eliminated can use thei 
seniority to apply for other pos 
tions in VIA. 
While passengers travelling 
between Prince Rupert and Ed- 
monton or points east will have 
• to change trains in Jasper, the 
total trip time will not exceed the 
current schedule. ,
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A mixture of apprehension and glee showed on these young faces as they returned to 
school on Monday following an unscheduled holiday resulting from a labor dispute. While 
some youngsters said they enjoyed their time at home, most said they were glad to be back 
in school• 
• . " . 
CLASSIFIED 
BLANKET CLASSIFIED ADVERTISING 
These Ads appear in the more than 75 Newspapers of the B.C. and Yukon Community 
Newspapers Auoclatlon and reach more than 1,000,000 homes and a potential two million readers. 
• $159. for 25 words ($3. per each additional word) Call The Terrace Review at  635.7840 
• ~'  = BUSINESS ;AUTOMOTIVE FOR SALE MISC. 
~;N0 money down O.A.C. OPPORTUNITIES 
:Lease/buy• any new/used Money Problems? Can't 
• ~truck or van. Deal direct Rapidly Growing profitable make ends meet? Learn to 
with ,Factory Broker. Call well managed landscaping_ prepare and keep a House- 
~iKeith ~. 'collect 874-0778. ~ business ~bper:afltlg in "t~e ~hold Budget. Send-for 'See- 
D.6102. ° lower  mainland. Suit active en Steps to Financial Free- 
_ investor  Va luat ion :  dom' enclosing $10. with 
Must Sell Three 1967 MCI " your name and address . . . . . . . .  r $175,000 for asset sale. Tan- uuses. ~ultame mr moto- n,hi,= =°=-.* k~,,-~,=,,,, ,,f plainly printed to Canbud- 
home conversions, one . . _ . ¢87,000. Call Larry Thurston get Services, Box 850, Stn. 
spare DUe engine ano parts; . . . .  P  A ...v-.w.,.~Ta ~n o E.r Victoria P B.C. V8W 2R9. 
Reasonable offers. Call Lee . " 
Bus Line. 1(604)788-2342 or Hobby ceramic distributor 
788 2743 " • . Need Mo0ey? • Local and close-out. Save to  60%. 
$1 Down leases a new car or overseas Investors want Glazes, stains, brushes, 
truck. Seven year warranty, worthwhile business ven- tools, bisque, greenware, 
Payments from $139.1Mo. •.~ tures. Call Federal Business molds, kilns and more. 594- 9955. Pacific •Western Car- 
O.A.C. Call lease manager Development Bank at 1-800- amlc, 2-12111 - 86th Ave., 
at (604)465-8931. DL5584. 663-0433. Surrey V3W 3H8. 
No down paymentand bank 
financing O.A.C. Lease/pur- 
chase new, used trucks, 
cars. B.C.'s largest Ford 
Dealer since 1927. Call Bob 
Langstaff collect 522-2821. 
D.#5276. 
BUSINESS 
OPPORTUN ITIES EDUCATIONAL 
Dlckle Dee, the Ice Cream 
Bicycle People, are now sel- 
ecting distributors for the "Learn The Secrets Of 
1989 season. Employ stud- Chording On Guitar. New 
ents as ice cream vendors, home study course. Fast 
Small Investment. Dickle easy method. Guaranteed! 
Dee Ice Cream, 116 - 1401 Free information. Write: 
West Broadway, Vancouver, Studio 9B, 3284 Boucherle 
V6H 1H6. 1-734-3370. Road, Kelowna, B.C. V1Z 
2H2." 
Start Your Own 10K Jewel- 
ry Business for as little as 
$50. Fabulous designs, sup- 
erb quality, excellent pro- 
fits, The Gold Discovery, 
14335 -•47 Ave., Edmonton, 
T6H 0B9. (403)434-2550. 
19 year old U.S. Company Is 
offering excellent business 
opportunity in Canada and 
Great Britain. Up to 
return on your money in- 
under $10,000, 
• Automotive Machine Shop: 
Complete engine rebuilding 
equipment. ,Retail and 
wholesale clients. Jobber 
parts. I'm retiring so selling 
at appraised price• Nanaimo 
1-758-3310 days, 1-758-6568 
eves. 
Start A New Careerl Learn 
Income" Tax Preparation or 
Basic Bookkeeping. Tax de- 
ductible c~)rtificate courses. 
For free brochures, no ob- 
ligation: U & R Tax Ser- 
vices, 205- 1345 Pemblna 
Hwy., Winnipeg, Man. R3T 
2B6. 1-800-665-5144. Also 
enquire .about exclusive 
franchise terrlt0rles. 
Stained Glass Hobbyists:  
Buy your stained glass sup- 
plies by mail and save 30% 
to 50%. To order 100pg. 
catalogue send $5. (refund- 
able) to: The Glass Place, 
50 Ste. Anne St., Pte. 
Claire, Quebec• H9S 4P8. 
Visa, MC orders call 1-800- 
363-7855. 
1.1ghting Fixtures• Western 
Canada's largest display. 
Wholesale and retail. Free 
Catalogues available. Nor- 
burn Lighting Centre., 4600 
East Hastings Street, Burn- 
aby, B.C. V5C 2K5. Phone 
1-299-0668. 
GARDENING 
Interested inGreenhouse or 
Hydroponic Gardening? 
Greenhouses $195., Hydro- 
ponic Gardens $39., Halides 
~rom $140. • Over" 2000 ~ro- 
ducts in stock, super prices. 
Free Catalogue call Toll 
Free 1-800-663-5619. Water 
Farms, 1244 Seymour St., 
Vancouver B.C. V6B 3N9. 
HELP WANTED 
Saw Filer. Applicant should 
have BandSaw and Circular 
Saw experience. Must be 
able to bench Band Saws. 
Minimum of three years 
experience. Full range of 
IWA wa es and benefits are 
offered Contact: George 
g 
Chinn !Head_Filer), Skeena 
Sawmills, Terrace, B.C. 
635-6336. 
Houseparents- Boys' Group 
Home on ranch near Chase. 
Childcare experience neces- 
sary. One week shifts $1850 
- $2000 per couple monthly. 
Resumes: Box 2199, Salmon 
Arm~ V1E 4R2. 
Growing rural automobile 
dealership requires immed- 
Iately 2 licensed mechanics 
to work in flat rate shop. 
Hourly rate $1565. All com- 
pany benefits Including 
medical, dental, optometry. 
Ask for Service Manager, 
Mr. Lee Piercy, Cam Clark 
Ford Sales Ltd., 705 East 
Lake Rise, Airdrle, Alta. 
T4B 2B4. Phone (403)948- 
6660. Light fixtures, electrical mo- 
tors, generators, phase con- Body Shop Manager requir- 
vertors, transformers, fans, ed by G.M. dealer. Success- 
welders, wiring materials, ful applicant will be requir- 
Frlesen Electric, Abbots- ed to do body, paint work, 
ford. 859-7101 or 1-800-663- estimates and manage shop. 
6976. Mall enquiries to"E.J. Kiss- 
sen, G.M., P.O. Box 1589, 
Port Hardy, B.C. V0N 2P0 
or Craig at 949-7442. 
HELP WANTED 
Reporter for community 
newspaper in Terrace. This 
position has a sports em- 
phasis. Previous experience 
is an asset. Black and white 
as well as color photograph- 
ic....knowledge is essential. 
Ability to work Independent- 
ly is needed as is a high 
degree of initiative. Benefits 
package and car allowance 
is Included. There are op- 
portunities for advance- 
ment. Send resumes to Edi- 
tor, The• Terrace Standard, 
4647 Lazelle Ave., Terrace,- 
B.C. V8G 1S8. 638-7283. 
Skeena Sawmills, Sawmill 
Electrician. Must be cert- 
ified with T•Q. Sawmill ex, 
peerlence and a good know- 
dge of P.L.C.'s would be 
an asset. We offer the full 
range of I.W.A. wages and 
benefits. Contact: Hugh Mc- 
Kenna, Electrical Supervis- 
or, Skeena Sawmills, Box 
10, Terrace, B.C. VaG 4A3. 
635-6336. 
Lawyer required for General 
Practice. Pleasant working 
conditions. Apply in writing 
to: Perry & Company, Box 
790, Smithers, B.C. VOJ 
2N0. 
REAL ESTATE 
Penticton B.C. exceptional 
kitchen/gift boutique. Prime• 
location $79,000+ stock, 
Gross $230,000, net 
$40,000. Jack Pardue, Block 
Bros., Kelowna. 1-860-75001 
861-5211. 
SERVICES 
Save Timel$1 Basic tax pre- 
paration. No lineups- Fast- 
Conf ident ia l -  Easy. Send 
$35. and information to: Mr. 58% A Free Hunting,. Fishing, 
Camping Catalog ($6.00 va- Tax, 300, 1010 - 1 St. S.W., 
vestment lue). Send your expired G.M. Dealership Service Calgary, T2R 1K4. (403)266- 
stock. Secured by For Infor- hunting or fishing license Dept. Technician required 6670. 
marion call •Mr. Carte) = (604) (photocopyacceptable) and with 
S.I.R. will mall a free 388 
Master 1988 Tax Reforml minimum 5 years. TRAVEL 
881-8665 Keiowna. Indepth correspondence ience. Must be familiar with Dr iv ing to Vancouver? course on personal I come page (over 6,500 Items) An- Qualified service exper- 
Store, Post Office agency tax. $225. fee covers all nual Sportsman Catalog. current G.M. products• One $39.95 Drive and Stay Spe;: 
store; video, gasj propane, costs and Is tax deductible. S.I.R. Mall Order, Dept, hour ferry from Vancouver. tel at the Blue Boy Motor 
diesel. Good volume, excel- Phone collect: Personal Tax 247, 1385 EIIice Avenue, Salary and benefits. Send Hotel with this ad. 725 S.E. 
.lent return. Owner will car - Services (403)482-5614. Reg- Winnipeg, Manitoba, R3G resume to: Box 1088, Sech- Marine Drive. 1-800-663, 
ry 1st ~ortgage to . r ight  istered B.C. Private Train- 3N1. Offer expires March sit, B.C. V0N 3A0 or Phone 6715. Expires March 30, , 
party, 243 2333 or 243 224,6.. ing Institution, • 31p 1989, (604)684-6924. . . . . . . .  1989. ~5 
q 
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Yellow Cockatiel chick. Asking $80. 
Phone 638-8608. 2/17 
Registered purebred Sheltle pup- 
pies; sable and white. Nicely mark- 
ed. Asking $250. Phone 635-3826. 
2/24 
Introduction to mete.physics. 
8-week course starting on Tuesday, 
Feb. 7 from 7:30 p.m. to 10 p.m. at 
the Terrace Women's Resource Cen- 
tre on Park. $,30. Pre-registration Is 
required. Phone 635-5829 for further 
information. 2/1 p 
I I  I 
:. . -  "i ~ , ' : ,  i - ~ 
Classified Ads -Deadline is Monday, 1 p.i l l .  • 
As a public service the Terrace Rev iew Will print free of charge any ad offering to share something 
with the community (eg., rides, child care, free items). Inaddit ion there will be no charge for 
"Lost & Found" o f fe r  ads placed by individuals eeking•work. 
RATES: Non Display- per issue; s4.00 for 30 words or less, additional wordsS¢ each. 
Display- per issue; s4.75 per column inch. • ~ , 
We reserve the right to classify, edit or refuse any advertisement. ~ . ,  
unle.~s otherwise arranged. TERMS: Pay~i~ent with order ~" 
Please send your ad with payment to: 4535 Greig Ave., 
Terrace, B.C. VeG IM7 . :  
Important Message for Businesses and Managers.* 
WORRIED ABOUT WHMIS? b/A Westar mber We will help you comply with the amendments to the Hazar- 
dous Products Act that require very workplace in Canada to 
have a•WHMIS.  Workplace Hazardous Materials Informa- 
tion System. 
• inventory of hazardons materials 
• labelling and classification 
• • mateflal safety data sheets (MSDS) :• 
. • employee training 
Call us today for free initial consultation. . 
Sheridan Jackman Consultants Inc.. 
A-4506 Lakelse Avenue, Terrace, B.C. VeG IP4 
Telephone (604) 635-9511 
/ 
Management Trainee 
Northwest Operat ions  - -  
uarnaDy 
Westar Timber Ltd. is an innovative forest pioducts company with 
operations ,in the Northern and Southern interior of B.C. 
The Northwest Operations of Waster Timber Ltd. is comprised of 
2 sawmills:a wholelog chipper, associated woodlands and a coastal 
log handling facility." ~ ~;~ . . . .  • 
The Carnaby mill is looking for a management trainee with primary 
responsibility as mechanical maintenance superyisor. Candidates 
must be.willing to work graveyard shift and weekends and posses s 
strong maintenance skills. A good knowledge of preventive 
maintenance procedures and excellent communications skills would 
be definiteassets. 
Submit resumes in confidence by February 13. 1989 to the attention 
of: Lyle Balmer, Sawmill Superintendent 
RED CROSS LOAN Cupboard. The 
new hours for the Terrace Loan Cup- 
board are as follows: " .~,~. 
,. Mondays from 9 to 11 s.m. 
Thursdays from I to 3 p.m. 
The' Cupboard is located in .the 
Skeens, Health Unit, 3412 Kalum- 
Street. Emergency Inquiries can be 
made In between service hoqrs at 
the following numbers: 635-2122 or 
635-7941. 2/22p 
Princess House Canada, a Colgate. 
Palmolive Company famous for cry- 
stal, china, silverware and other 
decorator products. To find out how 
to become a consultant. Call collect 
624.3445. Serious caller only. 2/17 
UNIQUE FRANCHISE OPPORTUNITY, .i 
Chocolates &. 
Cappuccino Bar 
Dean's. Chocolates, a well-known name since 
1930 in Western Canada, is now launching h i s  
new MULTI-PROFIT CENTER franchising concept. 
Dean's stores features 
Due Exclusive:- ~ 
• Deans' Chocolates 
• Ice Cream,  Nuts  & Candy  
b/A Westar mber 
i 
Certified Electrician 
Northwest••Operations- Kitwanga 
Westar Timber is a leading British Columbia softwood lumber producer 
with operations inthe northen and southern i terior of the Province. 
The Northwest Operations of Wcstar Timber Ltd. is comprised of 2 
sawmills, awhole log" chipper, associated woodlands and a coastal log 
handling facility. 
• The Kitwanga mill is currently looking for a Certified Electrician who 
has experience with PLC's. Recent sawmill experience would be a 
definite asset. 
Interested individuals should submit resumes to the attention of: David 
Letnes, Maintenance Supervisor. 
• Cappucc lno -  Coffee 
• European Pastries 
We Offer: A profitable track record, full training, 
quality name and reputation. 
Location Available: Skeena Mall 
Minimum Cash Investment $40,000. Call or write, 
Franchise D i rec tor -  Dean's Chocolates 
14B 7621 Vontage Way, Delta, B.C., V4G 1A6 
Phone: (604) 946-1116 
1981 Honda Accord IX, automatic, 
good condition, 53,000 miles. $3,250. 
Phone 635-7793 evenings. 2/15p 
198! Mazda GLC. $1,800. Phone 
638-8513. 2/8p 
Expedenced babysitter needed for 
weekend sitting. Phone 638-8398. 
tfnc 
New to town. Willing to train for any 
form of logging Industry (choker, 
failer, etc.) or any other type of full 
time work. Please send letter to File 
30, cla Terrace Review, 4535 Grelg 
Ave.; Terrace, B.C. V8G 1M7. 
Newspaper roll ends from $10 to 
$25. Phone 635.7840. tfnp 
Better quality medium-sized piano. 
$2,300 firm. Phone 635-3869. 2/ap 
Rowing ms,Ins, like new, $125; ex. 
erolsetreadmlll, excellent condition, 
2/lp $200. Phone635-7703. ~ 2/15p 
1983 blue Nissan Sentra; 2-door, 
4.cylinder, 5.speed, not rust, ex- 
cellent condition. Asking• $4,200 
obo.• Phone 638-8062 or 635-3682 
after 6 p,m. 2/10 
1982 Honda Prelude with sunroof, 
loW mileage. Moving and must sell. 
Asking $4,500. Phone 638-8513. 
218p 
19/7 Dodge Aspen station wagon. 
Good fires, good runhlng condition. 
$ t ;p  OBO. Phone 6354551 after 
p,m. : , 2/22p 
Welder required -- fabricated 
aluminum materials. Knowledge in 
fishing Industry an asset. Phone 
628-3245 In Prince Rupert. 2/lp 
COMMUNITY MENTAL 
HEALTH COORDINATOR 
To provide wide range of serve. 
to Upper Skeena "catchment 
area; assess resources/needs, 
determine prog. priorities; par- 
tlcipate in devl.limplement. 
progs.; provide servs.lorlsls In- 
tervention, assessments, plan- 
ning of therapy for & counselling 
of individualslfamllles; consults- 
tionlllaleon to coordlnateldevl. 
serve, with profs., hosp., com- 
munity govt. agencies, groups, 
admln.lollent record keeping; 
other related duties. 
Qualifications: Pref. Ph.D. or 
Masters Psychology, Social 
Work, or Nursing and consider- 
able subsequent related clinical 
exp., proven ability to work In a 
cross cultural setting, ellg., for 
prof. registration in B.C., lesser 
qualified candidates may be 
considered. Applicants subject 
to satisfactory references (3) in- 
cluding last employer & to police 
record review. Certain p011ce rec- 
ords may preclude appointment 
to this vacancy. Personal car on 
mileage required. Smoking 
restricted. Salary, benefits, & 
hours of work negotiable. Apply 
In writing by Feb. 22, 1989 to: 
Admlnlatrater, 
Bag 100, 
Hazelton, B.C. V0J 1Y0 
COMMUNITY MENTAL 
HEALTH WORKERS 
Staff position, provide serve. 
to chlldrenlfamlliesllndivlduals 
through Individual & group 
progs.; oonsultlllalse with other 
agencies; coordinateldevl, com. 
munlty progs., coordinate with 
other treatment personnel Incl. 
psychlat rlstlpsychologistlsocial 
worker/nurse; other related 
duties. 
Qualifications: Appropriate.post 
secondary training and related 
experience In community health 
services, with proven ability to 
work In cross cultural setting. 
Applicants subject to satisfac- 
tory references (3) Including last 
employer & to police record 
review. Certain police records 
may preclude appointment to 
this vacancy. Personal car.on 
mileage required. Smoking re- 
strlcted. Salary, benefits, & 
hours of work negotiable. Apply 
In writing by Feb. •22, 1989 to: 
Administrator, 
Bag 100, 
Hazelton, B.C. V0J 1YO 
As new boy's hockey skates, top 
quality Micron brand, $25 per pair, 
"sz. 11, 12 & 1. Phone 638-8398 or 
635-4140. tfno 
Autumn 'scene picture, BY= by 4V=, 
$35: Citizen radio record player, 
speakers and cabinet, $300: electric 
hedge trimmer, $35: large crockery 
bOwl, $10: large steamer truck, $50. 
Phone 635.6845. 311p 
Sunbeam toaster with extra wide 
slots for bread, pastry or muffins. 
Six position browning control, like 
new. Asking $30. Phone 635-3751. 
2/10 
Royal Albert, Old Country Rose 
china, crystal punch bowl & 18 glas- 
ses. Phone 638-0240 after 5 p.m. or 
weekends. 2/3 
Black and Decker skill sew, good 
working• condition, $35. Kerosene 
heate~, brand new, still In box. Never 
used. Asking $120 obo. Phone 
632-6394 or 632-6249. 2/10 
sA length men's brown leather coat; 
new, size medium; ladles brown 
leather coat size 14/16. Asking $75 
each. Phone 638-0907. 2/10 
Two carpets: foam backed, 9'x9' 
~ reen blend, $25. 8'x8' rust tweed, 20. Phone 638-0907. 2/10 
j~  
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I 
Enez~tic, Motivated 
Hairdresser Wanted 
to work full time•in a 
progressive modern 
salon. Must have B.C. 
li(:ense and 2 years 
experience. Apply at: 
Rhonda's 
Hair Designs 
-. 4624 Gte ig  ~,e .  '. ~~ 
: Terrace, B.C.. 
638-8787 
I 
i 
SCHMITI"Y'S EXCAVATING 
(will sell separately) 
1. Schmitty's Excavating, 
name, phone number and 
Information files (approx. 
250 septic system diagram 
locations). 
2. Gravel pit (lease). 
3. Attn. tin©kern: 32'x45' shop 
with 14' high doors. 
4. Extra lot for home next to 
shop (75'x100'). 
5. Model 1250 EL, Jay5'x16' 
3-deck screener (portable 
with 75 kilo. eat generator 
and electrical), 
6. Belt feeder with grizzly 
(portable). 
• 7. 1980 International dump 
truck (with wet kit). 
8. Nahanni pony gravel trailer 
• - (with aluminum box)(com- 
bined ~tare for truckand' 
trailer, 28,132 kge.). 
9. 544B John Deere loader 
(with bucket and 3rd valve). 
10. 580C case loader, backhoe 
(4xl front and. extendahoe 
• rear). 
11. 1973 Louisville dump (alum. 
box plus 35,416 Ibs. tare). 
4 ft. x 8 ft. 2-deckscreener. 
'21 ~ " - i• :•i• ;,. : 
12. 
13. 18"x24" Jaw crusher. 
14. 2 conveyors (portable). 
15. Rock box, 15V= ft. 
Call Schmltty st 635-3939. 2/8c 
CEDAR SIDING 
Select Tight Knot 
lx6 
r ---.J CHANNEL fJ 
lX6  lX8 '  
Ix6, lx8, lx10 
'd 1 VT&G -~--, 
• Rough 
• Plain 
• T imbers  
• Beams 
• Round 
Fence Posts 
• Other  
Fenc ing 
Mater ia l  
• Cedar  
• P ine 
lx4 lx6 . . . . . . .  • Cottonwood 
2x4, orxa, orxS....Cedar& SPF 
:~ " lx3 ... ; . . . .  Hemlock 
Competative Prices! 
DEPENDABLE LUMBER 
Box'7 
Hazslton, B.C. 842-5660 
Harvest gold electric stove. Asking 
$150 obo. Phons 635.0907 evenings. 
2/10 
King slis waterbed with leather 
caps and six drawers; large head: 
board with posts. Excellent condi- 
tion. Asking $300. Phone 624-4115. 
3/10 
Two cushion couch; beige on wood- 
en frame and chair. Asking $150. 
Phone 624-5562. 2/3 
Loveesst plus 2 chairs, $4004 Rattan 
dinette set,: glees table top with 4 
chairs, $400.; Sony 20" color TV, 
$250. Yamaha portable organ, $300. 
Stereo stand, $50. Phone 635-7466. 
2/3 
Kenmore sewing machine, used 
twice, has A0 built-in •stitches, with 
accessory and attachement kit. Ask- 
ing $300 obo. Phone 633-2355. 2/3 
• Harvest gold frost free fddge, atan- 
iddid */dze. Asking $300. Phone 
638-0907. 2/10 
13" Lady Kenmore range; avacado 
color, very good condition. Asking 
$250. Phone 635-9725. 2/10 
Craftmatlc double bed, vibrator, 
heating pad, head and foot eleva- 
tion, 1 year old. $2,500. Phone 
635-6845. 2/22p 
MOUNTMNVIEW 
.APARTMENTS 
Centrally located, clean, 
quiet, security intercom, on- 
site manager. Spacious one 
• bedroom units, laundry 
facilities and parking. 
638-8398 *f= 
FOR RENT 
,1 ,  2 & 3 bedroom apartments 
, Laundry facilities & balconlee~ 
, At the corner of Kalum & Scott 
, Close to downtown & schools 
, Rents start at $340.00 
, Ri)ferences reguired. 
Woodland Apartments 
635.3922 or 635.5224 
l 
FOR LEASE 
Store Front, 
Warehouse . 
Light Industrial 
1 unit, 951 sq. ft. 
• I unit,  1,800 sq. f t .  
Pohle Ave. & Kenney St. 
2 adjoining units, 1,735 
sq. ft. each. Some office. 
Keith Ave. & Kenney St. 
635-7459 
RETAIL SPACE 
FOR RENT 
300 sq.ft, store front 
retail space in the 
Terrace Mini-Mall .  
Available Feb. 1st. 
For further informa. 
tion, call 635-6158. t~o 
One be(Im0m furnished, unit in 
Thomhlll. $260 per month. Available 
Feb. 1. Phone 6354453. 3/lp 
55 hp Johnson outboard motor; con- 
trols, 2-5 gal, tanks, new spare prop 
included. Phone 638-1938. or 
638-8111. Ask for J I rn. 2/3 
Marc cruiser-prop, wanted. Approx- 
Imately 151/="x15 pitch, stainless 
steel. Must be in good shape. Phone 
627-8531. 2/3 
14" Double Eagle speed boat; 
powered by 70 hp Merc, power trim, 
trailer, plus other options. Asking 
$4,000 obo. Phone 624-6644. 2/17 
Serviced Pads For Rent 
at Woodland Heights Mobile- 
Home Court, 3624 Old Lakelee 
Lake Road. $130 per month net. 
Phone 635-5407 after 6 p.m. 
tfnc 
"Hadey Davidson FXR, 1340cc, In- 
cludes leather saddlebags and fac- 
tory maintenance manual. $7,000 
firm. Phone 635-7840 and ask for 
Mark. tfnp 
1980 Honda XL 500; carrying rack, 
on/off mad riding. Needs some 
work. Asking $375 obo. Phone 
632-7319. 2/17 
1987 RZ 350 motorcycle, asking 
$2,000. 1987 XL 600 Honda, Asking 
$2,000. Phone 624.6050. 2/24 
Unplanned Pregnancy? Decisions to 
make? Understanding all your al- 
ternatives makes you really free to 
choose. For a confidential, caring 
friend, call Birthright, 635-3907, 
anytime. FREE PREGNANCY TEST- 
ING. tfn 
Kslum Family Day Care has open- 
Ings. Fenced yard, pets and toys. 
Ages newborn to 12 years. Full-time, 
part-time or drop-In available. Phone 
638-8429 or 635-8398. tfnc 
I I I I 
"'Best in Town!" 
Summit Square 
. . . .  Apartments 
I f  380 
.One bedroom from: Two bedroom from:. 
$325 per month $ per mon t 
i . I 
• Attractive, spaolous, with storage room. 
• Colored, .appllancu and fixtures. 
• Beautiful cupboards, double stainless sinks. 
• Large balconies with screened patio doom. 
• laundry facilities, 
• Security enter-phones and deaObolts. 
• Fully draped and coordinated to w/w'carpets. . 
• $1X channel satellite T. K 
• Racquet courts. 
• Ample pa~ing. 
• Refenm~srequln~l. 
. . . .  I I ' 1  
Phone: 635-5968 , 
I . . . .  " i IH ' i l ] ] I J  ] i l "  (I . . . . . .  
•X 
N~tion Counselling, Information 
and referral mice .  Fridays 10-12. 
Phone 638-0994. After hours 
635-3487. Confidentiality assured. 
tfn 
P'rofl, mlonpl man, 51, wants to meet 
an attractive lady for a permanent 
relationship. Must ,be able to 
relocate. All replies Confidential. 
Please reply to File25, cloTerrace. 
Review, 4535 Grelg Ave., Terrace, 
B.C. V8G 1 M7. 2/lp 
Happy 16th 
Birthday Cindy 
Love Dad, Morn, Dan 
and Liam 
Lardy Gordy! 
You've turned 
40! 
Will trade 40 acres with creek, 
located 30 miles north of Terrace, 
for a pickup truck and fifth wheel or 
a travel trailer. Call collect -- Angele 
at (604) 492-3623. 3/22p 
A SPECIAL PROPERTY 
6-acre hobby farm designed for kids 
and horses. Immaculate 3-bedroom 
bungalow, fireplace, new sundeck, 
fruit trees, raised bed gardens. Ex- 
cellent pasture, fully fenced 140'x75' 
riding arena, facilities for two 
horses, easily expanded for more 
(kids or horsesl 1). Five minutes from 
town, city close, country Ilvingl Ask- 
Ing $72,000. Phone 635-2808. 3/8p 
Restaurant for sale. 
$20,000 down. Owner will 
f inance balance over four 
ye~/rs at 8% per annum. 
Phone  635-4111 or  
638.1993. " 2/22c 
10x52' one bedroom trailer with 
wood heat. Cozy open living, dining, 
kitchen area. Fridge, stove Included. 
Two additions :and wood sheds. 
Fenced yard, garden and green- 
house. Very reasonable pad rent in 
town. Serious inquires only. Phone 
635-3103 after 5 p.m. 1127 
1972 Safeway mobile home; 3 
bedrooms, utility • room, fridge, 
stove, natural gas furnace. Available 
in March. Asking $9,200 obo. Phone 
635-9268: 3/3 
Kazama 150 skis with size 8 Koflach 
boots & Emery bindings, plus poles. 
Asking $200. Phone 635-2118. 2/3 
Men's size 10 ski boots; great condi- 
tion, hardly used. Paid $375. Asking 
$150 obo. Phone 624.5148 2/3 
Rsher downhill skis; 140 cm with 
bindings adjustable to boot sizes. 
Asking $60. Phone 638-0907 even- 
Ings. 2/10 
Downhill ski boots - -  Dynafit size 7; 
71/, mens. Asking $50. each. Munari 
size 9 roans, $40. Phone 638-0907 
evenings. 2/10 
2 pair of children's ski boots; new 
condition, sizes suitable for ages 6. 
to 9 years. Asking $10. a pair. Phone 
638-0240 after 4:30 p.m. or week- 
ends. 2/24 
STOP SMOKING IN 1 SESSION 
LASER THERAPY AS SEEN ON T.V. 
• Laser is the most modern therapy 
• Soft laser !s painless, drug free, no 
negative mde effects 
• Soft laser stimulates points, you lose the 
desire to smoke 
• Diet & withdrawal points included 
• Separate diet program available 
• Highly successful 
"TOMORROWS THERAPY TODAY" 
$100. 00 
February 4th only 
1.800-663-4000 Alta., B.C. & U.S. 
t '. 
By Appointment Only 
i ,•• • 
i~* ' i : 
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S' IFIED . . . .  . , , , ' . . . . . . . .  difficulties in dealing learn old habits. : habitslike the -.,. :.' Ab~ut.a dozen people attend- porate 
ed an organizational meeting of with waste" management and ~ use ~0fl disposable diapers"~d 
8kld0o SO0, excellent' condition. 
Asking $3,000. firm. Honda ATC 
.110, good condition. Asking $800. 
Phone 628-3525. 1110 
8nowmoldle ihrailo~, double wide, tilt 
and swivel, deck. Asking $500: firm. 
Phone 635-2619. 2/17 
Red Ford 1974 Eoonollne cargo van; 
good running order. Will consider 
tradefor a Chevrolet. Asking $1,000 
obo. Phone 632-3104. 2/17 
1980 GMC 4x4, short wheelbase, 
(~2 d running condition. Call 
189 after 6 p.m. " 2/8p 
1980 Ford track for sale. Phone 
e3se845. 2/22p 
19/11 F~ml, pk:kup F-150, automatic 
trans., tape deck and radio. Asking 
$1,,300 OBO. Gall 638-1419 after 2 
p.m. 2/22p 
19/1' Toyota  !Land Cmloer 4x4. One 
nwn-. 49 (300 ori," ~ 'es, electric __.._r, , 4, , , ,  _ 
winch, fae*;-~ 4~Y~- , ,ua ls .  Has" 
ty  but go(.~J'-. ,~nlcal condition. 
$1,250. Ph~e '635-784Q, ask for 
Mark. tfnp 
1H0 ~.toa Chev "4x4 pickup with 
canopy. $4,000. Phone 638-8513. 
2/8p 
A mponzlble couple with three chil- 
dren would like to rent a three or 
four bedroom home close to town. 
Please phone 635-6230. 2/8p 
1 bedroom apartment-~ house. 
Preferred all utilities Included. Need 
by February 1 or there after. Phone 
635-4219 ask for Dawn. 2/17 
2to 3 bedroom house; rel lable work- 
Ing couple. Will sign lease, top refer- 
ences. Wanted February/March. No 
children. Phone 624-4115. 3110 
There will be a first ever Reunion of 
the Class of 1971 from Nanaimo 
Senior Secondary School. If you at- 
tended N.D.S.S. and graduated In 
1971 (this does NOT mean Just grad- 
uates) we are holding an 18 year reu- 
nion. If you have not received your 
info. and registration forms please 
contact us. The reunion is In Nanai- 
me at Beban Park July 14 & 15 1989. 
We are still looking for over 100 for- 
mer classmates. Class of 1971 Reu- 
nion, N.D.S.S., 8112 Lorenzen Lane, 
Lantzvllle, B.C., V0R 2H0. 2/17 
Electrolux shampooer, $150. Coffee 
table, $65. Two end tables, $90. for 
the pair. Recliner, $60. Phone 
632-7781. 2/24 
Beige & dark brown sectional sofa; 
with octagonal oak coffee table with 
tinted glass top and wicker botton, 
ex condition. Asking $650.1set. 
Phone 638.1211. 2/24 
PROVINCE OF 
BRITISH COLUMBIA 
MINISTRY OF 
TRANSPORTATION 
AND HIOHWAYS 
HIOHWAYS - ?ENOERS 
oCtmll District: Atiin 
ghway Dlsblct: Stlkine 
oJeot e Job Numbs. A5141 
q~t  ~ Jeb Bo zcdgi~: Clesflno, Grubbing and 
sposai, of -Mater ia l  for Relocation ()f 
ghway/Alrstdp at Bob Quinn on Highway #37. 
)west or any Tender not nenessadly accepted. 
lader OlXlal~R DeN/TIm: February 02, 1989 at 
D:O0 a,m. 
urety Bid Bond or Certified Deposit Cheque is not re- 
aired. 
under ~ocuments with envelope, plans, specifica- 
ons and conditions of tender are available free. of 
Itarge ONLY from Stlklne District Office, comer of 
tikine & Commercial Drive, General Delivery, Dease 
ake, B.C.VOC 1LO. between the hours of 8:30 a,m. 
nd 4:00 p.m. Monday to Fdday. except Holidays, 
hone number of originating office: 771-4511, 
're-Tender meeting will be held at: Bob Qulnn Lake 
Ilghways Camp. 
late/Time: January 27. t989 at 11:00 a.m. 
'enders will be opened at SUkine District Office, cop 
mr of Stiklne & Commercial Drive, General Delivery, 
)ease Lake, B.C, VOC 1LO, 
O.P. Stead, 
Mlnlstw Offfclal. 
|11c 
l J J J - . " | l  
INVITATION TO TENDERS 
Project 994040, Remove existing 
carpet and Install new in three 
houses and trailer in Dease 
Lake, B.C. Tender Documents 
may be obtained after January 
27th, 1989 from British Columbia 
Buildings Corporation, 4825 
Keith Avenue, Terrace, B.C. 
V8G 1 K7. 
Sealed Tenders will be received 
at the above address until 3:00 
p.m. February 16th, 1989 and will 
be opened In public at that time. 
For further information call Rod 
Peters in Terrace at 638-3221. 
TENDERS FOR 
RENTED CONSTRUCTION EQUIPMENT 
REGISTRATION 
CN may wish to rent constrbctlon equipment during 1989 on an "as and when" re- 
quired basis and Is presently compiling its Rental Equipment List. The following 
equlpmentmay be required at various locations between Taverns, B.C. and Prince 
Rupert, B.C.: 
Trucks, Backhoes, Excavators, Loaders, Crawler Tractors, Cranes, Sraders, 
Scrapers sad ether Miscellaneous HaW Equipment 
Equipment lists and rates must be registered in accordance with and on the 
documentation available at the following location: 
TRACK AND ROADWAY ENGINEER 
3480 Ople Crescent, 
Prince George, B.C., 
V2N 2P9 
Telephone: (604) 666-8290 
Equipment lists WILL NOT BE considered if provided on any other form than the 
document provided by the Railway. 
Registration of equipment, ogether with rates will be received up to 12:00 NOON, 
MOUNTAIN STANDARD TIME, FRIDAY, FEBRUARY lOth, 1989. Lists received after 
that date will not be considered. 
Equipment lists must include the following information and remain In effect until 31 
December 1989 
Make, medel, se~l number, year, attachments, W.C.B. Registration No., amount 
Ilablflty Insurance carded, business address and telephone. 
Equipment and rates registered must Include operator. The above does NOT Include 
renting or leasing equipment without operators. 
The lowest or any quotation ot necessarily accepted, CN reserves the right o select 
equipment based on age and condition. 
, ; .~  , 
R.A. Walker 
Senior Vice-President 
Western Canada, 
Edmonton, Albeda 
the Skeena Protection Coalition 
chaired by Maureen Bostock last 
week and decided that a recyC, 
llng alternative towaste disposa l 
was the best way to address en, 
vironmental concerns at the root 
level.  " ' 
More global issues were 
touched on in. the initial stages ,.
of,the ineeting ,-. CNR, Hydro i' 
and forestry pesticide use, .log- 
ging and other industrial prac- 
tices and :processes, the ozone 
layer --  in general, the whole 
environment. But wisdom dic- 
tated that the issues were too 
large. It was felt more expedient 
to start Small-and gradually 
work up to the bigger issues. 
Also, it, Was recognized by the 
coalition that there were cor- 
time was needed for change. Of 
the issues discussed, .it ' was 
recognize d thatl. CNR had very 
few options at the present time, 
forestry research i s  'terribly' 
underfunded - -  leaving manage- 
ment with few alternatives 
and em~ironmental monitoring 
by government agencies i  inade- 
• quote. 
For this reason, it appears 
that ithe course of action at the 
local level will be an awareness 
I 
campaign to promote recychng. 
Plans include a mall display and 
public s~ey ,  talking to the city 
about present and future dis- 
posal plans, and  lobbying for 
change, promoting bulk foods, 
and "getting into the schools" 
to educate the young before they 
Gymnasts 
where it was necessary to divide 
them into two groups -- begin- 
ners and advanced. Simons ays 
that the advanced group had 
two additional two hour sessions 
every week in :addition to the 
regular three hour Saturday 
morning session which was 
primarily a time just for 'fun 
gymnastics'. 
Once the local gymnasts 
were more competitive, says 
Simons, they began attending 
organized meets at Kitimat, 
Prince Rupert, Telkwa and 
Smithers, and the original three- 
member executive took care of 
all the scheduling, transporta- 
tion, lunches and coaching. But 
it was all worthwhile. ',It ~as 
very rewarding to see how they 
had progressed," says Simons. 
From this point, the club was 
able to get the help 0f a Van- 
couver coach who boarded with 
the Simons and Vancouver gym- 
nasts who boarded with the faro- 
flies of the clubs two top gym- 
nasts --  the Hardings and the 
Checkleys. With this help, says 
Simons, "Our advanced group 
----" cont inued f rom page 17 
In 1978, the Simons' moved 
to  Kitimat leaving err  to man- 
age to club and look for other 
volunteers. But, according tO 
Simons, the club continued to 
grow. "They have gone nowhere 
but up," 'she says. "It's a 
pleasure to see how farthey've 
gone and we hope the public and 
business community will see fit 
to help them realize their dream 
Of their own gymnastics 
building." 
And Ellen Simons would be 
pleased to know that the club is 
well on their way to that dream. 
The present executive, has the 
plans and a model already com- 
plete and is now waiting for the 
city to come up with a suitable 
site. Serving on that executive 
are president Erica Neves, vice. 
president Lorraine Jordan, 
treasurer Pat Williams, secretary 
Bobble Phillips, pro-competitive 
director Carla Kelly, competitive 
director Cherralee Roberts, 
public relations director Mafia 
Mateus, coaching director  
Dianne Chalupiak and registrar 
Nancy Arbuah. 
st~rBfoam Containers and un- . 
questioning I faith in. corp0rate ' ' " " 
answers hke biodegradatile ~. 
plastics. "Chemicals from 
biodegradable products till go 
into the soft," pointed out one 
. , .  / .  
coalition member. " 
The group also saw these 
measuresls employment oppor- 
tunities for some enterprising 
entrepreneur-- a recycling bud- 
ness and diaper service were two 
that were mentioned. "Perhaps . 
we can make a difference in :o~i 
area," says Bostock. "PerhaPS 
we can make a start.,' 
And When the time comes to 
deal with these larger issues,i 
"How hard do we lobby?" 
asked one of the group. "As  far 
as corporate profits can stand,', 
replied Bostock. , 
THE SIGN OF A 
GOOD BUSINESS 
NEIGHBOR... 
THE SIGN OF 
A MERCHANT 
WHO CARES 
ABOUT PEOPLE . . . . .  
This emblem Identifies" 
the civic-minded 
businessmen who sponsor 
in the community. 
Terry 658.8178 
Vi '635-5672 
Alma ,658-1204 
really improved." _ _ _ _  
Polly's Cafo. 
Chinesg & Western Cuisine 
' Men --Thurs, 10:30 a.m. - -  midnight 
Fd. #, Sat. 10:30 a.m. - -  1 a.m. 
:Sunday 12.'00 a.m. - -  10 p.m. 
638-1848 or 638.8034 
Specializing in Chinese 
Cuisine and Canadian 
Dishes 
Fine Dining 
~ ~ 1  in quiet surroundingsl 
5 p.m.--10 p.m. 
4620 Lakelse Avenue 
638-8141 
GIM'S  ,.. . ,  
RESTAURANT 
,~.Y,-"" Ch inese  & Canad ian  Food  - ~  
f f~ OPEN 7. DAYS A WEEK l !~ 
lit  M, , , .  Wed I I .SO a . , , .  - -  10:00 p . , , .  
I~%.~ Tlmrsday 11:30"a.m. - -  li:00 p.m.t~,l~s: 
"~ Fri.- Sat 11:30 a.m. - -  I;00 a.m. "4  
Sunday 12:00 a.m, 
4643 Park A venue I0:00 P'm'B35-6111 
i ~ l  4606 Orelg Ave. ,  for Take .Out  
Terrace, B.C. Ph. 635-6184 
Copper 
Grill.,,.. 
Terrace Hotel .635.6630 
For your dining pleasure we have 
expanded o~r Copper Gril l  Restaurant 
hours. 
7 a.m. to 9 p,m. 
p 
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!,~° •-'T :-~Aldebaran 
by Alien Wootton 
At this time of the year some of the most beautiful constella- 
tions are prominent in the evening sky. The most obvious of 
these is Orion, a majestic onstellation whose bright stars outline .. 
a figure that even resembles the hunter shown on ancient star 
maps. The zodiac constellations Taurus and Gemini and the 
bright star Sirius (in the otherwise dim constellation Canis Major) ..... : 
complete this group of exceptional stars. 
Along withthese stars are two planets. By far the brightest of I 
these is Jupiter; it stands out in Taurus. It is brighter than any 
stars and you will have no trouble picking it out. To the west of 
Jupiter, in the constellation Aries, is Mars. It is much fainter 
than Jupiter, but brighter and redder than any star in Aries. 
February is a great ime for using binoculars to study the sky, 
too. The accompanying star map shows some of the objects that 
you will have no trouble finding even Without optical aid. When 
you use binoculars to aid your observations of them, more •stars 
will stand out and. you will see collections of stars rivalling 
anything that can be seen in the sky. 
You might begin an evening's observation this month by work- 
ing from west to east. First you will see Mars high in the m 
southern sky. A small telescope will show the disc of this planet, 
but binoculars will not. 
• Jupiter is a good object to observe next. In fact, it is one of 
my favourite objects because ven with binoculars it is possible t ° 
make out the brightest four of Jupiter's moons (the so-called 
Gallilean Moons) and the movements of the moons can be fol- 
lowed over a periodof a fewhours. If you see only three or even 
two moons near Jupiter, you should not blame your binoculars. 
After a few hours the missing moons will appear from behind o r 
move from in front of Jupiter.. 
Next you might ry observing some star clusters. Taurus con- 
rains two superb examples, the Pleiades and the Hyades. The 
Pleiades is the brightest and most obvious example of a star 
cluster in the whole sky. Without binoculars there are many stars 
in this group. With binoculars you will see many more. This is 
one grouP of stars that appears much more spectacular in
binoculars than in a telescope because a telescope shows only a 
very•small section of this cluster at a time while binoculars can 
show the whole thing. " " " • 
The Hyades tar cluster is not as obvious as the Pleiades --  
you will find it easily, however, if you look foi" the bright star 
Aldebaran (the •eye of Taurus the bull) south and slightly to the 
east of the Pleiades. This reddish coloured star is not part of the 
Hyades even though it appears at one tip of the V-shaped cluster. 
This is just a chance association -- the stars in the Hyades are 
close together (as star distances go) while Aldebaran is about half 
as far away as any star in that cluster. The Hyades appear much 
more spread •out han the Pleiades and are located about one- 
third as far away, so close in fact, that to modern astronomers it 
is one of the most important groups in the sky. Like the Pleiades 
it is best observed with binoculars because they allow observation ' 
of the whole cluster at once. 
To the south and east of the Hyades is another object hat 
deserves careful binocular observation. This object is the Orion 
Nebula. Like the other objects that I have described this month, 
it can be seen without optical aid. With binoculars it appears as a 
faint haze that surrounds the region of the star theta Orionis (the 
central star in Orion's sword). This nebula is a vast cloud of 
glowing gasses whose total mass contains enough material to 
form 10,000 stars like the Sun. The glow from this huge cloud is 
caused by the light from stars within it -- ultraviolight light from .. 
• the stars excites the hydrogen gas of the cloud. Then the 
hydrogen gas re-emits the light which we see. 
While I have concentrated on the'evening sky for this month, 
you may see some interesting things in the morning, too. On or 
near February 18, you may see Mercury very near the eastern 
• horizon just before sunrise. Mercury can be seen from Terrace, 
but you need an unobstructed horizon in theapproprlate direc- 
t! tion to see it. 
1 Saturn is also visible in the morning sky. It rises about two and 
ahalf  hours before the Sun and will be very low in the southeast 
at sunrise. 
As always, the Terrace Astronomical Society will be holding 
: viewing nights in the park near the Terrace Public Library on any 
• i clear Tuesday night from 8:00 p.m. to about 9:30 p.m., and 
anyone who would like a telescopic view of stars or planets is 
i most welcome. As well, the next general meeting of the 
Astronomical Society will be held in the public library at 7:30 
p,m, on Tuesday, February 28, 
• .-.o[ar Cluster : :Arie'b', 
. . ' %.% . - - : _  . 
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Saunders seeks industrial land 
Roy Saunders Hauling Ltd. 
has proposed a new industrial 
development which may add to 
the area's move to become the 
hub of the Northwest: an 8,000 
square foot retail outlet for 
truck parts and accessories, a 
shop for maintaining approxi- 
mately 16 logg!ng trucks, and 
eventually, a 12,000 square.foot 
tire retreading plant. 
But before this development 
can begin, Glen Saunders and 
city administration are discuss- 
ing preliminary plans and ser- 
vicing and access requirements 
for a site next o Pacific North- 
ern Gas on Hwy. 16 in order to 
provide the Planning and Public 
Works Committee with all 
necessary information so that a 
rezoning request can proceed. 
Rezoning required for the 
project would change the prop- 
erty from Light Industrial to 
Heavy Industrial. The commit- 
tee originally noted that the 
zoning change would be con- 
trary to the current Community 
Plan, but according to city ad- 
ministration the retail outlet and 
truck repair shop don't require 
rezoning. They added, however, 
that the retread plant would be a 
different matter and rezoning 
would be required before that 
portion of the project could pro- 
ceed. 
I I~WB~ B ~ n  II rB I r -  B l~ l l~  II Bq~vg~ 
Visit • the Northern Motor  Inn, for 
n ight ly enter ta inment .  Come to 
where the ACTION is. 
3086 Hwy. 16 East 
' 635-6375 
I II II III I II I 
*YOU ARE INVITED TO 
, , A SERIES OF GOSPEL SERVICES : 
EACH SUNDAY AFTERNOON 
3:00 to 4:00 P,M. 
BEING HELD IN THE 
HAPPY GANG CENTRE 
....  ALUM STREET TERRACE, B.C. 
WE ARE iNIi~F~L0~sHIP WITH THAT WORLD-WIDE BODY OF CHRISTIANS WHO WORSHIP:fiN THE!i~UE 
MANNER THAT YOU READ OF IN THE NEW TESTAMENT. WE ASSUME NO OTHER NAME THAN "CHRISTIANS". 
OUR MISSION IS TO PRESENT THE GOSPEL TO ALL AGE GROUPS. WE HAVE NOT COME TO TAKE FROM THIS 
COMMUNITY BUT TO SHARE WITH YOU A PEACE AND SATISFACTION THAT YOU COULD NEVER RECEIVE APART 
FROM SEEING AND HEARING FOR YOURSELF. 
ANY WITH SINCERE INTEREST IN WHAT IT MEANS TO BE A CHRISTIAN IN THIS PRESENT AGE OF DISTRESS AND 
UNCERTAINTY WILL APPRECIATE AND ENJOY WHAT EACH SERVICE HOLDS. THESE SERVICES ARE REVERENT, 
SCRIPTURAL AND FREE FROM ANYOBLIGATION, OUR ONLY BOOK iS THE BIBLE. COME! AND BRING A FRIEND 
WITH YOU! 
DOROTHY TESSMAN SHARON HARGREAVES .... 
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'  TRAFFIC STUDY STILL  :¢;IEN:C 
, ~ . .:. . '  . .  ." ' , ; :  - ~ : . . " . ,  .:,, ",0. : ;  i '~- The long awaited 'traffic report when ,d~scussmg .traffic. request•fr .in '.t~ 
safety. Howe~er~ the Study isn't " 13;  19.119. Of.. Study', of interest to the Skeena 
Okanagan Group who want to 
build a shopping center in down-- 
town Terrace, as well as those 
concerned about pedestrian 
safety on Lakelse Ave.,-may be 
underway soon. Council first 
decided to proceed with a study 
to see if the closure of Emerson 
St. would solve or create tPaffic 
problems last October and has 
since referred to it as a 'pending' 
quite underway:yet. • ,: '" "'. :; . . couvcr .  f i r :ms; ."Hami l t0~: :' 
Last month, council referred 'Associates and N.C:,, Lea"C0n-::i 
a report from City administra- ~ s~iltants Ltd.,administration has 
tion that suggested the name ofl :i rccomnlended~that:I~ea"iqSpears" 
a consulting firm who'may"be: to more i~dequately .meet Our re; 
right for the job to an in-camera, quirements'. But one city alder- 
Committee of the Whole meet- man, Bob ..Cooper, doesn't 
ing. 
The report names two possi- 
ble firms, both of whom wrote 
that they were responding to a 
believe.the request for a study 
covers a wide enough area and 
the report was referred to com- 
mittee by Ms  Takhar, 
, : ' ,• : 
: , ' "  ~,i• ~ : :  . .~  L,• ~,  
, ~ . :  ,:;TER iAOEPUBUO~UBR~ , : -~ : ,  
;;':~!:i Thii~iin Ual.General.• IVleeii~g 0fihe Terr, ac~);ii:!  
P ubiic;: I~it~)rar~ ": ' i. Association .will: b:e" held!/bn 
:.Thursday, February !6i i989:at:,7:00 pie-in' the~:: ,: 
:: ~, Elections,tothe~B0a)'d:0fTrust~ees:w~ll take l 
~place;-and :nominations i.for these .~ p0sltions : I  
Wil l  be:;! ?accepted from the- floor, : L~ght :I 
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NISSAN A 
.~i, • • 
:: HAR I:)I]0 l:)y 
• : The Hardbody vs the comparably equipped compelition* 
• Hardbody '-.Ford Toyota Mazda 
• King Cab DIx. Ranger Super Cab Extra Cab Cab Plus 
' $11;589"* : $13,126 . $13,218 $12,530 
• ~Coet compar i son  based  on  MSRP as  of January  6,- 1989 for 
.N lsean  K ing  Cab De luxe  with bonus  Jump ~eat  at  ~o charge .  
.**plus f re ight ,  pre-do|1¼ery charges ,  I l cence  and  taxes .  
" '.Bqy a.1989 Nissan,Hardbody King Cab DLX. 
"-4X2 fromJa~nuary 18,through February 28 
. . and we'll throw in a truckload of options. 
" ; Edld~awaY jump seats, cut, pile carpeting, 
• :. powerMeet ing ,  cloth, bucket seats and 
AM/FMcassette radio. All at noextra cost. 
• .You'll save more than;S1500 over a 
, " .comparably. equipped .Toyota.. And almost 
: .. : $1000'over a Mazda Cab Plus'with . :  
. comparable options.* , . ,. ..... ~,.,.::~,~:?::~::~ 
"- On lya  Nissan King Cab can carry this off ' :~: : 
With  a 5-speed manual transmissionl a gutsy :' :~ :  
2 :4  litre fuel injected 106 horsepower engine, 
• a 1400 lb. payload and a 3500 Ib. towing 
• capacity. 
Double wail construction in the cargo box 
adds extra protection for corrosion-resistant 
• body panels. 
All for $11,589.** 
Take a look for yourself at one of the B.C. 
Nissan Dealers. Do it soon because a truck 
like this, with a deal like this, won't sit on a 
lot too Iono. 
. •• -  ° • 
NO charge 
• Cloth Seats 
m 
) - . 
NO Charge 
Power Steerin 
NO Charge AM/FM cassette Radio 
No Charge Cut-pileCarpet : ~:: 
• No Charge jump seats ~,,:~i::i,j 
" I : :. ' : " : :  :~ :, ~:~,~,:~.i..:;.: -,:';:~,,:::~::?,::i":ig:il ~ ~:.k:.:~~:i 
'89 KING CAB DLX. $11,589"* 
• . , r  
'n9 Micra s7989'" 
1,2 litre 4 cylinder 
front-wheel drive 
5speed overdrive manual 
Iransmission 
:lear window defroster 
i:: [ 
OFFER STARTS JANUARY 18  AND ENDS FEBRUARY 28  . " '  ' 
• Front disc brakes 
• Halogen head. lamps . . . . . .  
• Steel belted radial tires • " ;  :,. 
• Reclining cloth bucket 
seats 
NO COST 
WARRANTY 
~m 6 yearsll00,000 km 
+ on main 
powedrain group 
**plus freight, 
and taxes 
pre-delivery charges, licence 
. .  - . : : " , • ~i ~ :-,,~:~: _"~-: :. ; i ~. -~:.,':- 
L . -  
I 
YOUR B.C. NISSAN DEALER 
NORTHERN NISSAN 
4425 KEITH AVENUE, TERRACE, B.C. 635-6174 
: ' • . . . . . . .  1 
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PAGE 2, TIlE MONEY SUPPLEMENT 
Canadians' tax bi 
was bigger in ,88 
canadians' d.ircct" and indirect tax 
bills are continuing-thCir.upward 
spiral, according to the. Fraser In- 
stitute, an independent research 
group. 
The Institute calculated the 
average Canadian family's gross in- 
come for, 1988 would be $39,500, 
of which more than half - -  $20,697 
or 52A per cent ~ would be needed 
to pay income taxes, sales taxes, ex, 
else and property taxes and deduc- 
ti0ns for pension programs. 
Surprisingly perhaps, the Fraser 
" : ; . , .  
group said Albertans'tax load is the 
highest in Canada t 60~8 I~r cent 
despite the fact Alber/aha s no'retail 
sales tax. 
Quebec's taxes ranked second at 
52.9 per cent and Ontario's third at 
51.4 per cenL Other provinces' 
rates were: 50.6 per cent in British 
Columbia; 50.5 pgr cent in Sas- 
katchewan; 47,9 per cent  in 
Maniioba; 43.9 per cent in New, 
Brunswick; 41.9 per cent in Nova 
Scotia; 39 per cent in New- 
foundland; and 36 per cantin Prince 
Edward Island. 
. • , • ' / . : .  • 
• , " ; . . '  : . . .~  , - / .  . " • ~, , - , . 
. . . . .  . ' ,~  - ~ ,  . , .  - : 
: .  , . . • • 
.e? ,  
Effect ;of Personal Income Tax Ref0t 
Th0u-andss of:households ' ~ " ;2 ;~;4~. ' ,  . * ; :~4 ' : ' .  ~. . 
eSS 
3,000 
1,00o 
. : . : '  !i ~ I• '  • 
" ' "  2 
0-15  15-30 30-50 50-100 100+, I Income ($000) 
As calculated when the first phase of tax reform was announced in 198% this Department or Financ; 
. . . . . . . . .  - - t  • . . . . .  * . . . . . .  . . a~, t lv '~ l~,_  fn r  10RR."  chart shows numbers expected to pay more and less personal income taxes, respectively, for 1988. 
q '"""'"'"''"- Tax reform's first imp act . . • S E R V I C E S : ,  . " , 
v, ,EO,NO rttX, eLE d,dn't hurt most taxpayers i! i iil 
If you re getting your business off the ground - -  .. 
you re expanding and need a term loan--  talk to • • ' • ' economy. It puts more tax on 
the Federal Business Development Bank. The mmal ~mpact of the first eruptions and deducttons w=th 
, Our term loans are available at flexible conditions, phase of tax reform was reasonably credits would mean $850,000 tax- Canadian-produced goods than it 
• painless for most Canadian~ when payers, including 250,000 senior does on competing imported goo.ds. 
:•:Choose from floating rates, fixed rates or even convert 
• from fIOatingto fixed. We can also help turn small and 
.: mediurn-sized businesses into promising candidates for I 
su;port from other institutions, investors and govern- 
ment agencies through our• Financial Planning Program. 
: i ln addition to Financial Servmes, the FBDB offers 
Venture Capital and comprehensive Management . 
Services (such as training, counselhng and informaUon), 
all.of•which ~mplement those of the prwate sector. 
If any of thedi can contribute to your success, call: 
We= Boeston 
.... Smal l  Business Deve lopment  Off icer  
.. . La Banque of lre ses services 
• ..,  .. dans  les deux lan.oues o.fficiel!es. 
• " 635-4951 
t BACKING INDEPENDENT BUSINESS 
t p  Federal Business Banque f6d6fale 
Development Bank de d(tveloppement 
. • Carmd  
it took effect, appropriately, on 
Canada Day, July 1. Many :tax- 
payers found their tax bill some- 
what reduced on that date and there 
were few tears on that account;, 
The number of tax brackets was 
reduced from 10 to three (or eff%- 
• twely four in Ontario) 6,ith baste. 
federal rates of,17 lxrr cent on tax- 
able income under ~_7,500; 26 per 
cent on the next $27,~01;t0 $'55,000 
and 29 per cent on $55,001 a~nd up. 
In conjunction with the conver- 
sion of some exemptions to tax 
"credits", the government forecast 
a reduction in revenue of $11 bil- 
lion over five years when the 
measures were tabled in  June, 
1987. 
.850,000 
home free . . . .  
At tha~ time, Finance •Minister •
Michael Wi.lson said replacing ex- 
Here's why everyone 
should have a valid will 
marriages. Most trust companies 
provide helpful booklets to show • 
you what's needed. 
You should also give some 
' . ' -  : - 
i1 
It's one of tht~e things too many 
of us are likely to put off. But 
neglecting to make your will is 
potentially serious for your family 
and others you want to remember. 
In fact, it's easy to prepare your. 
will and once it's signed and put 
away in a safety deposit box, you'll 
have the satisfaction of knowing 
you've done the right thing. And 
you'll be sure your family will be 
spared the kind of hassles that can 
develop when someone dies intes- 
late. 
If there is no will at death, the Sur- 
rogate Court in your province will 
api~ointan executor and there is no 
guarantee it will be someone of 
whom you would have approval. In 
any event, the distribution of  your 
estate is then entirely at the d!scre- 
lion of thcexecutor-- accordmg to 
' '~ ' r d  Ihe iaw, but not n~P.,ssanly acco - 
ing to your wishes, because there 
was no legal record of what you 
wanted. 
If you've been dragging your 
heels in thewil l  department, it 
makes good sense-to remedy the 
problem as soon as possible. Al- 
most always, you should ask your 
lawyer to help, for although do-it- 
yourself wills are legal in most parts 
of Canada, they can lead to 
problems your beneficiaries really 
don't need. 
Do your 
homework . . . .  
Beforcyou go ~ the lawyer's of- 
rice, it:s a good idea ted0 some 
homework. That means as,¢mbling=. 
details of all your assets, plus loca- 
tions and numbers of all insurance 
information and anysupport arran- 
gements outstanding for ex- 
spousosandchildren froni'pt~vtous 
citizens, would bedropped from the It puts a hidden taxon our exports 
income tax rolls entirely, helping that makes them less competitive 
Wilson's objective: "to target assis- (and) doesn't make much sense in a 
-tance more effectivelyto hose with : counL~£ that trades as much as we 
lower incomesand reduce the after- do." , 
tax value of transfer payment s to, However it evolves, the new ha- 
: .  . . . 
those with higher incomes.?,, ":fio~|:isales ,.t~x, apparently would 
,-, apply at the retail level to every- 
Phase two ; ' " thing' we buy, except food, and to 
to come . . . . . .  ~ , ; .  :•L•,,~.~,,eve.ry. setwtce we.use; including 
".Now,of ~out~:Caham~s. are. ~ueh items as  haircuts and 
waiting for.the second sboe tb drop...dr/cleaning. 
That's the; potent!ally omingus: :, 
Phase TwO of.tax i~form, seen as 20 per cent 
the essential.counterbalance,.to or more 2, -~.; • ' - - .  . . . .  " -~ 
Phase One andinvdlvingSome'kihd -::~ it:s-: alsO' i'epoi'ted that unless 
of national sales tax at the re~l. there's Some kind of areal with the 
level. ~. provinces, the new tax would be in 
Very little definite information is .addition to existing provincialsales 
• available and no draft legislation or taxes and could run total sales tax 
discussion paper has appeared. But levies ~ 20 per cent or more in 
• essentially the plan is believed to ;. some provinces. 
entail a Canadian formof the Value Clearly, it's. highly sensitive 
Added Tax commonly employed in
Europe. 
It would involve rep!acing the ex- 
isting federal sales tax of 12'per 
cent on many manufactured goods 
whichmany Canadians don't even 
',realize they're paying because it's 
'li~vied at the manufacturer l vel. 
Fundamentally 
flawed 
Wilson didn't mince words about 
the existing tax in his ~1987 state- 
ment, calling it, "f~ndamentally 
flawed and hidden, ~bi~ary and 
capricious." He said it "hurts our 
politically. One politician on the 
government side might have let the 
:cat 0ut:of the bag duringthe lec- 
tion campaign i guessing out loud 
that he tax would produce an extra 
$10 billion revenue. This was 
vigorously denied and no more was 
heard. 
Now, however, back in power 
wltha majority, the government is 
said to be moving rapidly with sales 
• tax plans ~ as indeed it will have 
to do if less revenue isforthcoming 
as a result of Phase One and if the 
mammoth deficit problem is to be 
,addressed. 
? 
thought to whom you wish to name 
as your executor ~ the person who 
makes ure your intentions are car- 
ried out after death. 
Then, equippe_d with all the infor- 
mation eeded, your lawyer will be 
able to draw up the actual will, list- 
ing your bequests and specifying But it's likely to be a bit more 
the disposition of your estate, complicated because from now on 
One last word: Most lawyers 
recommend reviewing your Will 
every three years or whenever your 
circumstances change. For ex- 
ample, your net worth may increase 
or you may change your mind about 
a bequest. Futhermo.,re,, if you marry 
or, remarry, your will is automati- 
cally invalidated so that a new one 
should be drawn up without delay. ' five years; and special rules for 
Donations still mean 
tax relief in reform era 
Chances are your tax breaks asa donations of cultural property;gifts 
result of charitable donations will to the Crown and gifts of property 
increase marginally under tax 'as opposed to cash are all as they 
reform N at least if your taxable in- were in pro-reformed ays. 
come is less than $55,000. As before, in most cases it's still 
best for one spouse to claim all 
donations made by .both partners. 
you get "credits" instead of deduc- There are exceptions, however, and 
tions.The credits are 17 per cent on you'll want ocheek these out if you 
the first $250 you give and 29 per and you rpartner have donated fair- 
cent on additional mounts, ly large amounts to  charity in the 
Other rules are unchanged. So year. 
credits are still limited to a maxi- Also make certain your credits 
mum of 20 per cent of your net in- don't exceed your total tax liability 
come for the year; carry-forwards because they're not refundable, in- 
of unused amounts are permitted for Stead, plan tO carry any balance for- 
ward to benefit in a future tax year, 
~-"  ' ~ ' - '  ~,~ " " , "  , ~ ,~"  ~ ~' ~;~: : /~ .~L  / . :  : ' -  • 8 '  - 
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• N ' 88 ret ur:n  is '  eas ier th yo:u thi.. k' 
Tax~ycrs will sac a number of 
changes  tO the i r  returns for 1988, 
primarily as a result of the first 
phase of "tax reform'L But 
Revenue Canada insisB there's no 
cause for alarm. Essentially, corn- 
:plating the •return •involves a 
straightforward five-step rocess.. 
• The five basicsteps are: Step 1-- 
identification; Step2- calculation 
of total income; Step 3 - calcula- 
tion of taxable income; Step 4 - 
calculation of neff-refundable tax 
credits; and Step 5 - summary of 
tax and credits. 
The T1 General Tax Guide, 
available to alltaxpayers, also fol, 
lowsthis tep-by-step and line-by- 
line approach. So, by following me 
Guide carefully, most Canadians 
should have no urouble completing 
their eturns quickly and accurate- 
ly. 
Step 1 is simply• basic informa- 
tion about your name, date ofbkth, 
SIN number and so forth. It is es- 
sentially unchanged from previous 
years and you should have no 
problem completing this step. 
Step 2 is calculation of total in- 
come and this too is similar to pre- 
vious tax forms. The employment 
expense deduction from previous 
years has been.eliminated; this will• 
contribute to broadening the lax 
base, thus permitting the enhance- 
ment of the basic personal credit. 
Maximum allowable child care 
come is alSO familiar. It involves 
listing all those deductions which 
have not been converted to tax 
credits in orderto ~lcuiato.your 
net income and your taxable i n  
c0me.. Major items fromTthis tep.: 
which have been moved to tax 
Credits ~ Canada and, Quebec 
Pension Plan • calculations, UIC i~ 
premiums and tuition fees. The 
previous income and dividend 
deduction has been revised. 
Other than these few changes, 
your calculations toarrive at net ~= 
income and taxable income will i 
follow much the same proce~ as ~ia 
in ~st years. Don't be alarmed if
your taxable income figure is 
higher than in previous years. It al- 
most certainly will be. But there 
arc still the tax credits to come. 
• Step 4 - Calculation of total non- 
refundable tax credits is the key 
- newelement in the new tax return, 
where y'ou enter all those items - -  
previously isted which have been 
converted totax credits. This too is 
quitestraight.forward if you fol- 
low me item.by-item explanation 
provided in your tax guide. 
The Guide will tell you what 
amount you can enter for each 
item. For example, the basic per- 
sonal amount is $6,000, the age 
amount (over 65) is $3,236, and so 
on. Then, when you have entered 
all the amounts for which you are 
eligible,you simply total them and 
expense deduction will' be r in- multiply.by a factor of your total 
creased from $2,000 to $4,000for non-riffundable tax creAiL, 
each child age six and under and -, .There is one exception to this 
for all children ~ith special d~e process. This deals with charitable 
needs. -o~ don•dons or gifts to CanMa or a 
L tep 3-Calculationoftaxablein- province. Here, the conversion 
"9  ~,? . . . .  , " " ' " Y ' " 
Volunteers he!p needy 
complete tax returns 
Re~,,enue • Canada's community elderly, and the disabled. 
volunteer program, now in its 18th 
year, provides practical help in 
preparing tax returns for people 
whon ecd assistance bet can't af  
ford to pay for i t  
By the time the retum deadline of 
April 30 arrives, some tens of 
thousands of Canadians will have 
benefited, Revenue Cana~ says. 
Community groups and asso¢ia- 
dora are encouraged to patriciate 
dtis year, as every helping hand is 
welcome. Best of all, no previous 
experience is required, only a desire 
to help omen. 
Training sessions 
are provided 
The tax department provides 
small,group tax training sessions to 
volunteers, usually in January or 
February. Changes to the tax forms 
are reviewed and reference material 
is supplied to each volunteer. Then 
the volunteers help others in their 
community --  especially Iow-in- 
~ ' h come earners, immigrants, t e 
Only straightforward tax returns 
are completed by volunteers, but 
-ongoing assistance is available 
from the tax office if a difficulty is 
encountered. This year, the effects 
of tax reform will place a greater 
demand on the service and the need 
for volunteers is greater:thanever. 
Becoming ataxvoluntcer is easy 
and rewarding. Community .groups 
• and organizations interested m Or- 
ganizing this vital community ser- 
vice can contact the public affairs 
officer in the nearest district ax•- 
don office to arrange a time and 
place for training the group's mum- 
ben. 
Individuals who Would like to be- 
come volunteen are equally we!- 
come, and may join a training roup 
by calling the district office public 
affairs officer who will put them in 
touch with a.group. Phone numbers 
are listed in the telephone book 
trader Revenue Canada, Taxation or 
in the tax guide which accompanies 
all tax returns. 
Personal Income Tax/Confused? 
See A Professional 
H W. Hepburn, C.A. 
209 4650 Lazelle Avenue 
(Credit Union Building) 
1 [ P.O. Box S88 
Terrace, B.C. V8G 4R2 
Phone 638-0361 
- , + r~ l  "T - ' [ ' - - - ;  . . . . .  F . . . .  1 
I I I I I  i i  ~ 
Total  Non .Refundab leTax  Cred i t s  S te~ula t ion  of 
el•ira S 6,O00.00 Basic personal am•trot 
Age amount, if you were born ~ 1923 or emlke (if you did not [ ._ J  
recvve the Old A0e SecUrilV i~esion, auach a kttm giving re.asons) 1Ol 
Marded amount (l~ovide details on pa~e 3) t |03 
Amotml-------I fO~ dooendent f.hik:kon (provtde del•ilS on page 3) - [ 104 
AddJttonal p~rloml amounts (sltech completed Schedule 6) 
Canada or Quebec Pension Plan contributions ,..... 
• Contril~tiO~ II~ough emplow~Pt, f~om ~x~ (1~ on •II T4 |lil~ (.ma~'lr~ $ 478.00~ 
Ce~tribmie~ payable on =elf.em~ovmem • ninos ( I r ~ .  - 
(~saJ~My im,,ount for tell (elakn S 3,236,00) 
~lty . l~  for depend•~l other lhen spouse 
Claim $ 3,236.00 
lOS 
108 
310 
o 
Tuition fee= for sell [attach receipts) : ~ 2 0  
Education amount fo~ self (attech form T2202 or T2202A) ~ ~  | |2  
Tuition fees and edkcation am~tmt ransferred front child (~lech form T2202 or T2202A) |4  
~mo~nts uamfe.ed from spouse (ett~h co . ted  ~ 3) glz i  
Medi~l expenses (attach re~ipts and complete Schedule 5) ~ [ 
SU~IfOCI: 3% O| Net [rwonlo (lane 236 above) (maximum S 1§00} 
Allowable portion of medical exmmses I~ 332 
Add lines 300 to 326 i~c lu~ ~ In• 332 II~ IH15 ~IgUNT [~f,l[0~ TH[ ~ AT tiN[ ZIO $[| 'ta1335 1 GOi -- 1~3~5 
¢ 
Non rehJ~d•lb~ rex credits 17% of line 335 ot see Tax Told• A ie4tructions in Guide 
Add: Chodt~Me do~at ons end #ss to ten,el• or • wovmce (erich recurs) 
Owiudde domSo~ (ameh completed Schedule 5) 
Gills to Cm.  • wovinee or g~fts of euhmal Ixopanv 
Onthe fro, S2S0or km 
On the balm=e 
Total Non-Refundable (aoo ~ 336. 346 and 348) 
Tax Credits  (~oomd to Slm S on p=ge 4} 
the credit at 17%is [346 
~M ¢~edit , t  29"6 i= tS4! 
O 
® 
• ® 
• • 
0 
® 
O , , , 
0 . 
0 : ! 
360 
Here's the fun part ofyour eturn. It shows the "crediW ' you-get to reduce the taxable portion of your 
earnings. 
factor to arrive at your tax credit is 
17 per cent for the first $250 but 
rises to 29 per cent for doneLtions 
above this level. 
So now you have arrived at your 
total of non-refundable tax credits. 
It's importavt o note that "non- 
refundable" means you may use 
these tax credits to reduce your 
federal income tax payaMe as far 
as zero. BUt they cannot be used to. 
go beyond that point and actually 
Create atax rebate. 
Having detent'ned the level of 
taxable income•and the total of from l0inprevi0usyears, oreffec: 
non-refundable credits, we now lively four for Ontario taxpayers. 
move to Step 5 - the Summary of Starting in 1988, the new brack- 
tax and credits. This too, is very ets and tax rates are 17 per cent for 
similar to previous years. You fast the first $2'7,500, 26 per cent for 
calculate your federal and provin- amounts from $27.501 to$55,000, 
cial tax payable, deduct any fur- 
thor federal or provincial credits 
that may apply~and arrive ata final 
figure indicating your tax refund 
or balance due,: 
In calculating your tax payable, 
you will note that the number of 
tax brackets has been. reduced 
and 29per cent on amounts more 
man $55,001.This should make it 
simpler for most axpayers tocal- 
culate their tax payable. Readjust- 
ment of taxbrackets will also con- 
tribute to the ov~l  10wering of 
federal income~tax that most 
Canadians will be'required to pay, 
L I  
McAIpine & Co 
CHARTERED ACCOUNTANTS 
4634 LAZELLE AVENUE 
TERRACE, B.C. 
. V8G 1S7 
. - . - . . ,  pHONE (604) 635-4925 
..,1 : . . , , . -  ,. . .. 
Chartered Accountants 
Providing the Following Services: 
- . ~ 
AUDITING & ACCOUNTING 
INCOME TAX CONSULTING 
MANAGEMENT CONSULTING 
COMPUTER CONSULTING 
Alan McAIpine, C.A., Res. (604) 638?429 
Howard Pruner, C.A', Res. (604) 635 7987 
d.B..Riding, C:A., Res. (604)635-6862 
Craig Mills, C.A., Res. (604) 635-3078 
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original.tax reform White Paper in 
mid- 1987 and they survived all sub- 
sequent second-thought processes. 
Now they're taking effect. 
The personal lifetime exemption 
of S500,000 instituted in 1985 has 
now been slashed to only S100,000, 
although the original ceiling 
remains forshares in Private corn- 
panics and farms. 
Tax for 1987 was 50 per cent of 
the appropriate personal rate on' the. 
taxable portion that year. Now,. for 
1988 and 1989, two-thirds of 
eligible assets will be taxed in each 
year. Then for 1990 and later, the 
rate will go up to 75 per cent. 
So. the new position is that while 
personal tax rates are now lower for 
mostpeople, you'll have to pay on 
th i rds ..... Two • 
taxable • 
This year and next 66.66 percent 
of capital gains you achieve Over 
S100,00 will.be taxable and there's 
not too.much you can do about itex- 
cept pay up with a smile. " 
If you haven't reached the 
$!00,00 limit, however, remember: 
that caPital gains realized wi'thin 
your RRSP cannot be excmpted and 
• you're building up po.tentially tax- 
able:capital ssets., • 
So yoU're Usually better off to 
pl.ace •only interest-bearing invest- 
merits in your RRSP and toinvest 
in stocks and bonds only outside the 
shelter. That's because under the 
SI00,000 ceiling any eapitalgains 
you make are exempt anyway. 
0 
q 
.-1,00 
P q -2,000 
,3,000 
~Fedefal personal income tax 
• 1988 1989 . 
These are 1987 estimates by 
• ' . ' 
result of tax  reform. 
~,~. .* ,  , ~ '~v  ~o•~ : • ~7- ' , -v•~ "° -  
File a tax return even if 
you'll have to pay a late-filing don't oweanything?Theimswer is 
~nalty of 5 percenton theamount a definite':yes" if you have madea 
unpaid, plus an additional PCn.41ty : capiial "gain it) the year, even if the 
capital gains cxetnption.ceiling 
means it's non-taxable. " .:: 
you don't owe for '88' 
for each extra month from then on. 
You'll also have to pay interest on 
the unremitted amount. 
But.to come back to the question, 
must you file a "nil" return if you 
So you're one of the lucky ones 
and you know you don't owe the 
taxman a nickel for 19887 Should 
you file a return anyway? 
Certainly, if you do owe Revenue 
Canada money for 1988, the law 
says you mtm file a return and pay 
up by April 30, 1989. If you don't, 
When it comes to 
: . • . .  . 
• . , 4 . . . .  
RRSP investing, one 
wordsays it all. RestS. 
Tax  year 
,~ ; ' : ' , ,  . . . .  
1991 : 
"] 
1992: 
the Finance Department to show who pays more and who pays le,~s asa:  : . .  : 
' ,>  - . .  
Revenue Canada :. . . . . , :¢  : ,  ;,. : . 
.. : . . .... :,.: ~/':?:,.. 
is clamping dow.n 
" on income splitting :: 
, There are many wa~ to lnv~t your RRSP dollars. 
And each RRSP alternative claims it's the best -- for one reason or another. 
BUt none of these dalms hold water unless one thing is there to bark them 
up: a record of performnce. : 
are many thlngs we could say to at,on, pt to establ .bh the_..c~.., rials 
ofTl~ ~du.~. aleoup o.t ~n~ ... ~ ~. ma~ ~ umM. mton ~ 
mm than 600,000 Canadian lnvestom ... m~ we _l~ae gmwm, putmver n~ 
the expel, of imsistmcy. ;. ~d that our record of antlclpatlng devel@men 
in the market has been exedlenc 
But only hard numbers count. And we urge you to make your RP, SP decision 
on the strength of.comparison Of results. 
llere.are oqrs- 
• l ~ 5 yr, 5 yr. l0 yr. 1 20 yr. 
lnd~trlal Growth Fund 20.5~ "11.2% 13.0~ 16,7~6 16.2% 
< For more lnformatlon this and other exceptional RRSP.ellgible Investments, 
contact an Independent I vestment fund, dealer or :~ockbmkei'. or remm the 
coupon below. TOday[ ¢,G, lud H~lloc 
Great Pacific Management Co.  L td .  
5133 Agar  Avenue 
Ter race ,  B.C.  V8G 1149 
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I RI~P [nvestlng -- Includlngperformance comparLsom. 
'I .. I 
I 
l "  Mall ~n~ IN'sERT DEALER NAME AND ADDRESS HERE I 
Revenue Canada is busy revising 
the rules regarding income-splitting 
devices whereby taxpayers en- 
deavor to divert income tOIowcr-in- 
come family members, usually 
spouses and children over 18. 
Income earned by minor children 
is currently attributed back to 
parents or grandparents; where it 
can bc demonstrated it came from 
that source. However, income 
earned by children over, 18has es-. 
caped the new r01e so'..far. But 
Revenue Canada now plans to at- 
tribute such income where tax- 
planning is the reason for the trans- 
action, : . 
The new regulations wil l  cover 
]oans.to individuals but wil l  not 
cover propertytransferred outright. 
Some trusts already in place may 
also be affected. 
However, the new regulations 
don't appear to co~er legitimate 
salaries paid to fainily members for 
legitimate services for  a family 
company. Manyspouses and adult 
children do, in fact, carry out these 
The answer is also "yes" in other 
cases too ~ because it's definitely 
in your in,crest to file so'as to be 
eligible for variods credits you may 
have overlooked.' 
More important--  there's no way 
you'll get a refund on any overpay- 
mcnt i f  you don't ask for it byway 
of your retqm. ' " 
U 
Norwill the government pay you 
interest, on the refund if you don't 
file bythe April 30 deadline, unless 
the taxmen admit.theywere tardy in 
processing your assessment. 
Finally, if you're very late in 
claiming your refund .-- like:over 
three years late ~ you'd better for- 
get it. There's no requirement to 
pay you if $'ou leave it as long as 
that. 
So ~ whether or not you have a 
refund coming, file a return anyway 
and 'be glad you're in the "homo 
free" minority this dmo around, 
duties, especially as summer,work 
for the family business. 
Establ ished 
leg i t imacy . . '. 
With this is mind, it's important 
that the 'T's are dotted and the "t"s 
crossed, on legitimate intcr-family~ 
transaetions.,For example: 
I. Make full Oge'of:statutrry in-. 
come-splitting devices such, .as'. 
spousal RRSPs. " 
• 2. In  family enterprises) ensure 
that adult children.and spouses in-,, 
vest with their own funds, especial- 
ly in low capital ventures. 
3,. Segregate investment funds. 
For example, the wife's inheritance 
can clearly I~ earmarked as, .being 
an investment- fund enabling her to. 
participate inabusincss enterprise. 
It m!ght also be agood idea for the 
higher-income spouse to mcct  
monthly cxpeases, thus justifying 
the ability of the lower-income 
spouse to accumulate investment" 
capital. 
(Bank Of Montr~al~Independent Buslnesx 
Revlew) 
I 
Some Canadians don't havethe 
stomach for high- risk investments. 
! ~ . I • @ 
,4eitherdowe. 
I-llgh-rl~ Ime=~ demands nerves d ~--L 
One moment ~u're Inchin$ towards the 
summlt of tdaes. The next moment your e~ 
aredmed~ ~at,t 
- • . . - -  
t " . ; '  " ' 
• . ( ,  
be flat. nmaototmas and unrew=din$ 
Over fob-five ~ of extxa~e _~s m 
an edge ha ~ llim~ oppmun~  our 
dlents. Wl~h ts wh~ for sew.m ~ars runn~ 
~ Im ma~ed funds that have dmbed to. 
results are Just as ~ • . Even on the n~dd~ road to ~ peace I ~ ~ basedonaVerage nnuatt~ n c°m~nalncane inmearetUmand I First we start with a complete anal~ts of X~.  of mlnd. we occaslonalb/fly. 
I ,_,,oo m_/~l~..~!~i~indudingranvestmentoJ'dtvide~, l presentmedsmxlresc~.Tl~n.~.edzrwe ~~I Ives to~ 
i ""~,"~, W."~ ~ ~i~ Pastperformance is not necessaril2 I estab~sh specific fmmlalgoa~, r m~.. we~.ct~ma. I[ll--~P'f a~t~ w_l~_~u# . 
.... .- .-: -. maaeontv/ry~usu,/~oX#ans ] betweenguaranteoaeammgsanocapttat . ~  : a,ls.c~arl 
PRoRr B~oB OUR F.XPF.MENCB I., .~urRRSP, ~completed¢iailsofallcbarg~Please. I Thb is not to say that he road ~ou . R.H, (Ran} Bentley 
I eor~ ~ ~'~ readitbeforemalangapurdmeana i ~'. ". AnIMB£ROFTB£1~OWB~RN^NCIALOROUPOFCOHPANIF.3. ~7 
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1987-88  1988-89  1989-90  1990-91  1991-92  
" Fiscal year 
Projectlons by the Finance Department show tax reform means cor- 
porate taxes will comprise increasing proportions of total revenues 
• . year by year to 1991-92. 
~:0:nowork'~ in seven for-a total 
of 1,6000,000 in 1986, the last year 
forwhich figures are available. 
These,are highlights from a new 
• StatsC~ report: 
Self-employment is' more com- 
mon among men than women. In 
rHEMONEY SUPPLEMENT; PAGE $ 
If.employed 
inale oniy 6 :# ~ent ofwOrkers aged 15 
eyed, to  24 were self~employed tom- 
,omen. pared with almost half of all 
workers aged 65 and over. o 
Between 1975 and !986, the 
owing 
faster among women man men. 
From 1986, self-employed women 
increaseA 118 per cent, against an 
increase of only 39 percent among 
men.  
The incidence of self-employ- 
ment increases with-age.In 1986, 
Canadians have less 
to spend than in 1984 
Most Canadian families have less estimates the largest absolate gain 
largest gains in self.employment by
industry were in business services, 
fishing and trapping, logging and 
forestry, personal and household 
services, real estate operators, in- 
surance agents and wholesale trade. 
The self-employed work longer 
hours than employees2 In 1986, 45 
per cent Of self, employed men 
usually Worked 50 or more hours a 
week, as did 20 per cent of women. 
Among emPloyees, only. 10 per 
cent of males and 3 per cent of 
to spend today than they did in 
1984, according to the Institute for 
Research on Public Policy. 
The institute says they've ex- 
perienced an average drop of $310 
in disposable income, with most of 
the losers in the middle-income 
brackets. 
It admits that all families with a 
gross income of more than $9,010 
• would have:had less disposable in- 
come without ax reform. But the 
study group believes only two 
groups axe better off under the new 
set-up - -  the bottom 30 per cent of 
earners and the top I percent--and 
($3,570) was in the top bracket, women worked as long. 
NEED 
HELP? 
* A l l  serv ice conf ident ia l  
" I Which of your deposits are safe, , , . , . . . , .  . ... ----.----, 
and which r out in the cold? . I a e . secreat r la l  serv ices  ! RATES I [ . .=..,8. s . .=. to, l 
:Naturally ou want to know ex- &rE, deposit re~..ip~, guaranteed O.~.er ty.I.I.I~ofinstituti°ns suc.h as [ •• rewmeSword proceuing ILL.. . . . . . . . . .  (Cals answer=d until 8 p.m.|__.,I [ 
acfly how safe your moncy is going investment certificates and term credit umons, crosses, popula~res [
to be when you entrust i to a finan- 
cial institution, especially in view 
of some unpleasant surprises We'Ve 
%ad:about in/e..cent years. 
i ~Gene.rally speaking, you can relax 
now. The authorities are on the job 
on your behalf, but you should 
ddfimtely satisfy yourself-that 
you're protected before you hand 
over hard.earned dollars. 
The Canada Deposit Insurance 
Corp. (CIDC) is the principal 
• • protective agency. It insures certain 
deposits in member institutions. 
That includes all banks.and all trust 
and loan companies chartered 
federal ly.  Provincially incor- 
porated trust and loan companies 
may apply for CDIC coverage inall 
provinces but Quebec, where 
provincially incorporated institu- 
tionsure covered by the Quebec 
Deposit Insurance Board. 
In all about 125 federally-incor- 
porated institutions and some 37 in- 
corporated in the provinces are 
CDIC members. 
Only demand 
deposits covered 
Not all types of deposits are 
covered. Specifically, only savings 
and chequing accounts, money or- 
Timely taxtips 
In order to claim the education 
amount for self, you may claim 
courses at an institution certified by 
the Minister of Employment and 
immigration even if they are not at 
the post-secondary level. However, 
they must furnish a person with 
skills for, or improve a person's 
skills in, an occupation. 
Most employeE cannot claim 
travel or other expenses. Travel to 
and from work is not an allowed 
deduction, 
If your marital status for 1988 was 
single, separated, divorced or 
widowed or you were living com- 
mon.law, you may be able to claim 
the $5,000, equtvalent-to-marrted 
amount" for one of your depend- 
ents, 
deposits are protected and to 
qualify, deposits must be available 
on demand or within five years. 
-There's no coverage of stocks, 
bends, mortgages, mutual funds or 
foreign deposits. 
Each insured account is covered 
to a maximum of $60,000 and it's 
the same for eligible RRSPs and 
RRIFs.  But you can increase 
coverage by spreading your money 
among several accounts, for in- 
stance $60,000 in your own name, 
$60,000 more in the name of your 
spouse, and $60,000 more in both a 
joint account and an RRSP. 
That's it. I f  you need mor.¢ 
coverage, you'll have to go to 
another institution - -  not another 
branch of the same institution ix:- 
cause the limits apply to the.enth'.e 
organization, ot to each branch in- 
dividually. 
Interest could 
limit coverage 
Remember that the $60,000-per- 
account limit includes interest, so if 
accrued interest puts the total over 
the top, the excess isn't covered. 
You should also be aware that not 
all RRSPs and RRIFs are covered; 
insurance only applies to plans 
registered at insured institutions 
based on insured instruments. Soan 
RRSP containing mutual funds 
isn't insured because mutual funds 
are not insurable. Likewise, RRSPs 
bought through a life insurance 
company aren't insured because 
life companies themselves aren't 
eligible for CIDC protection. 
ExclUsions 
must be shown 
On this basis, when a CDIC-in- 
sured institution takes your money 
for an uninsured investment, i  must 
stamp the paperwork with a notice 
to say. so. But beware - -  this rule 
doesn't apply to companies that are 
only affiliated with an insured firm. 
You'll appreciate that this can 
cause potential confusion and 
misunderstanding because such 
companies quil~¢ often have similar 
names and iogos as thetr parent, 
and provincial co.operatives are 
regulated by the provinces. Each 
province has a corporationprovid- 
ing deposit or stabilization protec- 
tion remembers. 
For more informatioit 'b'n lJro¢in'cial 
deposit insw?ance and dlffere~ stabilization 
fands, contact h~ &ov~nmem departrmnt 
responsible for r~&ulatlng provincially in. 
corporated institmiom. Or contact the 
CDIC dir~aly at Box 2340, Station D, 320 
Queen Street West, Ottawa, Ore. KIP 5W5 
. . . . . . . . . .  • :!.":: ~!;.i*,:~7~:.~, ,;:,,,:, : ~:'!•?:~=::':;7~::-~ •- .( 'L;~:.: :', : 
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Credit card costs 
.... ' ry d ati Ily va ram ca 
= r" 
Credit cards may all be created 
equal to the extent hat they're all 
thO same size and shape and all 
made of plastic. But that's about as 
far as equality goes because cards 
are all over the map in interest rates 
charged, annual fees, "grace" 
periods and any number of other 
differences. 
Some 16,000,000 Canadians 
carry at least one card and their total 
outstanding balances are well over 
$5 billion. 
Cards fall into four main 
categories. There are the "bank 
cards" issued by chartered banks 
and other financial institutions; 
retail stores' cards; those .issued by 
gasoline retailers; and the "travel 
cards" which the issuers promote 
primarily to business travellers. 
NO common 
ground 
The costs, terms and conditions 
vary greatly among the huge range 
of Cards available. Even cards with 
Common ames in one of the two 
most familiar groups - -  Visa and 
Masted  - -  differ widely from 
one institution to another. 
For instance, annual fees for Visa 
and Mastereard can range from 
zero to $12 a year, Not much dif- 
ference? True, but you need to con- 
sider that starting point in conjutm- 
don with the interest rote on unpaid 
balances - -  from a "low" of about 
14 per cent to nearly 19 per cent, all 
calculated aily. One bank has three 
different rates for different types of 
Visa transactions. Many - -  but not 
all - -  bank cards also charge a per- 
transaction fee up to a monthly 
maximum. 
State 
of grace 
Also bear in mind the "grace" 
period. That's to say consider when 
the meter starts running and interest 
starts to accumulate. Some cards 
allow a grace period of 21 days 
from the date of the transaction. 
Others allow 15 or 21 days, starting 
from the date of yo.ur monthly state- 
menL 
If you pay the total billed within 
the grace peried, you can avoid in- 
terest altogether. But if you make. 
only a partial payment-- no matter 
if it's almost everything owed - -  
you're charged interest on the 
whole amount from Day Gne. 
Store cards 
up tO 28.8% 
In contrast: most department s ore 
cards have no annual fee. But they 
levy a whopping 28.8 per cent rate 
of interest, although not until 30 
days after the date the monthly 
statement is issued, 
Most gasoline company cards run 
up interest (or "delinquency char- 
ges") at24 percent, starting 25 days 
after the date of the monthly state- 
mcnt. Most calculate interest on a 
daily basis too, rather than on the 
month-end balance. 
The travel cards-- American Ex- 
press, En Route and so on--charge 
hefty annual fees of anywhere up to 
$45 a year, or more for "prestige" 
cards offering VIP facilities and ex- 
tended lines of credit. Interest can 
be anything up to 30 per cent. 
Choose card 
with care 
So you can see the cost of using 
cards of all types is literally all over 
the map. Yet few people realize 
how great-- and costly - -  the dif- 
ferences between the various cards 
Can be. 
It makes good sense to c.heck care- 
fully just what you're getting when 
you sign up for a card - -  and how 
much it's going to cost. Then con- 
sider factors like convenience and 
extra services and decide how 
much these features are worth to 
you, Never assume that the dif- 
ference between the costs of dif- 
ferent cards is too small to worry 
about because if you do you'll be 
wrong end can end up paying very 
much through the nose. 
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Here 'show " . ' ,  : , : . . .  
'a " ent say  .... :s f fects  ret l rem ng • , • : : • ; " i •  .~ : 
i i '~beenalongandi'ocky road for yem'rby. -yearandcanbui !dupt0~" I f you  don t, have cash on h iin.!!t o l 
tlm;govcrnmcnt to pin down the come the basis0f.a solid and as- make;your ,1988 RRSP contribu- " l 
" W round rules for retirement sured income :for ' your retii'ement fions (or tl~ose for 1989:ieither),, ,i 
n C ' g : . ~ * , ~ • . . . .  " .  : " :  should • oubo~0~, .moneytod0so?~,  I 
sa~,ingS in the first phase of tax years. - • • : , . :. ~,  .Y ... .  . - , . , .  , ,  ,;., ,~;~:, 
reform; 'wh'ile nail-chewing tax- Limits : _ , . :,::: ~ne  answer :s prooaoiy., yes-.~ut ~.I 
payers Waited apprehensively on . . . .  ,,~,,, ~ ~:i i :~:-'~:, inakethe~deeisi0'n"on:the basisof ' I 
~. .. ,,. . :or ,uoo '  !:.-, , : '  :": :: rout'; own specifie~:eireumstancesl 
mestaet:nes. . " " r e " ' ...,, , _ c _ .... _., .,.^ ,..., These are the RRSPhm:ts fo th How much tax would you be able 
,we may not nave ncaru u~t; ~ast " " 
word even now, but most re, cently. 1988 tax yea~; ffyo'uare a member..ito defer 15~/b'orrowing? HoW much 
• in August, 1988 - -  the Minister of a company or other pension plan, w0uid'the'loan cost? HOW much in: 
of Finance.revealed a one-year yourmaximum contribution,is 20 terest will the contribution earn? 
delay in implementation of pro- percentofeamedincometoamax.- Numerous  " ' • 
imum of $3,500, minus your own 
viously.announced changes to ~ -:. • and your employer's contributions opt ions 
some of the roles for Registered to thep.!a~ !.n theyear, Or if you are - There's no doubt the tax rules 
RetirementSavings Plans:. ,. ... . . .  not:am"6~il~er of:a l~nsion planias remain complex. Also there'sa be- 
So, as matters tand, yotir 1988 RRSP contribution will be calcu- an •employee or if self-employed, wildering choice of plans t6 choose 
iated;'onthe same basis as in 1987. you can contribute 20 per cent of among- -  practically.every finan- 
Bu!':iy6u should also bear in mind earned income to a maximum of cial institution ofevery kind wants 
th;a[:bbth'the $1,000 investment in= $7,500. , your money at this time of year, it 
• As matter~ now stand, these same seems, 
come exemption taxpayers have i.c0hie~ t0know.and love and the limits will also apply forthe 1989" So, if you're relativeiy unsophis- 
- ticated in financial matters, it's a 
~ fedei 'ai  employment  expense  tax year. goodidcatogetpmfessionaladvi(:e. 
deduct ion have already been Contr ibute " ' to review the rules relative to the 
: eliminated, right away circumstances and needs of you and 
, i S ignif icant Contributions for 1988 must i~ your family[ 
. -shel ters .  . • . , : . .  .... made by Marchl, 1989. That's the Butdon,tputitoff.Don'tm[ssout 
. -~.'.Whatcverthe details, RRSPs will . deadline. But it makes, good sense on the important savings available 
stiilpro~,'ide asignificant tax shcl- to get the jobdone as soon as pos- through RRSPs. In the short term, 
• : ter fot~ most Canadians --.almost. sible before that. You can still beat ifyouhaven'tyetbeenablet0make 
the only one to survive. They mean most of the annual RRSP stampede up your mind, the best bet may be 
taxation on part of your income is that way, advisers will have more to deposit your contributions in a 
def¢'rrexl until you retire or choose time to talk to you and, of course, special RRSP savings account or a 
to  dra~,, income from your plan at "you earn even more intercsL one-year guaranteed invcstmcnt 
anydmeuptotheyearinwhichyou In fact, it's not too early to make ccrtificateinoneofthomajorfinan- 
become 71. your 1989 contribution too. That- eial institutions. It can slav there in 
In the "shelter" period, your way, you!!l earn,aln~ost a full year comfortand cam interest undl you 
savings earn compound interest of additional interest, decide on the next move, 
about your 
re ement years? 
. . .  . 
. . • "  . 
. , : .  _ 
: :  ii 
• " I 
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Revenue Canada's General Tax Guide is designed to tell you every- 
thing you need to know as 3,ou complete your 1988 return. It's avail- 
able at post offices, 
Pension income still 
eligible for RRSPs 
If you're in the fortunate position 
of having more pension income 
than you need, you'll definitely 
want to consider sheltering~.ali or 
partof it in yourRRSp, eaPeciaily 
since 1989 is tht: last year. you' ll be 
able to "top up" in this way. - . :  . 
For tax years 1988 and 1989, but 
not after that, you can transfer all or 
part of your pension income to your 
RRSP in addition to your regular 
contribution limit, And for this pur,. 
pose, "pension income" includes 
Canada Pension Plan and Old Age 
Scclurity. payments, as well as in- 
come from registered pension plans 
and annuities. 
Better yet - -  your spouse can also 
transfer all or part of•hisor her pen- 
sion income into an RRSP and.if 
this is~lhe only income your spouse 
has. you can lake full advan=ge of 
the married exemption. 
But notwi~s~nding all of that. 
there.may beafly.. in.the#nunent 
inthe form of thenew "Alternative 
Minimum Tax" (AMT). Pension in- 
Come transfers could affect you ad-. 
verscly under the AMT provisions. 
You may very well b'c ent~cly in 
the clear and benefit from the full 
amount, Or these transfers might 
trigger only minor AMT liability, so 
that ,you still come out ahead on 
balance. 
In order to find out exactly what• -. 
your position will be, it's a good. 
idea to get expert advice from your 
tax adviser. 
L: ! 
i 
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TERRACE & DISTRICT 
CREDIT UNION 
There are places to go.. 
: people to see. and 
things to do you've been 
dreaming about for 
years. And when you 
retire, you want to be in 
a financial position to 
make them all come 
true. If you've been 
thinking about your 
retirement years, think 
• about planning now 
with your Ci'edit Union, 
B.C:s Credit Unions 
have many sound 
retirement savings 
options-am.art ways to 
help you put away more 
"gold" for your "golden 
years"l On e mpre good. 
reason to make use ot 
YOUr Credit Union. 
%, . • 
H&R BLOCK 
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635'2908 
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TheRoyal Canad bn Mint has introdu¢~ a uew series of precious metal investment coius in putplatinum 
above) and pure silver, which will join the Gold Maple Leaf on the market in 1989. 
- ( . , ~-  . , .  • ' '  o . • 
" " " New p t '  ' d ' ' l a , n  um an s t lverc  o i  ns. 
join Mint's famous gold series 
The Royal Canadian Mint has $20,$10and $5 respectively. - -  all with the quality and liquidity 
entered 1989 with a new series of 
,precious metal investment coins in 
p~.e platinum and pure silver. The 
new Maple Leaf coins ;join the 
The new Silver Maple Leaf coins 
are similar in design. :They are 
struck in 9999 fine silver and are 
available in the industry standard 
.highly successful Gold Maple Leaf Size Of one Troy ounce, with a 
offering launched in "]979 and ~ nominalva!ue of$5. 
responsible for semeSS.5 billion in At thelaunch of the new coins in 
export sales ince then, November, Mint p~sident Mat/rice 
The Platinum Maple Leaf. ~ars Lafontaine said, Canada is a sig- 
the familiar maple leaf symboLand nifi~ant, producer of platinum and 
is struck in 9995< fine•platinum in one of the world's largest producers 
.'.~ sit .~. 0f one Troy oun~ and one- 
half, one-quarter and one-tenth 
Troy ounce. They ~e legal tender 
"and bear nominal values of $50, 
of silvery Itis anaturM extension of 
6ur expertise in marketing bullion 
investment coins to now offer a 
;choiceof gold, silver and platinum 
LEAVE TO.THE PROS 
the Maple Leaf has come to stand 
for." 
Investors will be able to purchase 
and sell the new coins as easily as 
the Gold Maple Leaf• Large, 
wholesale vel rums have been ap- 
pointed asdistribut0rs~,in North 
~America, Europe andAsia, ali 
;i ~kn6w~ f0~,~the. international ex- 
l~ri~nce [.~recious me~s., " 
. . ' . . . .  ~...~'--~..: .:. ;. . 
-.,,:Pla!~nm.and silver coin sales tar-. 
g~'i~e I00,000 and 800,000 Troy 
::~0unces respecfivelyin the fLrst year, 
: :~.the Mint says; ~.  
I I 
A rt in.vestme nts,:.,  a.re .ris.ky. 
By HarrY L. Mardon you might have been able to buy a of the way auction, and if you know 
• ,Let's face it:a lust for instant 
wealth lurks in the hearts of many 
Canadians. How else to explain the 
millions poured into lotteries, pari- 
mutuels and the like? 
These can hardly be dignified as 
investments. But What about art as 
an investment? Every now and 
again the news services Will report 
how a painting purchased for a few 
dollars at a rummage sale turned out 
to be a valuable masterpiece. 
Such stories have whetted the ap- 
petite of some Canadians to seek 
out paintings or etchings at art 
dealerships and estate auctions, in 
the hope their investment will result 
in a handsome capital gain. 
In fact, there is only an extreme 
outside chance an art purchase will 
pay off. It will be sheer luck if you 
ever get a really good work of art at 
a price where you'll make. a lot..°f 
money. During the. Dmy Thtrues 
Timely tax tips 
X claim for a deduction or credit 
that is not supported by the required 
rcceipt, certificate or form may be 
disallowed. A photocopy of a 
rcei]3t is not acceptable unless the 
issuer has cerdfied it as a true copy. 
/If you bought bonds through 'your 
payroll savings plan, you may claim 
• r the interest charges yO u prod to pu 
chdse the bonds as a deductmn. 
If you ate self.employed, you may 
be required to make Canada Pen- 
sion Plan contributions on your 
earnings. See the tax guido. 
Group of Seven work for acouple 
of hundred ollars which Would be 
worth thousands now. But the 
public is generally more sophisti- 
cated today, and one consequence is 
that sellers are not likely to under- 
value art works. 
Not for 
amateurs 
Some investment advice-givers 
recommend buying works Of art as 
medium to long term investments. 
However, aveteran art collector in 
Winnipeg told this wiiter that pur- 
chasing art as an investment "is 
definitely not for the dilettante. If 
you want to own some art, that's 
a great de.alabout art, you may just 
get a good deal," the collector said. 
"But if there's omebody there who 
knows more than you, and certain- 
!y most art dealers are in this 
category, then forget about it. Even 
if you really kn6w quite alot, you 
could be buying gmbage." 
Of course, there are always excep 
tions. For example, a rare edition of 
Edgar Allan Poe's first book' of 
. p oetr y("Tamerlane")• was pur- 
chased for $15 last February at a 
barn sale of antiques, The sharp- 
eyed buyer is putting it up for auc- 
tion at Sotheby's in New York early 
in June, and it is expected tobe sold 
for about $300,000. 
fine. But you must always remora- There are all sorts of other collec- 
bur that you don't make money . . . . . .  
i-..:n-art.Youmakomone" s llin- times wnicn can commune very 
u,~, ~ . 7 . ,qs ~,ood prices, such as old furniture, 
ouoo ,oo  m , , o  
depends upon whom you're selling " .~nts?~: '  !
a d. l r,he is lookL, g, for the mo;;y to indulge in coll=ting 
nis prom, so no a ouy at we, vezow 
the current market value of the art rare and beautiful objects, the 
work." 
The collector said art investing is
not a field for amateurs. Would-be 
investors hould ru'st undertake a 
great deal of serious tudy of art and 
of market conditions, and keep up 
to date on art prices. He also warned 
that here are a fair number of fakes 
floating around in the art markets of 
the world, Some of these are so well 
crafted that hey oven deceive the 
so-called experts in major art 
houses and dealerships. 
Good deals 
are rare 
"If you happen to go to a small, out 
global market for works of art will 
continue to thrive. But it's a risk- 
laden field, particularly for amateur 
investors. 
The Winnipeg collector's closing 
advice is sound: "The smart thing to 
do is not to look on an art purchase 
as an investment. You should buy 
something you'll be happy with, if 
you keep it, And spend only as 
much as you'd spend for any other 
good decoration feature for your 
hour." 
• (Harry Mardon ix mamager of corporate 
con~unicatmns for Inwutor: uroup me., 
tke Wlssip~.ba~d fmascial ploMiag set. 
~ic~ company.) 
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• The "Loonle" ~vill replace t.he dollar bin completely ~fle.r June 30, 
' l l l l l l~gk  
- • 
6 
Make way:for  '--: , " - 
the Loo.nie July 1---. ;.-.:.. 
. Canada's new $1 coin - -  the 
"Loonie" - -  finally:comes into its 
own July 1, 1989. That's when the 
Bank of Canada Will cease distribu- 
tion of new $1 bills. 
The Loonie has been around slice 
July 1, 1987 and 112,000,000 were 
distribut~l inthat year alone. But it 
has been issued in conjunction with 
new $1 bills arid Canadians have 
tended to hoard the good-looking 
new coin, so not too many Loonies 
have been seen in general circula- 
tion 
But from mid-'89 onwards, we'll 
see the bill begin to disappear s the 
Loonie comes into its own. It's con- 
sidered a special benefit for users 
and operators'of coin merchandis- 
ing machine~ and is supposed to 
ease the perennial shortage of 
quarters. 
It's 'Hendecagonar 
In case you've been wondering, • 
the Loonie is Officially "hen- 
decagonal" - - or 1 l-sided, to you. 
Struck by the Royal Canadian Mint, 
the Loonie is golden in •color "and 
utilizes Canada's finest natural 
resources," the Bank of Canada 
says. 
"It is produced from nickel 
clectroplated with bronze which 
makes it both light and durable and 
of the finest quality. In selecting this 
composition .for the new currency, 
Canada further enhances her excel- 
lent reputation as .the world's 
foremost nickel producer." 
i - i  
The design, like those of Ca~'s  
nickel and quarter, is inspired by 
our fauna; It depicts the common 
loon, "that rue and lasting symbol 
of the Canadian wilderness, in a 
magnificent design created by 
Canadian artist Robert-Rail Car- 
michael. It is therefore, with much 
pride that he new Canadian dollar 
coin makes its historical entrance," 
the central Bank said. 
40 'ones' for $50 - 
Meanwhile, if you're a collector 
or ~ust sentimental bout ~he old 
green bill, the bank has a special 
deal.: You can buy 40 $1 bills for 
$50, plus tax, in single, uncut sheets 
suitable for framing. 
The full sheet of 40 notes 
• measures approximately 26.5 by 22 
inches (76.2 b~55.8~:centi'meters) 
and is on sale a~0ss ~e counter at 
the Bank Of C~ada's:'nine agen- 
cies. The p~ce i~$50 per sheet, plus 
provincial sales tax and"cd~ sheet 
will have been inspected, rolled and 
placed in a protective tube." 
Premium explained : 
Why the $10 premium ~ $50 for 
$40 worth of bills? Spokesman 
Gordon May explained the bank 
won't make a profit because the 
cost of individually inspecting and 
packaging the sheets works out to 
just over $10 each. 
But you'll .always be able to get 
the face value of the bills ~ $40, 
that is ~ if you ever run short, the 
spokesman promises. 
BRIAN G. PERRY_ 
Ceitified General Accountant 
' 2 - 4644 Lazelle Avenue 
; ; .  Terrace, B.C. VSG 4A6 
, _ - - - - - . - - - - - - - - - - - - ,  
[ Accounting . I 
I Income Tax Consutling I 
& Preparation I 
i Data Processing I 
,_________-----------' 
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:RESPs are :st 
to meet educ 
By Andrew M. Roblin one's savings for ,-s..,,. '-," .... . . . .  
These days, them are few careers are put to work unt i l  they're 
that don't require some kind of 
post-secondary education. Can- 
ada's chefs, mechanics, secretaries, 
dental assistants and photographers 
all benefit from post-secondary 
training at community and techni- 
cal colleges. 
Traditionally, it wasonly the doc- 
tors, lawyers and other "profes- 
sionals" who needed extensive 
savings and loans to cover their 
education. Today, the range of 
careers that require some type of 
post:secondary education has ex- 
ploded, and so have the costs. 
in the health services industry for 
example, the costs can run from 
• $2;500 for an ambulance attendant 
(including tuition, books and 
travel) to 0vcr $45,000 for a doctor 
(GP) .  
To help parents, grandparents, 
• mature students and others plan for 
and survive these costs, a new type 
of savings program is  now avail- 
able through financial advisors and 
brokers across Canada. Known as 
Registered Education Savings 
Plans, these newerp lans  are 
designed to be more flexible than 
the older, more established scholar- 
ship trusts. 
An RESP is a vehicle in which 
needed, earning inte/'est, diVidend 
income, or capital gains that remain 
sheltered from income lax. 
The planholder contributes on a 
monthly or lump-sum basis, up to a 
maximum of approximately 
$31,000 per plan during a 21-year 
period. ,These contributions are not 
tax-deductible and may be 
withdrawn, with no tax.penalty, at
anytime. However, the earnings on 
those contributions accumulate ax 
free and only l~come taxable in the 
hands of the beneficiary when 
withdrawn. • 
The one requirement is that the 
benefic.iary must attend a post- 
secondary institution in Canada or 
an approved one abroad, before the 
earnings can be released. The 
beneficiary may be anyone and can 
• be changed at anytime. There arc no 
age restrictions. 
Although there is a maximum 
contribution level, it doesn't ake 
this amount to make a RESP 
worthwhile. An individual could 
pay for higher education on only 
the interest earned on the contribu- 
tions to an RESP. If $I00 Was 
deposited on a monthly basis and 
for 15 ycarsitcamed 8 pereent in- 
terest annually, at t~  end of year 
. RRSPs 
were the same... 
by our life 
Inmm~ I varmme or 
)for l i fe . [  guaranmed 
intarmt ratu, 
We y Ol plan (eau for i~misl rash 
~ ln~ or urlv 
tetmi~Jmof , 
decision 
would be 
easy. 
ht~mm'#Finsm'bl  .%rvk,~ ' 
~='~ ~=m, ~• ; ,  635-5232 : • 
4 * " 
4p  
mte'-is 39.8 percent, w0uld h,ve ~ [|:~°;~:~:~" . . . . . . .  - - .  ......... " . . . .  , o~.__~~: :  
alone and saved up to $8,000 in . . . .  
taxes!" The beneficiarycould then . . . .  m.m 
Use ,he$16,0(X)Inter~K•wh lie iho, [I ":--~ . . . . . . .  - - ' , ' - :  , ~ ~ " / .  [ 
$18,000 originallycontributed by. Ii'-.-~"1 i.'.0.0  ; szs.2, • : "=/• :~~- - : ,  - - •  sm.m . ~ ~ . = , - ~ . . • . . 1 i  
-'] 
when it comes•to features uch as Alter IOYeN$ AI1e, ISYea;$ A,!~., 20 Yva,~ - ', ::.. •! 
fees and sales charges. There is a Assumptions: . - ~ -, :~ 
range of plans available, so Shop- 1. AU contributions am made in after-tax dollars, "~, 
ping for features is important. 2.AUesmingsinanRESParetax-deferred. 
3. All earnings ina non.RESP inverstment are subject to tax. Tax rate of 39.8 per cent cd- 
Selecting the right plan now will culated for investor with taxable income of $40,000 (taxrate for taxable income ranging 
make surviving future tuition fees a from $27,501-$55,000). Established for approximate combined Federal and Provincial 
great deal easier! tax rates, including.Federal Surtax. The calculation assum~ a 50 per cent |,rov.incial tax 
rate .  
Andrew Rob/in b executive vice.presldent, .This chart is meant o illustrate the importance oftax-defene~i accumulation a d not to 
"Spectrum Mutual Fwtds, a subsidiary of Sun predict future investment results. " : 
Life of Conad¢. 
THREE AVAILABLE :: . . . . .  " o ,  . . : 
R RSP options at matur ty 
J " I I I I ~ ' " 
' " ' " m • " " " 
- - ~30 a,m, ... 6.00 p.m. . . . . . . . . . . . .  
• ../.Monday'thru/Sat~urdsy ' |  : :  i~: 
* (4).Trust Companies 
* 17)Investment Funds 
* R.R.S.P. Loans  
100% of deposit 
* Personal Service 
When the time finally comes for vantages and disadvantages; your Flexible 
well-earned retirement or to mature individual needs and circ.umstances: payee/Vehicle 
your RRSP savings to provide in- •will decide what's best for you. Or The RRIF is a flexible payoui 
come for some other purpose, there conceivably you might decide to mechanism designed to help mini- 
are lhre, e main options open. You combine opdons, mize-tax, maximize cash flow and 
can d~idethe time has come when- HOW much • fight inflation: Income from invest- 
ever you like, but it can't be later income? meats in a RRIF is not subject o 
than the year in which you become It's important to calculate what in- immediate ,tax; it can contain a 
71. come you'll need in' retirement, range of investments soit can still 
Tl~ firs/option..-7 simply to cash Will you ~¢aming money from a work for you in retirement; and by 
in your RRSPholdings J is really part.time job or consulting? Do you including a proportion o f  invest; 
no option at all in normal cir- have a steady flow of funds from meats Wid~ grow~ potential, it can 
cumstances because the f i l l  other investment sources? How old offsetinfladm.ltdoem'tguarantee 
proeceds are all immediately sub-  are you? What's your marital an income afterage 90. 
jectto ~ in One.:ear. I/would be status?What's your life ~lxctan- AnnuRy _. 
a many ~inful experience indeed cy?~ . . . .  ....... ;. :: f ixes ihcome 
fo~'thost p~ple ~wh0 weht:that And perhaps most impOrtant of If you choose the annuity ro.ute, 
route. Realistically, the choice is be- all, would you be happiest with a you can sit back and depend on a 
fixed monthly income you don't f ix~ income; although obwously 
tween establishing a Registered have to worry about?' Or will you the amount will depend on the size 
Retirement Imomo Fund (RRIF) continu6 to enjoy the challenges of of your RRSP investment and the 
and buying a lifetime or :'term cer- 
tain" annuity. Both have ad: managing your own investments? .type of annuity ou buy. 
• Unlike a RRIF, however, the rate 
of  return of an annuity is estab- 
The Mutual C:rour= lished at the time of purchase and is 
• "-- r fixed from then on. Lifetime (or 
Frank Donahue "life survivor'! annuities are usual. 
" :=, ly rather more Cosily than fixed' 
term instruments because the , 
Mutual Life of Canada lifelong versions don't guarantee 
Skeena Mall the eventual cost to the furm selling 
Terrace, B.C, them. 
635-2387 Res. 635.3157 Huge range 
of products 
• There's an enormous range 0f QUite Simply RRIF and annuity products to be 
• had out them in the marketplace RRSP and it's the easiest thing in the 
T h e  B e s t  ,, .,. world to make an expensive mis- 
[] [] lake you could regret for the rest of : 
Options Available For instance, proceeds for even the simplest annuities vary greatly 
among different insurance com- 
panies and the combinations, per- 
mutations and payouts available 
among different RRIF packages 
can be even more confusing and 
potentially dangerous. 
So when your RRSP maturity 
time arrives, it's essential to shop 
around. Do your .homework 
~ thoroughly; take all ~ time you 
n 'eed;  and get advice from 
knowledgeable people you know 
and trust. 
Timely tax tip 
You may uansl'~ pension income 
and certain retiring allowames into 
your mldslexed retirement savings 
i,m. Ob=~ e~ Pe..~on ud RP.SP 
Tax Guide for dc~ls. If you trans- 
fei a large amount mt.o.RRSPs, you 
may be Subjcgt o mtmmum lax on 
the lrand'ef. Refer to the "minimum 
tax" soetton in the Guide for deldls. 
. r  
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market funds 
: . , :  , : _ .  
"rare often-overlooked 
By: Harry L Mardon 
One of the minor mysteries of the 
investment world is, why don't 
more +Canadians invest in money 
market funds? • 
It's estimated that fewer than 
120,000 Canadianshave invested in
a money market fund, whereas 
more than 16,000,000 Americans 
enthusiastically use this type of in- 
vestment. Indollar terms, Canada's 
46 money market funds have total 
assets of about $1.6 billion while 
the 400 or so U:S. funds have assets 
of more than ~55 billion. 
This type of mutual fund provides 
significant benefits to those savers 
and investors who look ford good 
interest yield, a minimum degree of 
risk and easy access to their money. 
' This ToPonto-Dominion Bank chart forecasts compound annual growth rates in 1987-1990 inCanada's " A money market fund pools the 
regions increasing most in Ontario,• follo~!'ing.by. • Quebec, Atlantic Canada nd the Prairies in that order, contributions ofall its clients te in- 
It was a n ail-+biti:ng year  
for the market in '88  
index has gained about 40per cent 
and the real estate group, about 30 
per cent, while the pipelines, finan- 
cial services, . merchandising and 
transportation sectors have posted 
advances in the 20 per cent range. 
Growth expected 
in 2-2:5% range 
"Most investment experts expect 
the Canadian economy to .chug 
along at about a 2-2.5. per cent 
growth rate at least until thethird 
. .  
It's been ascary year for investors 
riding the stock market, rails 
through 1988. But staying on th6 
equity track has paid off:for some 
steel-nerved individuals. :, , 
Some of. the investors who 
weathered the October '87 collapse 
- -  or bought into the market at post- 
crash prices--have made money. 
And despite the apparent distaste 
in history, the Dew Jones industrial 
average in New York dropped 508 
points, or 23 per cent to its crash 
low of 1738. Since then, the 30 
stocks listed "on the Dew have 
slighdy, more than recouped the 
Oct; 19 losses but the index is still 
18 per cent below its:ri:cord high of 
2641, reached in August.1987. 
The Toronto Stock Exchange 300 
vest the money in such low-risk 
financial, instruments as federal 
government treasury.bills and com- 
mercialpaper. These securities are 
issued by governments and large 
corporations who need to borrow 
money on a short-term basis. In 
order to attract that money, the bor- 
rowers offer a higher interest than 
bank savings accounts provide. 
Twodays 
notice 
The closest competition comes 
from bank term deposit certificates, 
in terms of interest rate. 'However, 
you don't have immediate access to 
your money as it is locked in for the 
"term" of the certificate. Incontrast, 
you may .withdraw, all or part of 
your money in a money market fund 
within two business days. 
• Some ftind~; i)ffeF e~v~if+easier 
withdrawals, through the use of a 
chequing service. Usually ou have 
to have $10,000-plus in your fund 
account o enjoy this service, but 
you have instant+access to your 
money. The fund honors your che- 
que and your account is deducted 
for a matching amount. 
Once you have invested in a 
money market fund your money is 
continually at work for you. Your 
for equities being shown by both cohaposite index plunged 621 
retail and institutional players, points, or 17 percent, bythe close 
"there is tremendous value in. the+: of trading Oct. 20, 1987. Since • q~artei~,f 198~, bofor~ possibly 
robbing its low of 2838 OCL 28, the .-'+- ,. "- . . . . .  .': ' , .  ...... heading into recessmn. That 
TSE has recovered but is still some 
6percentbelowitspre-crashleveis forecast, combined with an es- 
and 15" per cent short ofits record thistimatedyearinflati°nand 5 perrate°f4"3cent inP rcenti989,' 
of August '87. bodes well for the stock market. 
stock market," said Tony Yue, vice- 
president of Vancouver-based 
brokerage rnm Pemberton Houston 
Willoughby Bell Goidnlock Inc. 
Its been just over a year since 
global equity markets experienced 
their blackest session ever. An es- 
timated $2 trillion was lost around 
the world as the biggest stock 
market crash in history ignited an 
international selling panic. 
Bull market 
Yet not all indust~.groups will 
post capital gains, according .to the 
exports. The post-crash underper- 
formers, such as the mines, paper 
and forest, investment companies 
and auto.and auto parts tocks+ will 
continue to lag the market~ 
• • . • , . "  , . 
The losses - -  and gains-- have 
been uneven. Based on price chan- 
ges since Oct. 16, 1987, 10 of the 
TSE's 14 industrial sub-groups 
have posted price gains since the 
crash. The.losers include the gold, 
paler and forest products, oil and 
gas, and consumer products sub-in- 
.•  ,• .  . . . . . . . .  • 
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proportionate share bfthe: inv¢st- 
ment pool's interest earnings i ~hl - 
located daily and compounded 
monthly. The long-term effects of 
compounding are spectacular s 
your monthly interest earningsgo .i: 
into the automatic purchase of ad- ,!, 
ditional money market fund units, +~ 
which in turn earn interest. ,:~:~ 
Another useful feature of this type - ~:'I 
of fund is that yoga can tap your in- 
vestment ford regular amount of in- 
come, if your balance exceeds 
$10,000. You can choose to have 
the monthly interest income arned 
on your account paid out to yo u 
regularly. 
Include RRSP 
Some mutual fund companies 
also offer the option of having your 
account established asa Registered 
Retirement Savings Plan 07,RSP). 
If you select his option your con- 
tributions to the fund are tax de- 
ductible, within the usual RRSP 
contribution limits. The great ad- ;* 
vantage of having aRRSP account 
is that the compounding interest 
earnings are fully tax-sheltered 
during the lifetime of the RRSP. 
As a general rule, however, a 
money market fund is best suited as 
a convenient place to "park" some 
of your savings dollars for a period 
of time, until an even better invest- 
ment opportunity comes •along. In 
itself, a money market fund is not 
• an ideal long-term investment- 
particularly now that the $1,000 a 
year interest income xemption has 
been abolished under finance Min- 
ister Michael Wilson's o-called tax 
reform. 
During pefieds of sto~k m~.et 
~ iu/~dience a good many canny m- 
castors helter their investment dol- 
lars within the money market. Once 
the worst of the .bear market appears 
to be over, they transfer their funds 
into good growth stocks. 
.Americans by the millions ee the 
benefits of this. approach; 
Canad!ans are slowly catching on. 
llarry Mardon b mann&or of corporate 
conummlcaaom for Investors Group Inc., 
th~ Wimu'pe&.ba~ed finaadal planning ser. 
vices company. 
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toppled 
Toppling the longest bull market 
- . , 
• . . , , 
.doxes., Green Li~# Report; Toronto.Dominion . 
In contrast, he communications Bnnt,~'m,. tP~#. 
[ ]  • ' 9 ' ' • " " "" Moving, 
Don't f( ,rget the bank 
: Canada is very much a nation of 
_: the mover It's estimated that some 
2,000,000 of us make a move cve~ 
• +year-- an annual migration charac- 
terized by stress and a sense of "I 
kno~ I've forgotten something" 
which is too often true. 
' Too many people f0rget to take 
care of their banking affairs before 
they move. in doing so, they miss 
out on some ,valuable bank services 
which could help them avoid later 
+headaches. 
Take one example, everybody's 
ibasic chequing account. Com- 
puterization has made same-day 
transfer of funds a commonplace 
event, while cheques can lake a few 
days to process. If you haven't 
enough in the old account to cover 
cheques writ,ten on it, )'our cheque 
wall automatically be returned. No 
one needs the aggravation of deal- 
ing wit5 a cheque marked Not Suf,_ 
flcimt Funds. 
A little timely attention to that 
chequing account could prevent he 
annoyance and. potential damage 
.+  
caused by a cheque that bounces 
while funds are being transferred to
the new account. 
Homeowners ometimes, ap- 
• preach the.bank for"bridge financ- 
ing," which will cover the purchase 
of a new house before the old one is 
sold, This is especially'useful when 
the two homes are some distance 
• apart (e.g. Vancouver and 
M0hh'eal), and timing is crucial if 
the move is to be relatively problem 
free. 
Special 
packages 
bonds in 
safekeeping) and optional trans- 
fer to the new branch; 
Q transfer of accounts (personal, 
chequing, RRSp, G[C, etc.) and, 
of course 
1211~ving a forwarding address. 
Banks are prepared to go to great 
lengths in order to retain customers. 
Your manager may provide a letter 
of introduction to the manager of 
the new branch which can be a uso- 
• ful tool in establishing credit. 
• There are also the "freebies" uch 
as free customized cheques with the 
Some banks have speci61 pack- new account number. As well, some 
ages of services:to assist with a -banks don't.charge normal cam- 
change of incation as long as.you mission on traveller,s cheques.. 
intend to switch to ano~er branch 
of the same bank. The package will 
. usually include: 
EIrecommendation of, a branch in 
the new location; 
Services vary with the badks; but 
you'll never know what they offer 
until you ask. 
12 uansfea ofoutsmndinglmms (car, 
fum|tuire, moage~ etC.) to. the e ' - , ,~ ,~.~M~ ,k -  ,w.~t, wm ,,,~, t,,, *~,h~.~.~,~, ,  w~', 
" new'branch; " I"~ ~ ~ ~tm,  
D closing of. safekeeping sm'vices- tsoo, ~4,  ~o,  o~. u~w21¢a/ 
t _ i m 
Make aTD RSP 
The Investment for Your Lifetime 
H e  ~ x1"rl_ -V Yo.mnm,~ res  Why.  
and =cumdam m.,,.shake~ fv~ for ~our mt~m- 
ment with 8"rD RSP~ That maker it a good in~-~t- 
ment for,tour lifetime, whether ~u're 21or 71!. 
Open aTD RSP today and... " 
...EnVy these benefits orTD RSP service! 
• ;rD's NO FEE RSPsI tJntil~ man~ i~nancid 
imrimdom who chame I~s for RRSPs, TD oflim 
nm NO FEE RSP..The NO FEE TD Dail~ Inm~ 
• 'No Load' Mutual Funds for income and 
growth! The Green Line Mutual Fund RS~ ollova 
~u m ~ in the Gtten Line Fmdb/of  IVlut'uai 
• Funds. which o fen  you investment dlveniEcadon 
and the potential toe=rn hi,her otes dmum. 
• A Sdf.Dh~cted RSPI The O~h Line 
Sdf-Dbm'ed RSP is ~,.maw,"Med for Invt.,m~ 
who ~dd~ tocembtne a portfolio f'quali6ed 
Im~stmenCs" (as dd~m.d by legislation) Into one 
com~nient actount. 
• TD RSP . t ra ined  Staff[ Our friendly staff 
Savi~ RSP afire ~u ~ intt"~t~ rotes that have bern specially trained to help 
i~m~urtavingsbuiidAND ~ ~uchoou:theTDP, SPop~m 
a ~ ~'a ~ Or' Stat~'S~"~ that lUi~ ~tt best. P~'qute visit 
eftkml The NO FEE'I'D Ptwd ~ your Io~l'rD Branch or aU our 
"~rm lnvemnent RSP often high ~ Green I ~ine: 
Ivlonday - Fddalt 8'JO xm.-9~30 p.~ mm dmilar to OIC4, 
with tram m'ad~ from 90 dm to 5 wmt Samrd~ S..30 =~n.- 5~0 p.m. (EpR~ dine) = 
1.800.387-209Z, 82.7'/301n Torero, • A FREE TD RSP Newdetter to keep Wu 
up4o.date! Wkh TW, NO FEE ~Ps, you abe 
re:tire our FP~E tmnlattr, k will bt maik'd to 
Wu dm dnm ~ Cur mdd k'~P ~u intm~d__ 
. ontml~.Nl,lt~,em d,x ceuld ,&c~ s~ RItSP 
tmemnem ~ul  also Imm v=lu~ ttp*,~ him' 
m tmm~ tht pmlmm~ dvour RR~ tm'lr~ 
TORONTO OOMINION IANK 
, , .  - _ , - -  
I Located in 
• rm~ skep l lq  Cemm 
Phone us at 13S.'/231i 
i i i  
~kmlemmammlmm~ i  tram ~ mm Im 0mmmmm 
1,80f f~7,1~ In {~'bt 'c .  " 
Your FREE TD RSP Brochmm! 
TI~ tm~gut&d~vm d ~ faro 
dtout TD R~ t~=~. . .md inch tm~! 
. . . .  i t1  i i l l l  - ~ . . . . . .  
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to mailer players helpful 
~ .. idendreinvestmcntplan:sare:pr°l~°rti°nately"high" Thcy:.also - 
:relatively. new.. on ~e. Canadian provide a valuable lement:iof 
financial Scene. Butthey;re in- "forced.savings" because if you. " 
creasingly.popular nd worth don't •actually hold a dividend [ 
looking into, especialiy for cheque in your hands, you don't 
smallcr investors. Upwards of 100 
corporations now offer the plans 
.in various forms and the number 
-is growing. 
Essentially, reinvesunent plans 
. have the opportunity o spend the 
money rightaway. One drawback, 
however, is you 10se control as to 
exa~lly when you .imy additional 
shares, allh0ugh ~ns is less likdy 
practice because of the amount of 
unproductive paperwork involved 
for them. So it makes sense to 
determine your broker's policy in 
advance. 
The Toronto Stock Excha~. ge has 
a-brochure to explai~ how 
dividend reinvestment plans work 
and which corporations offe 
them. The brochure is:available at
Exchanse Tower, 2 ~ First 
Canadian Place, Toronto, Ont. 
M5X 1.12; 
. . . . . . . .  ,u nds U I: I I::.-: . Ul 1,131 I I  : t;i 
investors professlonu, expe =,-::,,, • ' i '  . . . ~ . ,:: .~ : : .~ i  • " " ." :~ :: " ' ' : " : .":  : "  i, ::~ : ' : " : "T : . . " -  
I f  rou imve~eiO~er the expeidse" genemp income? Ordo you necd ture,..... : './... .i:./:... . 
, ~lor.ibefim¢ioma~yourownio"- special lax c0nstaerations'~ How How.0ood. .- is., . . ,:- 
.d~ by .~,  mmmd (or" " '" : :~  ' :e' ~ .,much risk are you prepared to take management? .... ...: : .... "-:. 
~.. ~ in~eSimen0~llu~ls-,may..'be an ,for bigher yields? . . . . . .  ' .The capabilit~ofahy:fund;s 
~, . . . .  , ~_.-Ce.tmiqlymamy~,,mmdians There's abewild~ing anay of managen{ent is:also imporumt..l~.. : 
~hinkso...~2,G~0,0~0ermme~us, .choicesout~here~dnew fundsare cause the fund is only as good as the " 
~ .: .inves~400.or.-m~e'~iffetent popping up all the.lime. " " " people running it,..When you, ve. 
~: -Canad',m~_~unds., " , It's important to distinguish be- narrowed your chotce down to a 
,3.. " -'Th~res..~no.gm~,m~mte~,'/~eut twe~.. Ihe debt and.equity fimds. - few tap ped'.ormers in flle. catego~, 
',"~. . .~emuuml~.~simply. . l~0~ F, quit~ fends invest m ~ ~ flmtma¢l~esyourobjemUves, ch mk 
i stonslly .managed.. portfolios in common shares ofpubl¢ly Imded. wheth~r there have been changes in - 
" ~bich in~mo~Jp0ol'.their nioney companies, Debt funds invest in the fund's sen|or management. 
~- .and share in the~growth, if, as and various kinds of debt instruments Then compoxe sales and redemp 
' wlhlatthere is ~O~I IL  '. _ such as mortgages, guaranteed in. ~ion chnrges as well as annual  
• And because o1~ 'diversification come certificates and Treasury management fees. 
within "IE~: poNfolio, fund par- Bills. At one time funds focussed For detailed information on any 
6"~ own a wide variety o~ in- primarily on common shares lint fund, including its investment oh-. 
v~t~ and In  able to reduce today some 40 per cent of assets in , jectiyes and current hol.dings, con- 
' ,n l=ir~ som~ (compared tO Canadian-basedfundsaroinvesled ' tact the fund directly for its 
. . . .  buying one of two securities only), in various debt securities, simplified prospectus, q0arterly 
• Full-time To choose a fund or funds, the In- reports and annual information 
~ m a n a g e m e n t ,  vestment Funds Institute of Canada form. 
' Each, fund:employs full-time recommends you check the mutual For an information packase on 
i • managementto maintain a constant fund tables in newspapers'business mutualfimdsplusa listoffundsand 
review of.the .fund's position, l~gestocomparelong-termperfor- their addresses, write the Invest- 
buying and selling holdings as con- mances. Keep in mind, the lables mentFundslnstitute of Canada, 70 
• _ sidereal necessary. So you don't tell you about he past, not the fu- Bond St., To~onto, Ont. MSB 1X2. 
enableyou to roll over dividends to be o f  con .cure,to sma!! inves- 
from your~ in a cmpomdon ton. - . . 
to buy addid~al shares at~atower Can you shelter addittonal 
.net cost than nfyoubought t~em ~sinyourRRSl~.Thercgula- 
m :the normal way through a. dons say you can, although some 
broker, brokers tend to -discourage the 
in many cases, there are no com- 
mission charges to pay and some 
corporations actually offer exist- 
ing .shareholders a discount on 
new shares purchased with 
dividend proceeds. Some also 
permit you to buy additional 
shares at a similar discount (often 
95 per cent of current market 
price), all without commission. 
The plans can be particularly 
useful to smaller-scale investors 
whose commission chai'ges are 
I have to worry about decisions on 
who. bur o, = I , -  ,hof.nd POOLED RESOURCES 
" estment risks manage, ment does it for you. . i nv  Clubs reduce arelicl'uid bocause y~ can always r : :  ..,-~; ::/::i~::!i,'~i!i!i!.::;~:' ,. : .sell yotllholdings at current ~,alues. • " 
~ NO profit Moreand morcCan-aiansaredis-,., no limit to club size except in On- assurance of dividends and whiles°me OnandStOCkS,odd itemsrelyingof inl'o~atiOn on.tips, hUnclthat ~s: .. 
I i uamntees  covering that investment clubs lario, where sexmdtiesregulations expectation of capital gains make it easier to get into the market slam that i f  mem~rship exceeds members learn the finer points Of can add up to a.loss situation. : " 
oDur~ll~m'sadownside teo .F i r s t ,Th0se  am he adva lage, s but of- _andreducerisksintothebargain. 50, the club must become a mutual investing. "cocky"Other alterClUbSa fewtendsuccessful.'t°" becomein. 
. thereamnoguarantee~ofprofit.All Essentially, a club enables asmall fund. Avoid " vestments.Tben members tart 
• funds rise and fall with the stOCkAnd: group, of members to pool their 20 members penny,,stay stoCkSaway from ~e ~'stocks, speculating, on an unproven stock 
. that eventually flops ~ along with markets and the economy, resources and decide on a common Ideais ize.  _nny 
'yeu ' l lhavetoPayto~c ipa l~ investmentstrategy*sharingin~;~ e Doug Smzth,.chairman of the futures or commodities,",, he ad- theclub. 
• inost fuilds.befor¢ you s~ Che~k gains or losses together. It's a good CAIC, says ag~.s ize is 20 mere- vises, recommending shares of 
• " oarefuliybocausef-eesandcommis- Way toinvest without risking more hers. Each member contributes a companies_ ,_-,,,~ ~...,, ,,rr ,a favored by large pen- Cl_ubmanualis nO, it bl~ 
,dons vary widely, than you can ,afford to !o~ 'and lump sum at the beginning and siOntaketunos, xnosetunu~can't,=-o,,,much risk. . To-'-"a---set up a 
qm I 
club and avoid 
tm~y 
Wh~it's your means you can participaie in a regular amounts periodically. For a to 
objective?=, =rap to .chose .siblewider po tfoliOon :' ur wn.than would be pos- membershiPmonthly of 20,Smith suggests Smith suggests a club buyshares of the pitfalls as y0u do so, Smith's "t's '-:-ortant -.:-ru"as fees of $100 each to give regularly and:reinvest all earnings association ffers a manual for $21 
" " destined 16achieve youri~licu~ar .TheToronto-Dominion Bank es- theclub a good base to start. Mere- for. the first few years. It's also that contains a model constitution, 
• investmentobjecfives. So you must timates that more than: 250,000 bet's meet m0nthlYof theirt° discUSSstocks the. desirable that all members have the bylaws; information on it¢omc tax 
Canadiansalreadybei0n|ztoinvest'__ _ _t3erfot'mance and same investment goals, he says. implications,' and sources to help 
.are.Doy~,wanttobuildeapitalorbeclearab°utwhaty°ur°bjecdves m nt clubs and says membership in make new investment decisions. One of the most important rules is yOuotheradvice.research stocks and obtain, 
theCanadianAssociadonofinvest" When enough cash is built UP, d~ciding how many new penple can  mely taxtip ment Clubs (CAIC) has doubled to choose abroker to recommend a list join a club onee it's off ~d running For more information, write to 
If you had net capital losses in 300"clubs in the past hree years, of stocks, Smith says. Members and how members who want to Dou& Smith, Clmirman, Canadian 
-1988, you may only be able to "Starting aclub is fairly simple" thenfinalreview thelist before making leave can'take their funds 0utof the Association. of Investment Clubs, 
d--uct-em ag-nsttax--'eca-"-' ed h m ot p~um ~ a g  "' " " ~ -" ---d'et'ant'savs'"ginceclubshavethelegal st tu  of partnerships, they s lections. He stresses that comm0npool.Acommondownfall BOXMsx 1E9/22' Suite 3700, First 
gains of o--er years an" not a-a'nst clubs should'stick withreasonableSafe blu - or some clubs is members who be" Canadian Place, Toronto, Ont. 
• don't have to be registered. There is chip stocks that give a come too lazy to do tbekhomework 
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The Gold Maple Leaf precious medal investment coin produced and marketed by the Royal 
Canadian Mint, is considered one of the premier investment coins in the world. 
There s gold in them there coins 
The Royal Canadifin Mint can chalk up one of Produced in relatively large numbers and traded 
Canada's most outstanding marketing success 
stodes of the deeade'with its Gold MapleLeaf bul- 
lion investment coins. 
Nowavailable in four sizes one ounce of pure 
gold, half.an ounce, a quarter of an ounce and one- 
tenth of an ounce, respectively-- they offer bullion 
• investors the purest, most liquid and technically su- 
• peter coins in the Wodd. 
Since their ~troduction i 1979, to the end of 1987, 
some 15,200,000 coins have been sold to investors 
around the world, repres¢, nting about half of all 
• Canadian gold production in the period and worth 
• some $5.5 billion in export sales. 
Bullion investment coins like the Maple Leaf are 
bought for the intrinsic value of the metal they con- 
lain. 
regularly, the Maple Leaf is purchased, with a small 
handling charge, entirely for the value of its gold 
content-" unlike numismatic coins which are struck 
in limited quantity ~d sold ata significant premiam- 
• to the metal vaiuebeeause of potential rarity. 
Sales are direct o 20 worldwide distributors, in- 
cluding the Bank of Nova SCotia, Canadian Imperial 
Bank of Commerce and Guardian Trust Co. in 
Canada, and are available to the public through .most 
major banks; brokerage firms and coin dealers. 
Prices vary day to day according to the current in- 
ternational trading price established in London, plus 
a small markup for the seller. 
Additional information is amilable from John Glennie, Ad. 
mi~btrator, Gold Maple leaf at the Royal Canadian Minl, Or. 
tawa. The telephone number is 613.9934~792. 
'Cannie Maes' offer 
profit, l,quidity, security . . . . .  
government guarantee of timely the coupon interest rate is deter- 
payment of principal and interest, mined by the market .at slightly 
"Cannie Maes" are taking off like 
gangbusters. They're the new Na- 
tional Housing Act mortgage-back- 
ed securit ies combining the 
"qualities of a government bond and 
a direct investment in.prime first 
mortgages. 
They're now on the road to sales- 
~of S2 billion, having pas~ed the $1 
billion mark in October after less 
than two years on the market, ac- 
cordifig to John McDermid, mini- 
ster of state for housing in the pre- 
election government. 
The mortgage-backed securities 
are investments in pools of insured 
residential first mortgages with a 
They're traded over the counter, so 
owners can offer them for sale at a 
fair marketprice atany time. 
The MBS program was launched 
in January, 1987 and by October of 
'88 had made 118 issues averaging 
$8,750,000. Units are traded like 
government bonds on the over-the- 
counter market in multiples of 
S5,000. They're both RRSP and 
RRIF eligible and there is no with- 
holding tax for foreign investors or 
Canadian expatriates. 
Issue term is for a minimum of 
five years with no. upper limit, and 
higher rates than for government 
securit ies of comparable 
maturities. 
Cannie Maes are also fully 
redeemable onmaturity and month- 
ly payments start 45 days following 
thedate of issue in mid-month. 
Guaranty Trust Co. is the central 
payor and transfer agent, holding 
records, issuing'certificates and 
statements and making payments o
investors. 
~ Additionai information is available flora 
Joe O'grien, Director, NltA Mortgage. 
Backed Securities Centre, CMHC. 650 
Lawrence Ave. W., Toronto, Ont. M6A I B2 
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> i s to  sec0nd- t  er c 
The fact of life that most investors second-tier stocks, ancl:!~d " ........ ly,;any -
forget most of !h e time is .  that in thosein the thirdtier.This m~e~:s 
there's really no such animal as ~e :: few finz:,c!al analysts f0ilow tii6m. ' 
market . '  • ., So when you go: Sto~k-hunting " 
Commentaiors ffho talk as if there (assuming you. havenot kicked the 
is such a creation are generally habit for good), you will encounter 
referring to one or all of the major • less.competition from:the profe s- 
market indexes that speak for the. si0nals, and therefore a better 
big, widely .tradM Stocks that are 
the movers and shakers of daily 
trading. 
Even these indexes invariably 
reflect areality tliat's more a market 
in stocks than a single stock market. 
Within the general trends thrown up 
by the indexes, the component 
stocks ai'e a l l  doing their own 
things. • 
Posses of- 
analysts 
There's another point of dif- 
ference. The major movers and 
shakers are usually known as "first- 
tied' stocks, and get followed by 
posses of financial analysts who, 
though they can be very wrong at 
times, are seldom wrong enough to 
allow the pric_es of.these stocks to 
get right out of whack with the rest. 
But for every first-tier stock 
around there are probably two or 
three second-tier stocks, plus the 
deluge of.little-known issues that 
make up the third tier. 
In general, big fund managers 
don'tdisp.iay too much interest in 
chance of turning up value, in the 
lower two tiers. " 
That doesn't mean you have to 
hunt he penny speculatives. For in- 
stance, there are plenty .of second, 
tier stocks listed on the Toronto 
Stock Exchange, Canada's enior 
marketplace. ~ ' 
Best prices .... . -  
inyears , " ' 
Right now, those pros who dO con- 
centrafe on these "small-cap" 
stocks are saying that, as a class, 
they are more favorably priced rela- 
tive to the biggies than they. have 
been for years. 
So how do you pick them? There's 
little alternative but to do your own 
research and identify the 
entrepreneurs who've been making 
the action. 
By and large they're ordinary 
Canadians who had an idea for a 
good new. product-- then made it. 
work. 
t 
Green Line/Reporb Toronto.Domlrdon 
Bank 
...i 
it costs a bundleto keep your car on road 
Did you ever sit down to figure 18 'Average car prices This StatsCan graph shows the steady rise in average prices of domestic and.imported carsin Canada 
out how much it really costs you to 000;s of dollars 
own and operate that car of yours? O00'S de dollars / I 
Well, take it from the Canadian 16 ' '  / ~ ~ , , /  
Automobile Association - -  it 's • . . ' . . . Imports 
plenty and going up. all the tifiae. .... ' . . . Impor ta~.~ " 
or 10,000 miles in 1987. Total Domestique 
costs per kilometre were 31.4 . . i ! i ~  
cents, or 5.7 per cent more than the 1'2 s~"  ' ;  ---N/ 
29.7 cents it cost in 1986. ~ , m , , . , ~ ' / ~ ~ ~  I .  , 
The CANs example related to a , i 
four-door Foal Tempo GL with a 10 t 
four.cylinder, 2.3 litre engine. Its 
operating costs went up much " : 
faster than the overail cost o f  . , , ,~ , , , ,= , , ,  I l l l l l l l l l l  1 i1111 i1111 I111111.1,111 I I I I I I I i l l - I  I I I 1 |111111 I I I I I I I I I I I  
living, increasing 8.3 per cent to 8 
7,5 cents per kilometre in 1987 J J J j j d j D 1982 t983 1984 1985 1986 1987 1988 
from 6.6 cents in 1966. Newly-i.m- • . . . . . • re tstrattou was $79, de reeiauon enough thankyoul without a car altogether. But a 
. . = .: . . . . : :  ' " " : . . , .,. . . . . .  . . . . : . .  ?," ..i-,... i.: . . . . . . .  : - -  
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In 1988, Canadians purchased almost $1S billion worth at uanaoa 
Savings Bonds, llke those being perforated (above) pr|or to being 
shipped. 
CSB sales close 
, , ,  . .  
The 1988-89 series of Canada to $36 inclusive), you'd betier 
Savings Bonds' rate of 9.5 per cent 
in the first year was something ofa 
disappointment for investors.who 
hadthought the Department of 
Finance might spring to possibly 10 
per cent, or even a bit more. 
Notwithstanding, as usual 
Canadians bought p lenty  of them 
. -  with gross sales reaching 
$14.962 billion as of Nov. 24, 
Finance Minister Michael Wilson 
announced. After allowance for 
redemptions of past series since the 
beginning of October, net pur- 
chases Of the .new bonds were 
$6.454 billion. 
Included in the gross sales figure 
was $2.135 billion of bonds bought 
through the Payroll Savings Plan. 
This represents an overall increase 
of 7 per cent over 1987 and was a 
new record. 
Incidentally, if you are still hold- 
ing CSBs issued prior to 1982 (SI 
hurry on over to your bank or 
broker and cash them in right away 
because they all matured onNov. 1 
and will pay no furlherinterest. 
The rate for the last six series (37 
to 42 inclusive) was increased to 
9.5 per cent ~o the year beginning 
Nov. 1. After this one-year period, 
annual rates of 7 per cent for $38 
and S39, 6.5 per cent for $40 and 
5.75 per cent for $41 will continue 
to apply. 
The uanafllan t~anK©~ ,.~:~u~m- ,,u~,~ ,w , . . ,  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
lion has reminded credit card Can'y your cards with you when 
holders that losing or misusingyour ' yOU Wavel. When youcan t, for in.. 
stance at the beach, put them in the 
4. Don't leave, your cards in your 
Watch out for the 
cards can be embarrassing, incon- 
venient - -  add expensive. Here's 
the bankers' list of 10 common- 
sense rules to avoid trouble: 
1. Never:leave your cards unat- 
tended at work. There are more 
c/edit" card thefts at the workplace 
than in any other single location. 
2. Don't lend your card. Remem- 
ber, you're.responsible for its use. 
It's sad but true that some credit 
card misuse can be u'aced direcdy 
to family and friends. 
3. Don't lea,;,e your cards in your 
car's glove compartment. An 
alarmingly high proportion of all 
credit card thefts are from glove 
compartments. 
hotel,or motel safe. 
5. Always check youi" card When 
you get it back in a store or res- 
taurant. It's easy for y0u io forge_t i  
when yoU're in a hunT. it's easy for 
waiters or sal6speopl¢ togive you 
the. wrong card when they're in a 
hurry. 
6. Report a lost or stolen card to 
the issuing company .immediately. 
Most• fraudulent use of cards lakes 
place within daysof thei!.being lost 
orstolen. 
7. Sign the back of a new card as 
soon as you get it.-If yo u don't, a 
thief Could sign it and use it~ And 
remember to destroy unwanted 
cards so no one can use them. 
phoney bank inspector 
Both the "bank inspector" and about hem now. But the facts are 
"found money" frauds have been 
around in Canada for decades and 
there have beencountless warn- 
ings. But unwary Canadians 
often older people living a lone-  
are still being cheated by the fast- 
talking con men who pull them off 
time after time. 
The firstscam isperpetrated by a 
fraud artist claiming to be a "bank 
inspector". He asks you to "help" 
by Withdrawing funds from your 
account to trap an embezzler o find 
out ~ho has been passing counter- 
feit funds.The victim does what he 
asks and hands over the m6ney on 
the Understanding that it will be re: 
deposited later, Needless tO s~y, IFit m 
never is. 
all your cards andtheir nUmbers, 
Th~s ts key mformauon you 1 cud 
to report lost or stolencards. You'll 
also need the telephone number to 
call and your card's expiry'date. So 
list these too. 
9. Always check your;monthly 
statements. Keep your card slips 
and check them against your" 
monthly statement remake sure no 
oneelse has used your card. " 
10. Never give your card number 
over the phone, Unless you, re deal- 
ing wiih a-Company, ou know.is 
reputable. No one from a reputable 
company will phone you and ask 
for your card number. The only 
time you should give it is when you 
have called to place an order. 
Courtes7 T~ Canadian Banker 
' . i '  : , "  . r " ,  / . . .  
RESPs 
RRSPs that hey have been highly success- 
ful all over Canada for many ears. 
Remember, banks, other financial 
institutions and the police will 
never ask you to withdraw funds in 
this way. Remember too that if a 
properly completed withdrawal slip 
is presented atthe wicket with your 
genuine signature, the teller has no 
option in law but to follow your in- 
structions ~ and hand over your 
money. 
Then it's too late and another 
fraud has succeeded. Makesure it . . . .  
doesn't happen to youL , 
I Ikinson 
What are  they? 
See page8 
1 . 
- . . ,  , 
I 
Ora"found money" victim is per- ' ~: CHARTERED ACCOUNTANT 
suaded to withdraw funds and ! ii : '  ~i!: ...... 
entrust hem to the con artist :to : 635-5307 
demonstrate "good faith" and with . . ? 
i .... : :~Member of the Institute of 
Chartered Accountants of B.C. 
Providing Services in the following areas: 
v, Audit ing 
v" Accounting 
v" Income Tax Consulting " 
v" Management  Consult ing 
v" Data Processing 
302 4630 Lazelle Avenue 
Terrace, B.C. 
the promise to share a large amount 
of money conveniently "found" on 
the  st rceL 
Unbelievable 
but true 
. Unbelievable? Maybe frauds like 
this do seem that way as you read 
| 
 (J The Mutual Group Frank  Donahue 
Skeena Mal l  
Monday thru  Saturday 
9i30 a.m. to 6:00 p.m. 
Friday till 9:00 p.m. 
( = 
J 
Finding 
employee... 
reed to be like 
for a needle in a 
Put classified to 
ou - -  it's an easy 
: way to pinpoint ~ 
i:mrfect employee. 
• o ;s5 -7840 
Classified Advertising Department 
Terrace Review 
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Ban ks- offe.r spe 
i ces  for sen i 'o rs  " "-"--II sere  By MARY CAMERON By setting up programs uch as " : this we, as financ'_ml advisers, have . . . . . . -  and DIANNE TREMLETT -.. 
: As Canada's average age goc.s up teller machines (ATMs). People Banks also may pr0Vide'special The concept of reverse mo~tgag-i beenable togivehomeowncrsad- : . . . . . . .  .~.~...,,,....,,a ,  o~;,~, n~r  ditional valuable years in: their 
who may have been reluctant o try, cheques anddeposit slips .with 
these machines, are encouraged to duplicate copies, which provide a 
try them as one answer to waiting " 
in long lines. (Some banks have 
extra staff at the counter to serve 
pensioiiers at peak periods.) Users 
of ATMs also have access to iheir 
accounts after regular business 
hours. : 
Normally there's a Commission 
cost on purchase of money orders. 
or traveller's cheques. Then thOie 
are service costs to write Cheques, 
pay bills or transfer funds between 
accounts. They can add Up. 
Askfor • " 
help 
Seniors can talk to branch :staff 
copy of each transaction as it is 
made. Many people find this to be 
a convenient record-keeping 
method. 
• Planning.for retirement is another 
way'banks are reaching out to 
senior Citizens. For example, banks 
offer Registered Retirement 
Savings Plans (RRSPs), and 
Registered Retirement Income 
Funds (RRIFs). Further informa- 
tion about services for seniors is 
available from your local branch. 
when• it comes to banking, there 
are ~dvantages in having reached 
the golden years. 
And that's .the Way it should be. 
abouthow tO get discounts or corn- O'he C¢iJadb, nBankers' A:sociation has 
produced a new booklet, Steps to Retire. 
plctely eliminate' man~/.service, ment: Pla.nnlng Now for Your Financial 
charges with a seni0rs' service Future. For a free copy write: SteFr, The 
package. To get these privileges, all Bankers' A~ociation, P.O. Box 348, 2 First 
a senior has to do is ask. Canadian Place, T.o~nto, Ontario. M$X 
lEO 
and ,grey power" increases,' ap- 
pealing to the over-60s has been an 
important feature of banking set -~ 
vices in the. 1980s. Hypcrinflation 
followed by recession, which 
characterized theear!y ears of the 
decade, demonstrated the. special 
vulnerability ofthose on a fixed in- 
come.  
It has been recognized that  
retirees (or thoseabout to retire) are 
most concerned with getting "the 
most from their savings and keep- 
ing costs as low as possible. 
As  a result, two areas have been 
emphasizedin many seniors' ser- 
vice packages - -  reduction, or 
elimination of service charges and 
premium rates of interest on 
savings deposits. Each bank has its 
own approach, but these two 
threads are a common.factor t  all. 
Often a feature of the package is a 
card for use inthe bank's automated 
 _ls there a condo 
:: in .your  .future?' 
• " • 
ing was developed to assist older 
homeowners who .wanted to 
• remain in their homes as long as 
possible, but who realistically did 
nor have the resources to maintain 
both their home and desired life- 
style. The only options available 
to them were to sell.the home or 
cut back on their standard of 
living, ., 
The theory of reverse mortgages 
is to take some of theequity built 
up in a home and convert it to an 
income stream. There are-many 
variations on the theme. Essen- 
tially the idea is to pm a mortgage 
on the home and invest the 
proceeds in a financial product 
that will provide a higher month- 
ly cash flow than the cost of the 
borrowing. 
The concept is not new, it has 
been offered in Britain and the 
United States formany ears, but 
has .not been readily available in 
Canada. 
homes as well as allo~,ving them to 
maintain their financial inde-. 
pendence. 
Thls is a wonderful idea; 
however, it is not appropriate for 
everyone, A decision to proceed 
with any program should only be 
made after careful examination f 
the alternatives with a trusted and 
competent financial counsellor. "
Consideration must be give t0 
the effect on the family's estate; as 
certainly by adopting this 
p'rogram the chi ldren's in- 
heritance may be reduced. Also, 
we strongly advise that inde- 
pendent legal advice be obtained 
before proceeding with any plan. 
Then, should .you decide to go 
ahead it might also be a good idea 
to advise the children of your 
decision. 
Mary'Cameron a d Dianne Tremlett are 
members o/the Seniors Planning Group of 
5utherland Investment Corporation. 
You can start CPP 
benefits at age 60 
Maybe you're an "empty 
nester"?. The children hav~ grown 
and gone and you're finding the 
family house big and empty and a 
chore to maintain. So you're been 
thinking about renting an apart- 
ment. 
But what about acondominium? 
Certainly, there are many ad, 
vantages, although this late- 1980s 
living sty!e doesn't suit everyone 
and if you do decide in favor, 
you'll want to checkout the par- 
ticular property pretty carefully 
before you make the big change. 
On the plus side, owning a condo 
apartment means you retain an 
equity positionin the marketplace 
and if you like to u'avel, you can 
pull up stakes at short notice and 
not worry all rite time you're away 
about he empty house atlractihg. ~' 
break-ins or burning down, 
Choose 
with care 
As you look at condominium op- 
portunities, you' l l  discover 
there's awide variety of different 
cultures from building to build- 
ing. Consider carefuUy the degree 
of "neighborliness" you enjoy and 
look for a condominium that of. 
fers just that. 
Some condos aremiCrt¢osms of 
villages. People are invol~/ed with, 
one another and are forever or- 
ganizing committees and ac- 
tivities of all kinds. Others are less 
"friendly:' and unit owners tend to 
k~p themselves, to themselves. 
So. before you decide, by all 
means talk to several owners in 
, , t • 
the buildings • you:relooking atto. 
see whcthe=' .the culture them is, 
just right for .you. 
Fitness . . . .  
facilities 
Many condominiums offer out-" 
standingfacilides fo~ physical fit- 
nest and swimming pools in par- 
ticular offer exercise that many 
people can enjoy all .their lives. 
Don't decide-.in haste. Maybe 
• you'll conclude a condojust isn't 
for you after,all. But only a 
thorough check of what's avail-. 
able will help you .come .to the. 
• right decision. 
Didyou know you can start o coi- 
'Plect your Canada Pension Plan 
.retirement benefits at any time after 
your 60th birthday? You don't have 
to wait to 65. 
,If you declare that you have"sub- 
stantially ceased employment" 
(which CPP interprets o mean that 
your annual earnings from employ- 
ment or self-employment won't ex- 
ceed the current maximum-of 
$6,516.72 a year) then you're pen- 
sionable! 
For each month short of your 65th 
birthday the pension you receive is 
reduced by 0.5 per cent. From then 
on your monthly chequewill ~ in- 
dexed but it.won't suddenly jump to  
the "age, 65 level" when you pass 
that birthday, 
When You're looking 'for 
answers, Iook:to these people ' 
, ' , . , , ,  o a;f¢;,- . l t  ane.~tion about Vourpermnal Or business insurance reqmrements? One you 
n'°ee~lans'w'eres q'~u-ic-kly? Any o f  these G~at-West Life agents can help..We are qualified to 
o,,oh,,o ,,,,,,r nrobiem and establish a financial planmng program, tailored to meet your 
• 7,~-~fic needs.~ We can assist youin the areas of life.and health insurance., business anu 
~r==,, ; , . , , ,o, oo ,,~n~|nns and annuities. Take the difficulty out of planning your r. 
p- , -v  insurance. ""°""''"' Call one " ' - - -  of these hi g hl y -s ~ filed re p resentatives fromGreat-West Life tooay. 
Together we've got 50 years of expenence. . . . . .  :~  : . . . .  : . . . . .  
WE HAVE MOVED 
OUR OFFICE TO: 
Chuck Cev Jim Lynch 
4546 Lakelse Avenue, 
Terrace, B.C. V8G IPS• 
Phone 6354166 . 
LOOK FOR THE SIGN 
em sae¢ OWLS. 
GRAND OPENING OF 
NEW OFFICE 
FEBRUARY 17th & 18th 
DROP IN FOR 
COFFEE & DONUTS 
Incidentally, it works the other 
way around too, so that your.wn- 
sion increases 0.5 per'cent for-each 
month you don't • coUect after age- 
65, to a maximum of 1.30 per cent 
at age 70, which is the latest you can 
apply. 
Take a year off 
The big news is that having made 
the initial declaration that you 
won't be earning more than $6,516 
in the next 12 months, the limitation 
is binding only for that period. 
Once you qualify, you can continue 
to receive your retirement pension 
even if your earnings subsequently 
increase above the limit. 
In other words, the limit is used 
only as a qualifying test only for the 
first year, 
When should you apply, whether 
for an "early" pension or to begin at 
65? CPP says, "...about six months 
before you Want 9 begin receiving 
the pension. You may apply up to 
one year in advance." The form is 
available from any of the Income 
Security Programs offices of 
Health and Welfare Canada. Check 
your blue pages for the office 
closest to you. 
Incidentally, if you decide to leave 
Canada temporarily or. permanent- 
ly, your CPP retirement pension is 
not affected; it's "payable in 
Canadian dollars anywhere in the 
wodd for your lifetime," the CPP 
handbook says. 
Whether or not you're applying 
immediately, CPP publishes useful 
brochures covering disability pen- 
sions and survivor benefits in addi- 
tion to the publication on retirement 
pensions. They're all available 
without charge on request. 
Timely tax tip 
While you may use your non- 
refundable tax credits to reduce 
your federal tax payable to zero, the 
unused portions are not refundable 
to you. In some case.s, though, you 
may be able to transfer the unused :
amounts to someone lse. For ex: 
ample, the unused portion of your 
age and pcnsion income amounts 
may be transferred toyour spouse, 
Other transferable credit amounts ' .
are disability, tuition and education, 
I ! 
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rates ca nbe deceptive 
By Peggy Mulligan, C.A. 
When we, rcod a good detective 
novel, we re keenly aware that 
things are not always what they 
seem to be. Yet we rarely have the 
same awareness when we Slash our 
hard.-y, am ed money in the bank. 
TI~.faet [s,h0wever, that in bank- 
ing as in sleuthing it ~s usually 
profitable to investigate beyond 
wh._O. .obv-  
' When you open'a bank account,' 
for example, you may be told that it 
c~m~s 6 I~r cent interest. That seems 
straightforward enough. But • dtd 
you know that there are two ways 
diat 6per ~nt can ~ calculated and. 
that one. of them actually earns 
slight|y more moneythan the 
olhe~. 
Interest can be quoted at a 
"nominal"rate or an "effective" 
rate, sometimes known as "real". If 
you I~vc $100 in your bank ac- 
count and it earns 6 per cent inter- 
est, comlmunded'-semi-annually, 
you arc. actually earning slightly 
more than 6 per cent; 
Here's how the real rate works. 
For the first half of the year, your 
$1(30 earns 3 percent interest, or $3. 
That interest is "compounded" six 
months after you open your ac- 
count. • That is, the $3 remains in 
-your account and you now begin to 
earn interest on that interest. For the 
remaining six months, you earn 3 
per cent on your $100 plus 3 per 
cent on your $3 of interest. At the 
end of 12 months, you have 
$106.09. Thismeans you earned 6 
percent on your $100 ($106) and 3 
per cent on the interest ($0.09); a 
real rate of 6.09 per cent. 
By cbmparison,with an effective worth $6,527. Invested instead at 
interest rate of 6 per' cent, corn- 10 per cent, compounded semban- 
pounded semi:annually, ou end up- nually, your $I,000 would grow to 
with pi'ecisely $106 at the end e l l2  $7,040 over the 20 years. 
months. In ~ssence, the effective If it seems tobe a lot of work to 
rate means that the bank agrees to wade through and compare the 
pay you 6 per cent on your $100 at benefits of different types of bank 
the end of the 12 months. There- accounts with different interest ~ 
fore, you actually earn slightly less rates and varying compounding 013- 
than 3 per cent interest every six lions, remember that you worked 
months so that when the interest is hard for your uaoney, so you should 
compounded your earnings after make it work hard for you. 
the full 12 months will work out to (ee&o Mulligan is with Price Walerhouie. 
Ckartered Accountants.) 
$106. , - - 
Understand 
rate options 
In "order to get maximum earning 
. power •from your savings, it. is ob- 
viouslyimportant tounderstand in-. 
terest rate options. It is also vital to 
understand the power of com- 
pounding as banks offer a stagger- 
ing array of compounding options 
as well. 
Perhaps the most dramatic ex- 
ample of the power of compound = 
ing is one that is familiar to many • 
the RRSP. If you invest. $!000 at 
10 per cent compounded annually, 
in 20 years your RRSP would• be 
Timely tips to help you 
 keep track. Of your money 
Sometimcs it's easy to_forget .that ....... l~o.we~cannothandleit.Aakthe, total. 
what you buy you have to pay for. same questions of the borrower Remember, whether you use Cash, 
So here are a few guidelines to help 
you keep control of your financial 
affairs, especially your debts, 
Thoy'ro courtesy of those who 
know most of. all about money 
your friendly neighborhood 
the lender would ask. 
• Be knowledgeable about the cost 
of credit. Are you using the right 
type for your purpose? Are you 
using a more expensive form of 
credit than necessary. 
eBe'sensible about the number of 
credit cards you use. HoW many 
do you really need? Are you using 
them simply because you have 
them? 
Keep track 
with receipts 
Keep track of all credit purchases. 
Save the receipts for .checking 
against he monthly statements and 
for keeping a running total of yoUr 
obligations. A suggestion" Get an 
extra cheque register (the part of the 
cheque book where you keep track 
of deposits and withdrawals). Use  
the '.'cheques" column for noting 
credit payments~ The "balance" 
could record how much you owe in  
a cheque, a card or loan to pay for 
• your.purchase, check • out the 
reputation Of the'merchant, the 
store's return policies and the 
product warranty. Using credit does. 
not absolve you of your consumer 
responsibilide& 
(For furtlier infatuation abola cr~lil, write 
.for t&¢ /tee booklet Credit Wi:e; The 
Omad~ Bae~rs' A~adagon, Box l.~O, 
Statio~ A, Torero, Oat. M~V 2N8). 
bankem.Tl~y say: 
• Make a. budget fur y0mself and 
stick to it. Idake su~ you know 
what is coming in and what. is 
• going, out. 
• Avoid nmpuls¢ I~. ying. Ask your- 
self: If I had to pay in cold. hard 
c~ would I make this ~ ?  
e luhdr~ ahabit Of comparison shop-" 
ping. , Nevet buy anything, and 
• that includes credit, without com- 
paring corn and values. 
eAlways read and make sure you 
understand application forms 
l~foce you sign them. 
• Be careful of C.o-signing a loan or 
guaranteeing a loan on behalf of 
~thers. Remhnbei that you could 
~d ".up,paying off the loan if the 
DEMERS & BRODIE 
Certified General Accountants 
. t  
• "~ - " .  . . 
:computerized and manual 
Specializing in 
"n accountlg and 
bookkeeping for 
- ' ' t  
" : "  t~ 
:" ~ > " " ~ ' ~  . . . .  " Small Business 
[ 
.od,e, C.G,A,  Donna Demers, C.G'A .  . 
~" : "  " ~• '  ~/ ; ,2  - 4623 Lakelse Avenue 
,:-, ..-> Terrace, B,C, VSG IP9 
. , :  . . .  . -  , 
* Qu i te  S imply  
, The :Best • R:R,S;P 
opt ions  AVa i lab le  
* (4) Trust Companies 
* (7) Investment Funds 
* Flexible:Plans. 
* More Options 
SkeenaMedl  
Monday thru Saturday 
9:30 a.m, to 6:1~ p.m. 
Friday till 9:00 p.m. 
PALMER BUSINESS AND 
A CCO UNTING SER VICES 
" 1 Computenzed/Manua 
Bookkeeping and Accounting 
Payroll-- Payables --  Year End 
Financial statements 
Personal Income Tax- -  
Typing and Secretarial Services 
• :.:.Suite 305 
~>, 'i~:/Ph0ne: 635.21041 
#x 
- 4722 Lal~else Avenue 
i (Til l icum Theatre Building) 
,::_ Terrace, B.C. VSG IR6 
Put the freeze 
on job.hunting. 
.... T i red  of cold-weather job-hunting? 
~ ~ ~ ~% ~ " ~ r J~ ~ ~ h Get hot on the trail with classified. 
:' Classified's packed with career 
Opportunities plus temporary and 
:: part-time positions. Checkit out 
635 7840 
:lassified Advertising Department 
Review 
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Every. year more tourists visit Terrace to test their skillsagainst the salmon and 
the Skeena River. They leave wishing theytoo •could live in our region to operate 
their business and raise their families. , 
. .  r ; .~  
~ ; ~..- ~ 
. • . . -  
What we take for granted every day our counterparts in polluted-congested .... ~:~::4~}ii~ ~ -'
cities wish they could have. The City of Terrac e and Chamber of Commerce has •~ 'r, :~&{{'., } /  
undertaken part of the responsibility to prOmote,Terrace, B,C., r wide. }3,::,~;!~i}:~d~:w,~ :,,,  . . . .  
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~ Every week, informed Ter. 
ii!~race res idents  recewe 
~u:~,:~:,:, ocal news in a concise, 
:,~~,.".~. to-read format,  
Whether your :interes| 
;i/~' astrology, sports or po....__. ,,~,~,~,,~,~,~ 
~i3~~:comment, you will enjoy in. :"~!~;~;~ 
!ii~!;i':!::~ telligent, perceptive news "~ .... 
if:~: coverage, free of typographical 
errors. 
~i, is there any question why 
,# '  
,, Terrace residents desiring 
;~-'~'~"~.~.:,. t imely,  knowledgeable,  news  
~i;!,!~!!R%,~:k!-%t<i= ,<~i'II 
' .~-b ? '  'de :: . . . . . . .  i 
Terrace Revie  ~w.~.,,c:~;~ ," i ~, 
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